
































The past two years that I have spent at opportunities for social entrepreneurship. forward and take on whatever may come 

Roots Millennium schools have taught me Whether it be outstanding MMUN’s or next in my life!

a lot and given me unequivocal Olympiads Roots has never fallen short in 

experiences that I will always remember. I including and inspiring the student to take In the end, I would like to thank Ma’am 

immediately felt very welcomed by Sir part in all their events. Beyond the walls of Ayesha Ansar, Ma’am Muneeze Muzaffar 

Faisal and all of the staff and they have the classrooms Roots has taught me for their continuous support in my 

constantly helped me in order for me to r e s p o n s i b i l i t y ,  d i p l o m a c y  a n d  academics. Last but not the least hats off to 

achieve my goals. commitment. Over these two years Roots Sir Farhan for everything regarding my 

has helped me through all the challenges I offer from Cornell University.

Roots has provided me with academic have faced by forcing me to utilize all skills 

excellence in a high quality-learning and abilities to participate fully in every 

e n v i ro n m e n t ,  a n d  u n pa r a l l e l e d  aspect. Roots has prepared me to move 

shares  success storyher
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MILLENNIAL 
CLASS OF 2017

Acceptances Scholarships

Iman Malik

Acceptance Acceptance Acceptance

Acceptance AcceptanceAcceptance

AcceptanceAcceptance



As someone who has always yearned for a deciding when to take the SAT; then came reaching my current level of achievement 

high school environment that promotes senior year, along with the daunting had it not been for the mentorship of my 

intellectual and personal nurturing, I knew American college applications process - teachers, my counselors, and our academic 

Roots Millennium was the place where my labeled by some of my seniors as one the coordinator Ma’am Muneeze. It has been a 

ambitions and dreams could turn into more challenging aspects of high school. wonderful journey at Roots - one full of 

realities. The hectic days spent at my counselor’s immense growth and countless lessons.

office, and the prolonged periods of 

With the counselors and mentors I had in writer’s block paid off wonderfully when I 

junior year, there was never a deficit of was admitted to my top choice, Vanderbilt 

guidance - be it related to something as University, with a generous aid package. In 

meager as picking AS Level courses or retrospect, I could never have imagined 

$260,716/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
PKR 27,375,180/-
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Sharjeel Mumtaz

International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2017 $260,716/- Scholarship
for 4 years



The blue glass building glares at me as I fulfilling and rewarding. Participating in Saturday when he stayed from 8 in the 

enter through the gate. A myriad of faces events such as All Pakistan Science Fair, morning to 6 in the evening to close my 

look in my direction. Have I made the right MMUN etc. to leading this year ’s application. My scholarship at the 

choice? Leaving all my friends, teachers Mathematics Society have been amongst University of Richmond is thus a team 

and plunging into the unknown, I am my many highlights of two years and I effort and I am forever indebted to these 

unsure if it will be worth it…. would thank Sir Faisal Mushtaq and Ma’am two individuals for all their help and 

Ayesha Ansar for such opportunities. support.

I still remember my initial reservations 

about Roots Millennium but that’s part of My final year has seen a myriad of college As I leave for a new chapter in life, I would 

life. We cling to the past because it’s applications. I met Sir Farhan over the offer just a single piece of advice to all the 

familiar and run away from the future summers and started formulating a plan juniors. Work hard and be prepared for 

because it’s uncertain. However two years with him. His level of commitment failures. But remember there is always light 

down the road, I can now say with utmost impressed me. We would have hour long at the end of a dark tunnel. All you have to 

conviction that it was the right decision. discussions over essay ideas, college lists, do is continue moving forward and seek 

My two years here have been intellectually extra-curriculars etc. I still remember the that light!

$250,920/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
PKR 26,346,600/-
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MILLENNIAL 
CLASS OF 2017

Acceptances Scholarships

Hammad Hassan

Acceptance $170,400/- Scholarship
for 4 years Acceptance



The German philosopher Albert Schweitzer But more important than this success is In the end I would like to thank Sir Faisal, 

once said 'happiness is the key to success.' happiness. Never compromise on who you Ma’am Ayesha, Ma’am Muneeze and 

are, what you believe in and what you feel Ma’am Maimoona for their support.

There is and will be talk of success in the for the sake of your grades and your 

coming few months. A lauding of those university acceptances. Never put being a Long Live Roots Millennium Schools!

who gained admission to prestigious good, kind and loving person above 

universities abroad and celebrations of the someone who fits societies norms and 

wonderful results many students will definit ion of success.  Always be 

produce. Many of you will be encouraged individualistic, carve your own path and 

by this and will put your heart, mind and follow your passions. 

soul into following a similar path to success. 

$320,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
PKR 33,600,000/-
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Sobha Ahmed Gadi

$260,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$198,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$320,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years



If I had to pick one decision in life that I’m I found myself meeting all kinds of people I owe a major thanks to Mr. Faisal Mushtaq 

proud of taking, it will most likely have to and establishing friendships that I know TI, my coordinators Muneeze Muzaffar and 

be joining Roots Millennium Campus back will last a lifetime. Roots has given me Rozina Asif, my principal Ayesha Ansar and 

in 2015. The two years I have spent in this unforgettable memories *flashes perfect my charming counselor Farhan Naeem for 

vibrant place have changed me in ways I teeth* and I’m certain I will cherish them for helping me secure a place in these 

could’ve never imagined. From the many many years to come. RMS teachings respectable educational institutions for my 

emotional strength and support provided and experiences will accompany me to undergraduate studies.

to the congenial environment and the whichever institute I enroll in for my higher 

constant push towards achievement, this studies and I can say with pride that these Class of 2017 signing off!

school has instilled in me a craving for same experiences will ultimately shape my 

success.  The opportunities provided here future endeavours. To my friends and 

are numerous and the already built juniors I have one thing to say: put in the 

pathways to triumph can be found effort, have faith and learn to make the 

nowhere but RMS. most of whatever you receive.

$132,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyher
PKR 13,860,000/-
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MILLENNIAL 
CLASS OF 2017

Acceptances Scholarships

Laiba Bharwar

 $92,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years Acceptance

$132,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years



Irfad Imtiaz

I remember walking up to my Counselor Computer Science. As far as my non- always arranging extra classes and tests to 

for the first time and asking her to help me academic achievements are concerned, I improve my academics. Sir Farhan cheering 

with Summer school applications. Before have had the honor of holding the office of on my achievements. Call it the trust that 

asking me my name, she asked me, "Where President for Entrepreneurship Society at they have on each of their students or their 

do you want to go?". I tried to tell her of the my school and being the Youngest friendly and cooperative nature.

schools which were definitely beyond my International member of ASES Society at 

league and she made that all possible for Stanford University. I am very humbled and grateful for the 

me. I wouldn't be lying if I say, Ma'am experiences I have had at RMS. From being 

Maimoona is definitely a superhero Everyone at RMS is very cooperative and titled as Youngest Microsoft Security 

without a cape. understanding. I will always remember by Researcher to getting recognized for my 

short meetings with Ma’am Ayesha. I skills by Harvard University to getting more 

If we talk about my best academic remember calling Sir Faisal at 10 PM and than 100% scholarship from world's 

achievement till date; It was gaining a asking him to allow me host a private leading universities, we celebrated all of it 

Credit certificate from the very prestigious conference in TMUC, he readily agreed in the most joyous way. 

Harvard University for Distinction in CS50 - without any formalities. Ma’am Muneeze 

$220,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares his success story
PKR 23 100,000/-,
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MILLENNIAL 
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$54,376/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$4,000/- Scholarship 
4 years

$32,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$208,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

p

$4,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$120,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years $300,000/- Scholarship 

for 4 years

$164,788/- Scholarship 
for 4 years



Urooba Ahmed 

I have had the privilege to experience the affirmed that I was going to attend Roots. play musical instruments or act, I was 

best educational institution in Pakistan. I Later on my mother talked to the school completely overwhelmed and overjoyed. 

still remember the day I came for a school counselors and told them that she had In my opinion, social activities at school 

tour with my mother; the high achievers always dreamt of watching me studying in help you become a well-rounded person 

posters on the wall fascinated both of us the U.S. and obtain scholarships to colleges in the 

and I immediately decided this was the world. From my experience I can tell that 

school for me. I had always been told to Anyway, studying at Roots was like a dream the universities have a special place for 

pursue my further education at an come true. I came from a very secluded “Millennials” in their hearts. We are well 

international institution but I was never school so it was nice to see lots of different spread around the world; you can find a 

told how to get in; I was clueless and I did people at one place and dozens of activities “Millennial” in any part of the world. Our 

not know where to start. My mother and I happening around. I had never noticed a fame has made us superior and that’s the 

were impressed to see Talal Almas’ unique combination at any of the schools I reason why I have loved this institution so 

acceptances and hefty amount of had attended. Since I was not accustomed much.

scholarships from renowned universities. to such environments where students, 

And it was that moment when my mother along with their studies; draw, debate, sing, 

$196,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares her success story
PKR 20 580,000/-,
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MILLENNIAL 
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$100,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$120,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$118,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years



Ma’am Muneeze said nobody's perfect, but at Roots Millennium, this decision became assistance and love from Ma’am 

here I am". At such a young age, I have had one of the best decisions of my life. Maimoona who spent days and days 

the privilege to go on international working with me on my university 

program, visit different parts of the world, Having counselors like Ma’am Muneeze applications. I believe that getting an 

but when I look back, nothing can beat the and Ma’am Maimoona who provided me Bachelors degree in Accounting & Finance 

experience I’ve had at Roots Millennium with their unconditional love and support from Canadian university will equip me 

School. I joined RMS in AS-level after was just one of many things that made with the necessary skills needed in the job 

completing my matriculation. The decision these two years at Roots wonderful. market. I am also of the view that every 

to shift from Matric to A levels wasn’t very Getting scholarships from different moment spent at University will help me 

easy, but with the help of dedicated staff, Universities would never have been grow and evolve into the person I’m 

counselors and respected Sir Faisal himself possible without the support and supposed to become.

$120,000/-
Scholarship of

for 5 years

shares  success storyhis
PKR 12,600,000/-
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M. Aimal Khan

Acceptance

$56,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

 $40,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2017



I would like to start by thanking my parents I would also like to thank the long list of And lastly I would like to thank my 

and my teachers, who have helped and administrators, including Ma'am Rozina, counselor Ma'am Mehreen who was there 

guided theough out the past two years at Sir Mohsin and Ma'am Muneeze, who work for me every step of the way on the 

.Sir Farooq Hussain, Sir Usman Sahibzada, tirelessly to ensure that everything is transformative journey that is the college 

Sir Shaukat Abbasi, and sir Mushtaq have, running smoothly on campus. I am grateful admissions process.

through my Alevels, given me the best to Ma'am Muuneze especially for keeping 

possible learning experience, it would have a check on myself and other students in 

been impossible for me to do as well as I regards to mock examinations and 

have done in the Cambridge International registrations. 

Examinations, without their phenomenal 

efforts. 

$220,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
PKR 23,100,000/-
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Balaj Saleem

$140,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$ /-150,000 Scholarship 
for 4 years

$ /-116,000 Scholarship 
for 4 years

$ /-154,000 Scholarship 
for 4 years

$50,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2017



I have always dreamt about being a I made some amazing friends here soon. decision I ever made as the exposure I 

successful person in life, building a career The teachers and counselors are like family. found here couldn't be found in any other 

and being independent. But this journey is They not only supported me but helped me institution. It has been a great pleasure 

full of hardships. I joined RCI Millennium in overcome the obstacles. This institute helps studying at Roots Millennium and I will 

winters of 2016. I felt lost and aloof the first student in developing from the start so truly cherish the moments I spent here.

few weeks but I knew Roots will pave my they achieve something recognizable in 

way towards success. I chose Roots because the future and have the best career. The 

I knew it is the platform where I will be extracurricular activities at Roots are 

provided with numerous opportunities to remarkable and healthy for mind. I met the 

not only discover my potential but also to one of the best counselors here at Roots, Sir 

enhance my abilities. Farhan's efforts helped me made my 

dreams come true. Joining Roots is the best 

$240,456/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyher
PKR 25,247,880/-
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MILLENNIAL 
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Acceptances Scholarships

Noor Fatima

Acceptance

$112,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$100,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$80,000/- Scholarship
for 4 years



Laiba Usman

Studying at Roots Millennium has been a encouragement of mentors like Sir Faisal my School which provided me with a 

short but an unforgettable experience. I Mushtaq, Ma'am Ayesha and Ma'am platform to highlight my abilities, to my 

began my studies at Roots Millennium an Muneeze and by al l  means, the counselor, for if not for your advices and 

year ago and I thoroughly enjoyed it. Roots incomparable support of Sir Farhan I'm support I know that I would not have 

taught me that chasing my dreams was not going to pursue my  dream of studying in applied for, much less been offered and 

a choice but an obligation. It gave me the the U.S at one of the world's best university accepted. And to my parents who believed 

confidence to dream big and pursue my on a 100% scholarship. I'm so glad to say in me. I hope to become yet another 

aspiration with utmost rigor. With the that all the over-hours at school and successful statistic for Roots Millennium 

grace of Allah Almighty and the sacrificing holidays paid off! I owe this to Schools. 

$241,472/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyher
PKR 25,354,560/-
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Acceptance $72,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

AcceptanceAcceptance Acceptance

Acceptance

 $60,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

Acceptance

 $52,800/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2017
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Acceptances Scholarships

Hashir Mehmood

$92,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

p$116,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years $60,000/- Scholarship 

for 4 years$10,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$112,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$101,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$108,000/- Scholarship
for 4 years

$104,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years $104,000/- Scholarship 

for 4 years

$108,000/-Scholarship 
for 4 years$66,000/-Scholarship 

for 4 years

$56,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$76,000/- Scholarship
for 4 years

$80,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$80,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years$76,000/- Scholarship 

for 4 years

$58,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$136,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

€4,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$11,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$11,200/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$7,200/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$28,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2017

$100,000/- Scholarship
for 4 years



Started my education in a government roots millennium Sir Faisal Mushtaq and would like to thank those loving friends I 

high school, joined Roots in grade 6th the guidance counselor Ma'am Maimoona .At got at RMS who made me realize that life is 

most difficult but most important decision. this stage, it is impossible for me to not meant to be taken seriously, and we 

Roots millennium is the perfect place for disregard the tireless efforts my parents must not be afraid of failures, rejections, 

students to realize their potential and made for me till this day. Contrary to the betrayal and changes along this beautiful 

shape their careers. I will always remain conventional notions, they were always journey!

indebted to roots for the dedication and there to advise me as a therapist, share my 

support it gave me in building my career feelings as a friend, and guide me as a 

and in helping me to achieve my goals. leader. Their exceptional parenting is the 

Nothing was possible without the reason I am capable of avoiding many traps 

consistent support and help of the C.E.O of that teenagers like me fall into. Lastly, I 

$132,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares his success story
PKR 13,860,000/-
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Acceptances Scholarships

Acceptance Acceptance Acceptance

Hashir Mehmood

Acceptance AcceptanceAcceptanceAcceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance AcceptanceAcceptance

Acceptance AcceptanceAcceptance

Acceptance AcceptanceAcceptance

Acceptance AcceptanceAcceptance

Acceptance

International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2017

Acceptance



Muhammad Masud

$104,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
PKR 10,920,000/-
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$70,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years $40,000/- Scholarship 

for 4 years $44,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$32,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years $48,000/- Scholarship 

for 4 years $24,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$42,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years $40,000/- Scholarship 

for 4 years

$30,551/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$68,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

Acceptance AcceptanceAcceptance Acceptance

$32,000/- Scholarship
for 4 years

$48,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$40,000/- Scholarship
for 4 years

$32,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$54,516/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$18,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$97,760/- Scholarship 
4 years

International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2017

Throughout my life, I dreamt of achieving extracurricular development to the fullest. I the faculty of Roots Millennium and Sir 

excellence in academics, using my am leaving Roots as a Queens Marry admit! Faisal.They are the compliments and they 

potential to the fullest and then going on No doubts roots turn your dreams into a lead this class of achievers.

to make a difference in the world. It was reality and Sir Faisal Mushtaq is the beacon 

these dreams that made me come to Roots of Light.And my Counselor Ma'am You are the most precious person and 

Millennium for my Alevels. Once at Roots Maimoona Hasnain who helped me re- counselor! Thankyou Ma'am  Maimoona. 

Millennium, I was able to use all the discover myrself.Her 24/7 avaliablity on call Over and out! :)

opportunities available for academic and and via email was unheard of. Big thanks to 

Acceptance Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance



Taha Khuram

Looking back when I joined Roots constantly message me or call me just so I These people are like family for me now, 

Millennium Schools 2 years ago I had no could write all my essays and supplements the past two years may as well be the best 

idea it would turn out to be one of the best in order to meet my deadline. She would two years of my life and the bonds made 

decisions I made. Not only did Roots help call my mother to make sure I didn’t waste here will last a lifetime, and now thanks to 

me grow as a person but guided me time at home as well. It was this dedication these people I will get to pursue a degree 

towards goals I was yet to realize. of hers that helped me get accepted into that aligns with my own goals and will 

universities from all over the world. The allow me to turn my dreams into reality.

The amazing staff at Roots from the teachers were no less – with their lectures, 

counselors to the teachers all work day in, notes, tests and extra classes they helped 

day out to ensure our success. My me achieve a result respected by 

counselor, Ma’am Maimoona did her universities which helped land me 

utmost best to ensure a viable future for substantial scholarships. 

me, whenever I was goofing off she would 

$112,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares his success story
PKR 11 760,000/-,
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MILLENNIAL 
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€10,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$20,544/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$84,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$52,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$44,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$72,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

 $72,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

Acceptance Acceptance

Acceptance Acceptance Acceptance

$72,000/-Scholarship 
for 4 years

Acceptance Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance Acceptance

$120,000/-Scholarship
for 4 years

$58,000/-Scholarship 
for 4 years



Roots Millennium School is a place filled succeed. I will miss every single day of the CEO Sir Faisal Mushtaq, my coordinator 

with opportunities and I am very proud to past 2 years of my life as it has been a life Ma’am Muneeze, my counselor Ma'am 

be one of the very few lucky people who changing experience for me. I have Maimoona and all my teachers for making 

got the chance to avail the opportunities become a better person, not only this possible. I am so proud to be a 

Roots provides. The amount of work this academically but also socially. The people I Millennial and will bear the badge with 

institution does for the students is studied with are a mini institution pride for the rest of my life. Thank you.

exceptional.  themselves, I learnt a lot from them.

All the teachers, counselors and I want to thank every single person from 

coordinators work as a team to help us Roots Millennium School especially the 

$36,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares her success story
PKR 3,780,000/-
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Acceptances Scholarships

Acceptance Acceptance Acceptance

Acceptance AcceptanceAcceptance

Soha Nisar

Acceptance AcceptanceAcceptance

AcceptanceAcceptance Acceptance

$ 80,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$80,980/- Scholarship 
 for 4 years

$ /-58,000 Scholarship 
for 4 years

$44,000/- Scholarship 
 for 4 years

$124,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$32,000/- Scholarship
for 4 years

Acceptance

$12,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$100,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2017



Fiza Maqbool

“To realize one's destiny is a person's only exactly what I wanted; I wanted to join the And that’s when I realised I had achieved 

real obligation and when you want New York University. what I wanted and it would not have been 

something, all the universe conspires in I spent the first year at Roots trying to possible without my family here at Roots. 

helping you to achieve it.” –Paulo Coelho, realise my destiny and the next year, trying From the gate keeper to the CEO himself, 

the Alchemist. to achieve it. With the help of the school everyone has had a hand in making these 

faculty, especially Sir Faisal, Ma’am Ayesha, last two years of my life the greatest.

Joining Roots Millennium in 2015 was a Ma’am Muneeze, Ma’am Rozina, Ma’am 

pivotal moment for me; I transformed from Maimoona and most importantly Sir 

a shy, self-doubting teenager into a Farhan, I got accepted to my dream 

confident young women. I remember college. I remember staying up till 3 a.m. on 

listening to Sir Faisal on the first day of my A the date of my decision and finally logging 

Level. He talked about getting into one of into the NYU portal. I couldn’t contain 

the best institutes in the world and that’s myself when I read my acceptance letter. 

$120,400/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares her success story
PKR 12 642,000/-,
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MILLENNIAL 
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Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

 $112,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

 $132,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years



Zarak Asad

My first day at Roots Millennium, as I student like me who was uncertain of how All these factors combined, along with the 

walked through the hallways full of banners he wanted to succeed in life, and prayers and unconditional support from 

flaunting the exceptional and tremendous transformed him into someone with big my parents, are the reason that I have been 

achievements of the Roots alumni, I felt goals and provided him with a direction to lucky enough to get accepted to be a part 

intimidated – overwhelmed. The fact that do so – thanks to the man behind it all, Sir of NYU – one of the top universities around 

the students who sat in these very benches Faisal. the world. I would like to thank my 

are now at some of the top institutions of extremely talented and hardworking 

the world not only excited me but During these two years at Roots, under the guidance counselor, Sir Farhan for pushing 

empowered me with nervousness. mentorship of extraordinary teachers and me this far and always believing in me. It’s 

my amazing academic coordinator Ma’am amazing people like him here at Roots 

Through Roots Millennium, I believe I have Muneeze, I got many opportunities to Millennium who made my time here 

been provided with a platform to really explore myself – from hosting and worthwhile. 

show off my skills, a place where my organizing events like MMUN, Millennial 

struggles and hard work are put in the right Olympiad and LSF, to going on and 

place in the right direction. Roots took a winning a gold medal at LSF 17.

$172,240/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
PKR 18,085,200/-
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Acceptance Acceptance

$88,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$80,980/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$104,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$100,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2017



"You have brains in your head. You have sure what I wanted to do in life. I was failing here in Pakistan for curious young ones like 

feet in your shoes. You can steer yourself in in every step that I took. I was demotivated us. One can truly utilise their potential at 

any direction you choose. You’re on your and was just going with the flow. I was this school. Everything is there for the 

own. And you know what you know. You doing what everyone else was. Now I have taking. You just need to believe you can do 

are the guy who’ll decide where to go." - Dr. big plans for myself. I know I can make a it.

Seuss difference. This is the kind of mentality I 

built after just spending two years at the 

I made my own opportunities. I come from Roots Millennium Campus. I would be a 

a small town where to dream this big is not hypocrite if I didn't acknowledge the fact 

commonplace. An year ago I was not even that Sir Faisal has created a unique platform 

shares  success storyhis
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Ahmed Iqbal

Acceptance Acceptance

$80,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

PKR 84,200,000/-
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Change is like an asteroid; thrusting you I have been granted undergraduate opportunities to fit in the limited scope 

out of your comfortable orbit into the admission to NYU Shanghai on a 54% which I was born into. Roots, however, gave 

galaxy without gravity. Coming to Roots scholarship. Moreover, I am one of the 23 me the chance to finally let go of that 

was the most important academic decision girls from all over Pakistan to be selected because diversity and compactness are two 

I made, which served as a gateway to under the fully funded Summer Sisters traits which this school welcomes and I 

endless opportunities. Roots provided me Exchange Program for Harvard Summer offer wholeheartedly. 

with the company of like-minded people Secondary School 7 Week Program. 

and accomplished mentors ensured that I  Thank you, Roots !

was equipped with the necessary arsenal of Being a diverse individual who could never 

skills and values to take on any future decide on a single toy even in adolescence, 

endeavors. I had to limit myself of choices and 

$140,080/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyher
PKR 14,708,400/-
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Nazil Danish

$140,080/- Scholarship 
for 4 years



Walking into the campus for the first time, I After two years of studying at Roots, I would not have come this far. They fulfilled 

was skeptical of the difficulties I would face believe I have the ability of entering an their promise of helping students make 

while adjusting to the new environment. institution where I can show my full their dreams a reality!

The concept of it all seemed intimidating. capabilities that can nurture and develop 

But then I was introduced to some of the my genuine enthusiasm and give me 

best teachers and counselors who made ample opportunity to explore new interests 

the two years I spent at Roots, worthwhile.  and shape my existing talents.

I have thrived in the Roots community and I 

am certain that the process of learning that Now when I look back at my time in RMS, I 

I have initiated here will last me a lifetime. know if it wasn’t for the constant support of 

Sir Faisal Mushtaq T.I and my counselors, I 

$100,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyher
PKR 10,500,000/-
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Fatima Saeed Khan

Acceptance Acceptance Acceptance

Acceptance



During the five years I spent in the Roots to happiness and success lies in your own something strong, reliable, and resilient.

community, I learned, laughed, struggled, hands. I get through every day by I want to thank my family, especially my 

and then finally I made it. As a student, one remembering that no one is better than me mother for her undying faith in me; my 

always struggles. Some struggle to stay on or worse than me, that my only friends for all the laughter, the memories, 

top, some to just get through, and some competition is with my own self. and the support; my respected teachers 

choose their struggles. I have learned that and mentors, for pushing me to do my 

the last one is the best way to go because Wherever we go, complications will always best; my principal and CEO for the 

not everything is worth struggling for. If be a part of life. Be yourself, your true self, opportunity to explore as far as I could 

you’re good at something, improve; and you’ll always be okay. Everyone lies, dream, and to all the people I came across 

struggle to beat your old self every day, but never lie to yourself because you’re during this phase of my life, I wish you all 

whether it is to attain a grade, or to win a your own best judge. I have always taught the very best of both worlds.

football game. But most of all, struggle to myself to pause and reflect on myself, and In the end, “We all die. The goal isn’t to live 

be a good person. Become a walking who I am today, and where I will be forever. The goal is to create something 

example of benevolence, hope, and trust. tomorrow, will always be dependent on my that will.”- Chuck Palahniuk.

No matter where you end up in life, the key character, so make sure you depend on 

$80,720/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyher
PKR 8,475,600/-
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 $80,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

Mahoor Khalid



The more I grow, the more I value provides unswerving support at every step In the year 2016-27, I have taken full 

opportunities. The only reason I have been for the students. With help and direction advantage of the unsurpassed counseling 

able to achieve whatever I have achieved f r o m  a  v e r y  c o o p e r a t i v e  a n d  and stacks of opportunities offered by 

till date, is because I believe in the saying, accommodating Guidance Counselor, Roots Millennium School, to make my 

“Seize the moment, because some Mam Maimoona Hasnain, I have received dream come true. I got acceptance from 

opportunities don’t come twice.” acceptances from Oxford Summer Institute NYU Shanghai with a considerable amount 

and London International Youth Science of scholarship. 

After coming back to Pakistan from YES Forum (LIYSF). I also got an opportunity to 

Exchange Prgoramme, admission at Roots represent Roots Millennium at Annual As said by Walt Disney, “All our dreams can 

Millennium seemed like a daunting step as Public Speaking Contest, organized by the come true, if we have the courage to 

I had to live in a hostel, and far from my English Speaking Union. After holding the pursue them.”

family once again. I decided to seize the first prize in Islamabad, I qualified for the 

opportunity yet again, and that resolution National Rounds where I stood third in all 

opened a new realm of opportunities for Pakistan. 

me. The faculty at Roots Millennium 

$176,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
PKR 18,480,000/-
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Sohaib Nashit

 $176,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years



Abdullah Sheryar

Hi, my name is Abdullah Sheryar and this is This school has always pushed me to Faisal Mushtaq, he's a man of his words. His 

my last year before bachelors. I've been in achieve my goals in future. Even with not promises to help us all reach to the best 

roots from past 6 years, this school has help an excellent GPA score I still made it to all  place in future and go beyond our abilities, 

me be the person I am today. universities. I am highly obliged of this he made it possible for all of us to get into 

opportunity and I'm thankful to all my great universities. I will always remember 

To acquire as much experience as possible, I teachers who helped me through one of his long speeches and support who have 

took part in Millennial Model United the most confusing and hard decisions in brought me this far! 

Nations 2015 (MMUN) and 2016 (MMUN) life. 

event which took place in my school. In this 

event I was the Security Director. I got a lot Special thanks to my counselor, Sir Farhan 

of opportunities to express myself,  it was Naeem. If he has never believed in me I 

an amazing, unforgettable experience, in a couldn’t have come this far, his support and 

way helped me voice my personality countless motivation has helped me to 

without having to say a thing. stand where I thought I never deserved to 

be. Most importantly a big thank you to Sir 

$100,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares his success story
PKR 10 500,000/-,
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$160,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$ /-100,000 Scholarship 
for 4 years

$ /-88,000 Scholarship 
for 4 years

$4 /-8,000 Scholarship 
for 4 years Acceptance AcceptanceAcceptance



Not everyday do you come across an was given the golden opportunity to spend Faisal Mushtaq, my exceptional counsellor 

institution that makes you keep your head two weeks at the Oxford University, which & the proficient faculty. They have not only 

in firestorm, engraves in you sedulousness is the epitome of academic prestige. ameliorated my academic skills but have 

and eruditeness, and sets you on the road Moreover, this year too acceptances from enriched my adroitness' that will serve me 

to achieve high degrees of grandeur and renowned universities left me ecstatic. for the rest of my life. Making paramount 

gloriousness. In other words, not everyday Indubitably, studying at Roots was both decisions without them would be 

do you come across an institution like professionally and personally rewarding. unfeasible. Beyond the shadow of doubt, 

Roots Millennium. Providing us with an success at Millennium Campus is 

array of opportunities, from organising Perhaps the most important lesson learned inevitable.

MUN’S and Olympiads to joining a number in these past 2 years was that, even if the 

of clubs and societies. The hours spent road is full of prickly thrones and obstacles 

drafting essays in the counsellor's office it does not diminish the chances of being 

and sleepless nights, never went to waste. I triumphant. I am forever grateful to Sir 

shares  success storyher
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Raina Paul
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$44,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

PKR 4,620,000/-

Rohaan Malik

Roots Millennium School has been helpers. Thank you also to Ma’am Ayesha extracurricular activities and clubs that 

wonderful. It has truly been a roller coaster for providing us with an educational helped shape me into the young leader I 

ride. I still remember when I came here in institution that outclasses all others. Last am today. Here is to all the friends I made 

the AS Level and here I am, almost ready to but not least, thank you Sir Faisal for during my journey and all the great 

graduate from one of the most wonderful believing in the best in me and helping me teachers I met along the way. Gutted to 

schools in Pakistan. I’ll start off by thanking meet that ideal. leave this place but that’s life.  2 AMAZING 

the counselors. Sir Farhan was available YEARS OF HIGH SCHOOL.  GO ROOTS!

whenever I needed him. Ma’am Muneeze While I was here I got the opportunity to 

and Sir Asad have been great mentors and par ticipate in so many different 

shares  success storyhis
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Saud Kamran

Every time I achieved something or failed seminars held by Sir Faisal Mushtaq, I have Model United Nations, Olympiads, Global 

at something, the faculty & teachers at managed to obtain admissions to Entrepreneurship Week and Kangaroo 

Root Millennium School were always there universities in the United Kingdom and competitions provided me with platforms 

to either motivate me or comfort and Canada. Notable among these universities to compete with students of different 

reassure me depending upon the situation. are King's College London, The university schools and cities and gain valuable 

Now arriving at this farewell point, I can of Edinburgh, University of Toronto and experience regarding showmanship, 

happily say that I am leaving with cherished University of British Columbia.  competitiveness and forming relations.  All 

memories.  I have successfully obtained six in all, it was great being a part of such an 

straight A’s at my IGCSE levels and have Also, not only has Roots helped me institution and meeting some really 

managed to retain a GPA of 4.0. achieved academic success but has also amazing people.

helped me break out of my shell, pulled me 

With the continuous help and support of out of my comfort zone and given me a 

my counselor Sir Farhan Naeem and taste of real world experiences to come. 

occasional motivational speeches and Roots Millennium Schools, in the form of 

shares his success story
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The last two years spent at the Millennium students and for their futures. Campus this year. I am fortunate to have served 

Campus have been so much more than I Principal ma’am Ayesha Ansar and the alongside a very hardworking and dynamic 

could have ever hoped for.I walk away a dynamic team of counselors and academic Head Girl, and a Student Council 

more refined person, with memories and coordinators have all been tremendously comprising of such capable and energetic 

relationships I shall take with me wherever I supportive in steering me and my peers students. Together, we have been able to 

go. towards our goals. ensure that our fellow Millennials stay 

involved outside the classroom and have 

I am still humbled by the warmth with My favorite aspect of the Millennium the opportunity to express their strengths 

which I was welcomed into this institution. culture has been the community and how and talents. I am truly indebted to all the 

Since the very beginning, I was lucky to be engaged and proactive it is. It is a Clubs and Societies for their sincere efforts 

surrounded by faculty and students who community that is compassionate and as well as to the school management for 

guided and empowered me. Sir Faisal va l u e s  t e a m w o r k  a n d  p e r s o n a l  trusting its students and allowing them the 

Mushtaq has been a constant source of development. I have had the honor of opportunity and space to be creative.

energy and encouragement, and I am truly serving in this community as Deputy Head 

grateful for everything he does for his Boy during my AS year and as Head Boy I wish next year’s batch the very best!

shares  success storyhis
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Waiz kamran

£19,500/- Scholarship 
for final year AcceptanceAcceptance

$13,500/- Scholarship 
for 4 years



When I first arrived at this college, I was in participated in Millennial Olympiad, achieve more in these two years than i ever 

awe of seniors. They seemed so happy and MMUN in host teams. Ma'am Maimoona could have imagined. Thank you Sir Faisal, 

self-assured. I saw them take the stage time has been my guidance counselor since AS Ma’am Anna, Ma'am Ayesha, Ma'am 

and time again to sing , act, debate and it LEVEL. She has always supported me in Maimoona, Sir Farhan, Sir Asad, Ma'am 

left me wondering how a group of people every decision i make and has always given Muneeze, and Ma'am Rozina for helping 

could collectively be so talented. I did my o’ me a sincere and motherly advice. She is me become the successful you leader I am 

levels from a very small school in Peshawar. more than my college counselor for me. today.

Switching schools is always a hard decision 

but Roots gave me loads of opportunities the faculty and he team at Roots is 

to make my future, induced self- knowledgeable, patient, enthusiastic and 

confidence in me, and provided a clear kind all at once. Sir Faisal Mushtaq and the 

pathway of what to do in future. I guidance counselors have inspired me to 

shares  success storyher
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Mahnoor Zaffar

Acceptance

Acceptance Acceptance

Acceptance Acceptance

Acceptance$72,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

  $20,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$83,200/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

PKR 8,736,000/-



Duaa Ali

At the Roots Millennium Campus, I have hallways for bunking, and afterwards, held Faisal, Ma’am Ayesha, Ma’am Shabana, 

been caught in suffocating crowds in the my hand and pulled me back up. I have Ma’am Muneeze, Ma’am Maimoona, 

counselor’s office, and I have trudged learned to fight for what I want, and I have Ma’am Mehreen and Sir Farhan. You guys 

through the unbearable heat of summer learned that if you want help, you need to have been inspirational and believed in me 

classes. But at the same time, I have ask for it. My time at Roots has been eye- when I did not believe in myself. Thank you 

col lected gold-t inged memories :  opening, thrilling, and at times, bizarre, but again. I am so excited by the thought of 

memories of zipping down staircases with I believe that I have emerged a better what the future holds.

friends, and laughing in the loud cafeteria person at the end of the day, with a group 

while music blares from spluttering of friends, teachers, and mentors, that I can 

speakers. Teachers have scolded me in always count on. A special thank you to Sir 

$200,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares her success story
PKR 21 000,000/-,
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for 4 years



Khushan Shahad

I joined Roots Millennium Campus 2 years support and encouragement of my classes and got the highest marks in the 

ago for my A levels. Coming here was the teachers particularly Ma’am Muneeze who German Language Test. Finally when I 

best thing that has ever happened to me. In helped me throughout this journey. My started working on my university 

the beginning I was a bit nervous when I journey during the past two years helped applications, the unconditional help, 

saw my seniors accomplishing huge goals me become a stronger, more confident guidance ,  mot ivat ion,  hope and 

in their life and me having nothing more person, one who understands the value of confidence given by my counselors and 

than straight A grades in O-levels. I hard work. teachers especially Ma’am Ayesha, and of 

remember in the start of AS level, I received course Ma’am Maimoona made me more 

alarming warnings from my teachers and Knowing that I had entered a gateway of determined and ambitious to achieve my 

coordinators about how difficult A levels endless opportunities, I realized the need goals. Lastly I would like to talk about our 

can be compared to O levels. Having to identify my potential and to avail these mentor Sir Faisal Mushtaq who made me 

worked tirelessly throughout the year, I opportunities to the best of my capacity. I realize that nothing is impossible when you 

finally managed to get four straight A’s in was glad when I came to know that Roots dream high and when you aim high. In 

AS level. But honestly this achievement was Millennium also offers free German short, Roots is a great institution which has 

not only due to my hard work, but the Language classes. I started taking the shaped me and prepared me for the future.

$132,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares her success story
PKR 13 860,000/-,
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Raja Hassan

I could not be more proud to be a graduate positioned to go out into the world and My counselor Farhan Naeeem for his 

of the Roots Millennium Schools. I spent avail myself of all of the opportunities it has patience and perseverance even when I 

the past few years learning from world- to offer. was not sure I could not achieve my 

class faculty in a learning institution that dreams. It’s important to have people in 

values emotional intelligence, academic Today, I am poised to attend Roger your court who have your back; I found my 

excellence and a principled stance in the Williams University ranked 35 in USA team at Roots and I will forever be grateful 

world. During my time at Roots, I have regional universities, an opportunity that I for that. I am going into the world with a 

formed lasting bonds that will stay with me do not take for granted. Though the sense of promise and wonder, I am 

for a long time to come. prospect is daunting, it is one that I hope to confident I can be a high achiever at a 

do justice to. I know that other Millennials global level and I look forward to 

The School’s amazing counseling program are also headed out into the world with the becoming an international citizen that can 

and emphasis on extracurricular activities same sense of hope. bring change to the world.

has helped me mold myself into an 

individual with a diverse set of interests and I would like to thank Sir Faisal Mushtaq for 

passions. I feel I am now uniquely his unique vision and inspiring leadership. 

$96,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
PKR 10 080,000/-,
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Daniyal Naeem

High school life plays a vital role in the prestigious institute, as a blessing in a letters (twenty-four attempts at NYU 

careers and lives of every individual. While disguise. I’m highly thankful to you Sir for supplement to say the least) to receiving 

at high school students learn how to giving me an opportunity and opening acceptance from different universities I 

prepare for the practical life and new horizons of success for me in future. owe all my achievements to him. I am what 

demonstrate their abilities to manage the I am today just because of him. He taught 

little problems of life. Academic issues and Last but not the least; Sir Farhan has truly me that I could achieve more than what I or 

problems are also the challenges that bring been an amazing counselor anyone could other people thought that I was capable of. 

new experiences and learning to the ask for. Mentors like him are not easy to I really feel blessed to have him around me 

students. Among all these ups and downs if find these days. I really am thankful for your in college who actually guided me in the 

one gets good mentors in college life who time, your patience and your ability to best of his teaching abilities. No doubt 

directs your life to a right path, is no less always making a boring situation Roots is known for its teaching faculty but 

than a blessing and without a doubt Roots interesting all of a sudden. He was always teachers like Sir Farhan are assets of our 

has strengthened and guided my roots to patient with me and always ready to listen institute.Sir I thank-you and respect you 

the right path. Among these mentors I to all my ideas. From long days of struggle from the core of my heart!

found Sir Faisal Mushtaq, lead of our and efforts of writing and re writing cover 

$86,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
PKR 9,030,000/-
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Hamza Amin

A high school life plays a vital role on the as a blessing in a disguise. Good teachers these two years. Her ability to connect with 

careers and lives of human being. While at are a rare breed now but Sir Faisal Mushtaq her students and her communication skills 

high school students learn how to prepare is a driven, organized teacher who is excellent.

for a the practical life and demonstrate develops an inspirational relationship with 

their abilities to manage the little problems his students. He embraces any opportunity Sir Farhan has truly been an amazing 

of life. Academic issues and problems are for professional development which makes counselor anyone can ever wish for. Thank 

also the challenges that bring new him an ideal leader. He always has you for not only being an excellent 

experiences and learning to the students. motivated me throughout this journey of educator but also for acting as a silver 

Among all these ups and downs if u get my education in Roots Millennium. I’m lining of hope in all my dark times. Teachers 

good mentors in your college life who highly thankful to you sir for giving me an like him are not easy to find these days. I 

direct your life to a right path, it is no less opportunity and opening new horizons of really am thankful for your time, your 

than a blessing. success for me in future. Ma’am Ayesha has patience and your trust in my abilities. 

been truly an inspirational figure 

Among these mentors I found Sir Faisal throughout my stay in college. She was a 

Mushtaq, lead of our prestigious institute, great support and motivation for me in 

$88,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
PKR 9,240,000/-
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Kinza Imtiaz

Roots has been a support system for me. I My parents have also always tried their best Sir Faisal Mushtaq for being a source of 

have learnt to excel here academically and to instill a regard for education in me. motivation at all times and providing us 

have discovered such wonder ful  However, I was able to put my abilities to w i t h  b o u n d l e s s  r e s o u r c e s  a n d  

opportunities for my future. I first stepped test at Roots Millennium School, where I opportunities throughout our time at 

foot on the campus all anxious and nervous was guided and mentored by Ma'am roots.

but the feeling didn't last long because of Muneeze

the welcoming staff and a diverse student 

body. Switching schools is never an easy I want to thank my counselor Sir Farhan for 

decision. Yet I take immense pleasure in my helping me get through my University 

decision since it has led me to so many application process with ease. Last but not 

wonderful opportunities. least, I am ever grateful to our great mentor 

$90,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyher
PKR 12 840,000/-,
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Acceptance

Acceptance Acceptance

$64,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years
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Saif Ullah Khan

Hello, my name’s Saif Ullah Khan. I’ve been experience. I got a chance to meet people person I am today without the help of my 

in Roots Millennium Schools since the past that I’d never forget. The teachers at Roots teachers and mentors!

5 years, I joined in 7th grade, and this is the are highly qualified, and they are really 

last year of high school, before everyone supportive. This school has always pushed Roots is undoubtedly the best school in 

parts to their own destinations. Roots has me further to achieve my goals. Islamabad, and joining Roots was one of 

provided me with academic excellence. the best decisions of my life. I can never 

Joining Roots has changed me in ways that I did not have a perfect GPA, but I still got forget the time I have spent at Roots, and I 

you cannot imagine, it marked my acceptances from really good universities, am lucky to be a part of this diverse 

transition from childhood to adulthood, that I was not expecting. This wouldn’t institution.

and helped me mature up! have been possible without the  guidance 

and, hard work of Maam Muneeze, Sir 

Roots gave me innumerable opportunities, Farhan, and Maam Maimoona. I cannot 

that have molded me to the person I am thank them enough for all of the efforts 

today. I took part in MMUNs, and they have made, and motivated me 

Olympiads, which helped me gain through this tough time. I would not be the 

$88,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
PKR 9,240,000/-
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Abdullah Assad

I am so excited by what the future holds. that allows students to excel in all aspects me even when I did not believe in myself. 

This year I was accepted by some of the top of their life. I am so glad to be studying with It's been so heartening to know that I am 

universities in the United Kingdom such a diverse student body with many surrounded by people who know that I can 

including Warwick University, UCL and different interests and passions. It has achieve whatever I put my mind to and that 

Manchester University. The acceptances helped me become a global citizen even lesson has been instilled in me here. Thank 

have reaffirmed my belief in myself. I could before I step out of the school gates and I you again Roots Millennium Schools! And a 

not have done this without the know the learning I have undergone here big shout out to my friends here as well… 

inspirational help of Sir Faisal, Ma'am will come in useful when I start my I'm grateful for all the memories.

Ayesha, Ma'am Anna and Sir Farhan. Sir undergraduate courses. I'd like to thank 

Faisal has created an educational system Roots Millennium Schools for believing in 
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Ali Yalmaz

I first joined Roots Millennium School in and Ma’am Maimoona for setting me on was lagging behind and continued to 

2015. I had heard the hype about the world the path to achieving my dreams. cheer us on straight through our years at 

class teachers and helpful counselors and I the school. I hope one day I can provide the 

was not disappointed. I had initially I feel ready to take on the world now after same sort of inspiration to someone. Thank 

assumed that I was simply an average two intense years of extracurricular you Roots Millennium School! I am ready to 

student, but the Roots faculty instilled a activities and academics. This would not excel at the next phase of my life!

confidence in me that I will always be have been impossible without the 

grateful for. Thank you Ma’am Muneeze mentorship of Sir Faisal and Ma’am Ayesha. 

and my wonderful counselors Sir Farhan They were always there for me when I felt I 

$112,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
PKR 11,760,000/-
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Saad Shaukri

Mountains may fly, rivers may dry, you may opportunity. I learned a lot here and my only did he motivate me and our student 

forget me, but never will I. Cheesiness teachers always kept me motivated. I body, he was also there to guide us through 

aside, I have had a great journey at Roots would like to thank my coordinator Ma’am our endeavors. 

Millennium School. I came across many Muneeze for always keeping me on track. 

great people, supportive teachers and I’d also like to thank Sir Farhan for helping I’m so proud to call myself a Millennial and 

helpful counselors. I have made some great me polish my university applications and be part of a community that values 

friends that will be with my for the rest of for guiding me through the stressful last principles in the world.

my life, I hope. year.  One of the biggest sources of 

inspiration for me throughout my time in 

Every day presented me with a new high school was Sir Faisal Mushtaq. Not 

$104,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
PKR 10,920,000/-
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Abdullah Ashraf

I belong to a retrograde city Rahimyar moment I decided that this is the school this without my parents' support and love. 

Khan, and moving to Islamabad was a huge where I would want to continue my And of course my mentor, my teacher, my 

decision I had to make. I remember clearly education. Even after all the series of counselor and my role model, our CEO Sir 

how my parents and I were looking for the events, somewhere deep down in my heart Faisal Mushtaq TI. I thank everyone from 

best school in the city. Then I came to know I was afraid if I was making the right choice the school faculty for their unconditional 

about Roots Millennium School. As soon as but very soon after joining Roots, I realized and overwhelming support. 

I entered the gates of the school, I felt that coming to Roots was one of the best 

something very different, appealing and decisions I've ever made in my life. These years I spent at Roots have been the 

special about the school. best years of my life as I have been 

Here I stand now, I have been accepted by provided with so

Further having to communicate with the well known universities around the globe 

administration and faculty and the support because of the guidance and support from 

they provided us with gave me a reason my counselors and academic coordinators. 

good enough to join Roots. That was the I would’ve never been able to accomplish 

$60,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
PKR 6,300,000/-
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Fatima Khalid

Having done my A-levels from Roots only did I get to strengthen myself in so. I’ve achieved something in life, as a 

Millennium I-9 is truly an adventure I will academics, but I also had a chance to have dream of mine became reality in this very 

never forget. Coming from Saudi Arabia, a a glimpse of this rapidly developing world institution and I couldn’t be grateful 

rather different environment from Pakistan by attending debates on world issues at enough for all those who were involved 

was a pretty tough change for me. There MUNs hosted by our college. throughout this journey.

were times of ups and downs and times 

where things seemed to completely fall I have always been fond of the UK and 

apart, but with the determined assistance wanted to pursue higher education from 

of academic coordinator Ma’am Muneeze there. I have been offered programs from 

Muzaffar and continuous guidance by universities in the UK and if it hadn’t been 

counselor Sir Farhan Naeem, I found out for CEO Sir Faisal Mushtaq, I would never 

who I was and what I am capable of. Not have had this wonderful opportunity to do 

shares  success storyher
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Going to Roots for my A-Level has been and every phase of my applications. She saved from all that hassle. The driving force 

one of the best decisions I have ever taken was there for my assistance 24/7 (yes, behind it is the dedication put in by none 

in my life. From top-of-the-line facilities to literally) and the 8:00-2:00 school hours other but Sir Faisal Mushtaq! He ensures 

the unparalleled counseling and faculty, were only a fraction of the time that she that each child is looked after properly and 

Roots has always provided with more of needed to work. My admission at u n d o u b t e d l y ,  t h a t  i s  w h y  

everything that I wished for. This year, my Georgetown has come about as a result of #millennialdreamscometrue

placements have all been possible only due exactly that, because not everyone gets to 

to the tremendous effort put in by my go to such top-notch colleges in the world! 

teachers - my counselor, Ma’am Mehreen Students of several other schools now seek 

Rashid. She guided me exactly where and guidance from external consultancies for 

how to apply, and helped me through each their admissions, but here at Roots, we are 

shares  success storyhis
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I remember the day when I stepped into couldn’t even go alone for outing and blowing concerts. Words aren’t enough to 

Roots quite puzzled and scared as I saw a Roots gave me the opportunity to travel describe my journey at Roots and it makes 

totally different environment. Everything abroad to countries like UK and USA. It me heartbroken to leave it behind.

was new and I wasn’t used to it but as days completely changed me. A shy person who 

passed it felt like home. The administration, couldn’t even speak now wanted to be a I would like to thank Allah for his 

staff and faculty were all like a family. I lawyer. I was provided with the best law uncountable blessings, my parents for their 

realized that by joining Roots I have taken a teacher who did not only teach me but she unconditional support. A special thanks to 

provident step. helped me in each and every possible way. Sir Faisal Mushtaq for giving me the 

Besides academics Roots gave me opportunity to study at Roots, Ma’am 

My four years at Roots are the most opportunities to take part in variety of Muneeze. I would like to express my deep 

memorable years of my life  which I’ll extracurricular activities. It gave me a gratitude to Ma’am Maimoona who has 

cherish forever. Roots Millennium is the chance to attend several Model United been extremely helpful and cooperative in 

only platform, which recognizes and Nations, which further improved my providing me support at all times to help 

utilizes talent they think exists in their debating and communicating skills. Being me achieve my goals.

students. I was a totally shy person who a Millennial I attended several mind-

shares  success storyher
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I had been told that the final two years of were always there for me through the highs I have high hopes for the coming years. 

school are the hardest. Looking back, I and the lows. I found mentors in Sir Faisal Millennials are constantly told that they 

believe it. But I also think they’re the most and Ma’am Ayesha. They were ready to can achieve anything they set their mind to. 

rewarding of my entire school career. I lend an ear whenever students were At the end of my time at the school, I finally 

participated in many extracurricular lagging behind and even during the lows believe it.

activities and learnt to manage my they continued to cheer us on. I hope the 

academics alongside them. I had thought rest of my life is also paved with such 

that I would only have time to study but I remarkable mentors. 

quickly learned that I wanted to do much 

more. I wouldn’t have been able to do this I’d also like to thank you Sir Farhan! 

without the unflinching faith of my University applications would not have 

teachers at Roots Millennium School. They been possible without you. 

shares  success storyhis
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What does it mean to be a Millennial? It opportunity to travel with the school, to when I was the most panicked. You were 

means being open minded, passionate and participate in MMUN and Olympiad. I was patient and persevered in your faith in me. 

goal driven. I learnt to make goals, achieve a little wary at first that my academics This has meant more to me than you can 

them and then make new ones.  This would would suffer if I spent too much time on ever know. Thank you! 

not have been possible without the extracurricular but I also learnt time 

commitment and support of my parents, management here. And to all my friends. I know most of us are 

my friends and last but not least my going our separate ways, but I know that 

teachers and counselors. Roots Millennium Thank you Sir Faisal and Ma’am Ayesha for we’ll be connected for the rest of our lives. 

School set a standard for me and I have being the amazing trio that you are. You I’m so proud to be part of this community.

consistently strived to meet it because I am have always believed in us and helped us 

proud to be a part of this institution. My achieve our dreams. Thank you also to my 

friends and I have been on an incredible counselors Ma’am Maimoona, Ma’am 

journey together and formed some Mehreen and Sir Farhan, I’m indebted to 

amazing memories .  We got  the you for helping me out during the times 

$84,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyher
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What does it mean to be a Millennial? It opportunity to travel with the school, to when I was the most panicked. You were 

means being open minded, passionate and participate in MMUN and Olympiad. I was patient and persevered in your faith in me. 

goal driven. I learnt to make goals, achieve a little wary at first that my academics This has meant more to me than you can 

them and then make new ones.  This would would suffer if I spent too much time on ever know. Thank you! And to all my 

not have been possible without the extracurricular but I also learnt time friends. I know most of us are going our 

commitment and support of my parents, management here. separate ways, but I know that we’ll be 

my friends and last but not least my connected for the rest of our lives. I’m so 

teachers and counselors. Roots Millennium Thank you Sir Faisal and Ma’am Ayesha for proud to be part of this community. 

School set a standard for me and I have being the amazing trio that you are. You 

consistently strived to meet it because I am have always believed in us and helped us 

proud to be a part of this institution. My achieve our dreams. Thank you also to my 

friends and I have been on an incredible counselors Ma’am Maimoona, Ma’am 

journey together and formed some Mehreen and Sir Farhan, I’m indebted to 

amazing memories .  We got  the you for helping me out during the times 

shares  success storyhis
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Roots Millennium School has become my Ma’am Muneeze for having faith in me and I am looking forward to a journey that will 

family over the past year or so. I could not setting goals for me when I was a little lost. involve new friends and many more 

have found better friends in my path Thank you also to Ma’am Maimoona who opportunities. I am confident I can grasp all 

toward success. The memories I made here was unflinching in her dedication to our of these after the learning process I’ve 

over the past two years will be staying with entire cohort. Finally, I am indebted to Sir undergone here.

me for the rest of my life. I’d also like to Faisal, who has always led by example. He 

thank my parents who have always pushed constantly reminded us of our potential 

me to be the best person I can be. until we were ready to fulfill that potential. I 

hope the coming years are as fruitful as the 

I don’t think I could have achieved all of this next!  

without the help of my teachers. Thank you 

$88,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyher
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I have been a part of this prestigious comfort zone and expand my vision to everything else I have seen & learned here. 

institute for 9 years. It boosted my somewhere I saw myself achieving what Moreover I had the privilege to enhance 

confidence and transformed me into the I've always yearned in life. my knowledge, interact with 

person I am today as my perspectives 

changed with growing exposer. First of all Ma'am Muneeze was someone who I could 

thanks to Allah Almighty and then my always approach, taking form as a guardian 

parents for their countless prayers, and for or my confidant, she has always believed in 

always having my back me. Love you Ma'am.

Sir Faisal, Ma'am Ayesha, Ma'am Muneeze, This institution, MCI, has given me endless 

Ma'am Maimoona & Sir Asad, I cant be opportunities, along with countless 

thankful enough for the support and cherishable memories. I'll be forever in 

guidance I've earned from all of you. It debt to my teachers for assisting me get 

really would not have been possible if you acceptances to Oxford Summer School and 

had not been there to pull me out of my LIYSF and many colleges abroad and for 

different 

people from different regions of my own 

country as well as from China, Germany.

This place has become one of the most 

important part of my life, very close to my 

heart indeed. Over the years I've learned so 

much in roots that I'm certain whichever 

path i pursue in life, where I will go, I'll owe 

these great teachers and this school for 

guiding me find my place in the world......

shares  success storyher
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These have been two of the best years of energies before applying myself to school Finally, a shout out to my friends who I have 

my life. I’ve learnt so much here about time again. They were soothing when I needed shared so many good times with. I know 

management, patience, studying smart soothing, and pushy when I needed a push. that we’ll stay in touch as we move forward 

instead of studying hard and finally, about Thank you for always have such an intuitive in life. Millennials for life!

how important it is to pursue your passions sense of what I might need to succeed. 

for those are what will lead you to success.

 Thank you also to Ma’am Mehreen, Ma’am 

Thank you so much to Sir Faisal, Ma’am Maimoona and Sir Farhan. Without your 

Ayesha and Ma’am Muneeze. They were so guidance I would not have been able to 

inspirational at every step of the way. When make it through my last year at school. You 

I felt I was lagging, they reminded me it was were so patient and willing to dispense of 

okay to take a break and restore my advice. Thank you! 

$104,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
PKR 10,920,000/-
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“You must stand tall and hold your ground, Furthermore, I’ve come to the realization have now become family. They all have had 

stare back at fate and fight for all that could that everyone that walks into your life their part in making me who I am today 

be, never once giving yourself the chance influences your story in one way or another, and for that, I am truly grateful. 

to wonder ‘what if’. Opportunities are not some with a greater magnitude than 

ever to be taken for granted.” This is but others, but an influence nonetheless. In my As I embark on this next phase in my life, 

one, of the many things I’ve learnt in all the time with this institute, I was fortunate I’m nervous, excited and terrified at the 

years I’ve been associated with Roots. The enough to have some of the most amazing same time, but I happened to be walking 

institution has presented us with people by my side, throughout all the away with fresh perspectives, experiences 

opportunities galore, avail them we have exams, events and challenges in general, and relationships that have led to the some 

and I am honored to have been a part of it whether they carried a title of teacher, of the most cherished memories I hold.

all. management, my brilliant counselor or the 

wonderfully dizzying array friends that 

shares  success storyher
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Hello, my name is Arooba Khalid, and this is out of my shell. Not being a very bright and love, for always being there when I had 

my last year in this institution. Although it student to begin with, I started to lose questions and for having faith in me, which 

has only been two years since I started confidence in myself but due to the has allowed me to reach the place I am at 

studying in Roots, the learning experience excellent commitment and support of my today. I am also very grateful to Sir Faisal 

cannot be compared to any other. I was teachers and staff, I have improved a lot Mushtaq who was there to help me to fulfill 

given the best opportunities to study form and because of that I was able to apply my dreams. I have found inspiration in him 

the best teachers and be at the place I am abroad and get into Gannon University and will forever remember his words as well 

today. Being a shy girl it has always been with scholarship. as support.

difficult to start things anew but coming to 

Roots I realized slowly how I have A very big thanks to Sir Farhan Naeem, my 

developed myself and learnt how to come guidance counselor for his huge support 

shares  success storyher
PKR 1,680,000/-
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Studying at Roots Millennium School has foundation for my future believe that every experience at the 

been a special experience. The two years I institution will add to my education as a 

spent here have been exceptional. With Getting a scholarship from Valparaiso professional and as a human being, 

counselors like Ma’am Maimoona and Sir University could not have been possible preparing me for the future. 

Farhan to coordinators like Ma’am without the consistent support and help of 

Muneeze and Principals like Ma’am Ayesha Sir Faisal Mushtaq and my guidance Thank you RMS for leading me to this 

Ansar, leaders like Sir Faisal Mushtaq, Roots counselor Ma’am Maimoona. Valparaiso place, where I feel like the world is full of 

Millennium is the perfect place for students University is ranked fifth amongst the possibility and I can only succeed from 

to realize their potential and shape their Midwestern universities in the United here.

careers. I will always remain indebted to States and has leading programs in 

Roots for the dedication and support it business, economics and engineering. 

gave me while I was intent on building a Valparaiso is the perfect place for me and I 

$96,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
PKR 10,080,000/-
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Hi, my name is Taimoor Khalid and my  The excellence of teaching at this college A very special thanks to Sir Faisal Mushtaq 

journey of 2 years in Roots is coming to an has improved my GPA a lot more than I who was always there to help us excel in our 

end this summer. Although it was for a expected and because of this I was able to lives and push us forward, with his help we 

short time but Roots has polished me a lot, I apply abroad and even accepted into were able to apply to great universities, and 

used to be a shy boy and much of a loner, Gannon University with scholarship, and get a chance to study there. I will always 

but the support of the staff and teachers this could not have been without the help remember his contribution in the future I 

was simply incredible. Roots has given me and support of Sir Farhan Naeem, my have ahead.

vast number of opportunities in every  way guidance counselor. I sincerely thank him 

I could never think about and these for this continued support and love which 

opportunities have promised me the best has brought me where I am today. He never 

future ahead. once stopped believing in me and for that I 

will forever be gateful to him. 

shares  success storyhis
PKR 1,680,000/-
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I remember joining Roots about two years time when I didn't even believe in myself. I support and the undying encouragement I 

ago as a shy and timid sixteen year old. I got to participate in some amazing received from them to pursue my dreams, 

now leave as a much more mature and activities and volunteer for some incredible to reach for the sky and settle for nothing 

confident eighteen year old. causes while making close friends and a less. I am proud to have been a part of the 

whole bunch of memories along the way. Roots journey and though I am sad to see it 

These past two years have been a whirlwind And though I still don't know what the come to an end, I know that a part of me 

of lessons, most of which I learnt the hard future holds for me, I'm not as lost as I was will always cherish it and hold it close to my 

way, as the most important ones do, a roller before and I know that I'd be able to brave heart. 

coaster of emotions if you will. But it was any situation that I encounter. 

these lessons that made me grow and most 

importantly showed me my self-worth and Moreover, I am eternally grateful to Sir 

brought out qualities in me that I never Faisal, Ma'am Mehreen, Ma'am Muneeze 

knew existed. Roots believed in me at a and Ma'am Rozina for their unparalleled 

$80,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyher
PKR 8,400,000/-
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Roots has been a support system for me. chance to model for Olympiad. I have had Maimoona for helping me become the 

I’ve learnt to excel here academically and the occasion to work with the School successful youth leader I am today. I want 

have discovered such wonder ful  Welfare Society and have volunteered with to thank all the teachers, coordinators and 

opportunities for my future. The faculty national institutions such as the Pakistan counselors for the many, many hours you 

and team at Roots is knowledgeable, Red Crescent Society. Roots has opened the spent with me discussing how I can achieve 

patient, enthusiastic and kind all at one doors to the globe for me: I enjoy traveling, my career goals. I look forward to 

once. Sir Faisal Mushtaq and the guidance meeting new people, stepping beyond my maintaining and nurturing the networks I 

counselors at Roots Millennium have comfort zone all the while maintaining a formed here and I will always value the 

inspired me to achieve more in these two high academic standard. memories!

years than I ever could have imagined. 

Thank you once again Sir Faisal Mushtaq , 

I was part of the MMUN for two Ma’am Ayesha, Ma'am Shabana, Ma'am 

consecutive years. I also was given the Muneeze, Sir Farhan, Sir Asad and Ma'am 

$2,500/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
PKR 195,230/-
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Joining Roots Millennium Schools, I-9/3 potentials that you never saw in yourself. I Rozina and Ma’am Muneeze and the entire 

Millennium flagship campus in August speak from experience like they had RMS faculty, my family and my friends for 

2015 for my A’Levels has definitely been appointed me as the President of the supporting me in this adventure. I will 

one of my successful and accomplished life Chinese Language and Culture Society and never forget what I have absorbed from 

decisions. Teary and proud, I look back on encouraged me to bring forward events to this place as I embark on a new chapter of 

the two academic years spent here. It has showcase China and its astounding history my life.

been a roller coaster ride, its high and low and traditions, something that I would not 

points have made every moment do for a large crowd.  I am out!

memorable. *Mic drop*

Towards the end I would like to thank the 

At Roots there are so many opportunities CEO Sir Faisal Mushtaq, my Principal 

waiting for you to tap upon them, and I can Ma’am Ayesha, my counsellor Ma’am 

say that each one is a journey to unveil your Mehreen and my two coordinators Ma’am 

$145,900/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyher
PKR 15,319,500/-
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Huang Bhui

Acceptance AcceptanceAcceptance

$120,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$120,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$ /-44,000 Scholarship 
for 4 years

$104,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$ /-72,000 Scholarship 
for 4 years International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2017



My second home where I received Not only is my institution reputed for its Millennial Olympiad’17 which is indeed a 

individual attention, much needed academic excellence and world class great honor for myself. 

guidance, unflinching support and proper acceptances, it is well known for catering to 

check and balance by my teachers and its students’ specific interests. In my My anecdote about my achievements 

coordinators. Their assurance gave me particular case, I was honored to take on would be incomplete  without expressing 

confidence and throttle I required to work multiple roles throughout the school years, my deepest gratitude to my mentor , Sir 

to get into the places that I had always in the events that we’re famous for Faisal ,who provided me an excellent 

dreamed of and scholarships that I now throughout the twin cities. I started off as a platform and never ending range of 

flaunt about which once I’d thought were member of the host team for Global opportunities both in academics and extra 

out of my reach. It’s the institution where I Entrepreneurship week then became curricular. I would also like to thank my 

found a best friend in my counselor, Sir Deputy Director Media for Olympiad 2016. Principal, Madam Ayesha who ensured I 

Farhan. Without him, I may not have had The next academic year, I was entrusted to get every possible help I needed. 

these outstanding acceptances from take responsibility as Head of operations 

numerous renowned universities. for Millennial Model United Nations 2016, At Roots, Dreams do come true!

finally to serve as the President of the 

$126,500/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
PKR 13,282,500/-
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Osama haroon

$96,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2017



“You are made up of sterling material and my hand and pulled me back up I have education, I made friends and memories to 

second none. Why should you not success learned to fight for what I want. And hence last a lifetime. All these aspects of college 

like many others, like our own forefathers.” learned that if you want help, search for it have also made me better-rounded as a 

Speeches of Jinnah always echoed in the and you will surely receive it. person. Looking back, the trend of things 

silence of my thoughts, where there to always working out for the best has been 

guide me through the mists of time. One My time at this campus had been thrilling pretty consistent for me .A low point gives a 

man who managed to achieve more than and exciting since there were many great great opportunity fort an uphill climb to a 

of us came an inspiration. events I took part in, playing basketball really great summit. While hitting you’re 

tournaments, bringing trophies to the lowest point will always suck try to look at it 

At Roots Millennium campus I have campus ,  per forming dances and as an opportunity, not a vexation.

trudged through the unbearable heat of beatboxing over the events were truly 

summer classes but at the same time I have worth everything. *Signs out with a beatbox*

col lected gold-t inged memories :  

memories of teachers scolding me in my  In conclusion, not to sound like an overly 

hallways for bunking, and afterwards, held spiritual grandparent, besides the 

$50,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
PKR 5,250,000/-
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Hashir Ahmed

Acceptance$80,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$88,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2017



This has been a year of highlights for me. I Thank you Sir Faisal for creating an invested support system. 

participated in a lot of activities with my educational institution whose values are 

friends. We managed to wear many hats empathy, cultural awareness, and strong I am also indebted to my counselors, who 

during the school year and I can honestly academic backgrounds. I managed to were patient at all hours of the day. Your 

say we loved all of them. I’m a little nervous polish different aspects of my personality support has meant the world. I’m excited 

about the year ahead, but I’m also so proud here and I don’t think it could have been about the future and all that it promises.

for what has come before it. I think I truly possible anywhere else. Ma’am Muneeze 

stepped out of my comfort zone and and Ma’am Ayesha were both always fair 

allowed myself to experience the sides of and willing to help when I needed it. I truly 

school that run alongside academics. felt like I was surrounded by a deeply 

shares  success storyhis
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When I left my home city, a place where I lifetime, I have gained experiences that will support me through thick and thin. I would 

have lived for more than half my present help me in real life and I have been through like to thank my support system; my 

age, to a city where I would be pursuing my hardships which polished my character as I friends, family and not forgetting the 

dreams, a place I have never been before, it grew to be a better version of myself. people who work day and night at Roots, 

is scary, and especially for a girl who lives in who promised me achievements and 

a patriarchal society. Leaving behind family From all the things that I have learned, boys delivered them to me. These people 

and friends, staying with relatives, and girls, I can tell you one golden lesson include the Roots CEO Sir Faisal, principal 

becoming independent, this all is from my encounters is that situations in life Ma’am Ayesha, my coordinators and my 

challenging. I never knew what to expect are decided upon how you perceive it. You counselors Sir Farhan and Ma’am Farheen, 

from the two years of A’ Levels at Roots are your own savior. However, you are not without whom there would be no Aniqa 

Millennium School. I was curious yet alone. You have friends and family who are Mustafa in Roots Millennium Schools.

terrified from the unknown. But guys, all always ready to give you that push that you 

this fear and tension is pushed away as I need to move on. I am so grateful that in 

proudly call myself a Millennial today. I these two academic years, I have found 

have made friends who I know will last me a people who are forever willing and able to 

$83,200/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyher
PKR 8,736,000/-
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Acceptance$28,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

Acceptance Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

Aniqa Mustafa

International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2017



Attending Roots Millennium has truly been who encouraged me to take part, that I had couldn't be grateful enough. I would also 

a one of a kind experience, I will now one of the most memorable experiences. I like to thank my academic coordinator 

graduate from a place I can comfortably then went on to take part in many other Ma’am Muneeze and our very own CEO of 

call home. When I first came to Roots I was events like the Millennial Olympiad and Roots Millennium Sir Faisal for their 

nervous as any other student would be social welfare programs like the British constant guidance and mentoring. As I 

attending a new school, however I was Council Active Citizenship program. I have leave Roots, I begin a new chapter in my 

overwhelmed by the amount of support grown a lot as a person by conversing with life. I hope to take along the skills and 

and guidance I received at this school. the talented and creative student body values that I have gained here and to make 

Within no time I was taking part in many here at use of them to the best of my abilities, I am 

different school events, something which I Roots. proud and consider it an honor to call 

would avoid doing before coming here. myself a Millennial. 

When the time came for university 

I attended the Harvard Model United applications I was nervous as any other JN signing out!

Nations conference in Boston and it was all student would be but my counselor Ma’am 

due to the support of the school faculty Maimoona was always there to guide me, I 

shares  success storyhis
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Jalal Nadeem

AcceptanceAcceptance

AcceptanceAcceptance

Acceptance Acceptance

$124,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$103,600/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$80,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$120,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance



You are made up of sterling material and same time i have colleted gold-tinged After graduating this college, I will surely 

second none. Why should you not success memories: memories if teachers scolding miss Sir Faisal Mushtaq TI, Ma'am Ayesha 

like many others, like our own forefathers." me in my hallways for bunking and and Ma'am Maimoona for the endless 

afterwards, held my hand and pulled me support. 

Speeches of Jinnah always echoed in the back up. I have learned to fight for what I 

silence of my thoughts, were there to guide want. 

me through the mists of time. One man 

who managed to achieve more than of us My time at Roots had been thrilling, 

came an inspiration. exciting and active since there were many 

great events I took part in and performed 

At RMS, I have trudged through the in with an amazing crowd of friends,  

bearable heat of summer classes but at this supporting  and cheering up for me.

shares  success storyhis
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Acceptance

Ashar Syed 

Acceptance



Enveloped by the phenomenon called from organizing MUN’S and Olympiads to There is no limit to dreams, if you dream big 

“specialization,” influenced by the cliché attending lectures from university you can achieve big. Roots added to my 

“Jack of all trades, master of none,” we put representatives from many universities all knowledge reservoir with its best of 

on blinders to steer our focus on a well- over the world and what not? cur r i cu lums  and cha l lenged me 

trodden path. My versatility however, academically in order to experience what I 

c o m p e l s  m e  t o  r e p h r a s e  t h e  One may not know what lies in the future; consider to be the most rewarding life 

aforementioned saying to suit my life my experience may not automatically lead pursuits: developing the mind.

motto: “Master of all trades, jack of none.” to a promotion in title or responsibility but 

This opinion is based on my innate ability studying in a prestigious institute like roots Now after two years of studying in Roots I 

to multi task with precision only to yield the was both personally and professionally believe I have the aptitude of entering an 

best results in every endeavor I undertake. I rewarding. It led me to become more social institution where I can show my full 

have always had a diverse cluster of and I got to know how to take capabilities and that can nurture and 

interests and thus Roots Millennium responsibility, with so much exposure and develop my genuine enthusiasm and a give 

became the perfect place for me. I was opportunity I finally knew I was capable of me ample opportunity to explore new 

provided with all sorts of opportunities much more. interests and shape my existing talents.

$116,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares her success story
PKR 12,180,000/-
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Acceptance

$ /-92,000 Scholarship 
for 4 years

$40,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$80,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$40,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

Acceptance Acceptance

Acceptance Acceptance

Zoha Faiz

$20,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$76,000/- Scholarship
for 4 years

$54,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

€16,860/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$104,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years $19,720/- Scholarship 

for 4 years

Scholarship 
for 4 years$140,000/-

€7,200/- Scholarship 
for 4 years



Roots Millennium is more than just a four encouraged my passion for Accounting & not be where I am today. I would also like to 

walled cubicle building to me. It's home. Management. The best part was being thank all my amigos for believing in me and 

The faculty and staff are like family, together with the people who have always my parents for their love and support. PS. I 

genuinely interested in sharing their helped and supported me in every step am opting for Queen Mary University of 

expertise with us. They are incredibly that I took forward. I would like to thank all London.

friendly and very eager to help. My the faculty including Sir Faisal Mushtaq, 

experience here so far has been a life Miss Muneeze, and most importantly, I 

changing one. I've learned things that have would like to thank all the counselors for 

changed my perspective on life. MCI has their time and help, without which I would 

shares  success storyhis
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Acceptance

Acceptance

Ahmed Mujtaba Kayani

AcceptanceAcceptance



Roots Millennium School is a place filled a life changing experience for me. I have my counselors Maimoona Hasnain, 

with opportunities and I am very proud to become a better not only in my academic Mehreen Rashid and Sir Farhan (Best 

be one of the very few lucky people to avail progress but also in my social life. The Person In the School) and all my teachers 

the opportunity Roots provides. The people I studied with are a mini institution for making this possible for me. 

amount of work this institution does for the themselves, I learnt a lot from them.

students is exceptional.  All the teachers, Thank you!

counselors and Coordinators work as a I want to thank each single person from 

team to make you successful. I will miss Roots Millennium School especially the 

each single day spent at RMS as it has been CEO Sir Faisal Mushtaq, my coordinators, 

$60,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
PKR 6,300,000/-
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Haroon Rashid

Acceptance



To be honest, taking sole credit for my for the rest of my life. My time here has won’t forget the stays till 4 pm in school 

achievements would be highly unfair. It helped prepare me for pursuing my and the Saturdays too. I hope someday I 

wouldn't have been possible without Roots undergraduate degree, which had seemed can mentor and inspire students with the 

Millennium. I would like to thank my like such a daunting prospect earlier. Sir same passion and perseverance you always 

counselors for their time, energy, effort and Faisal, your emails, constant meetings, showed during our meetings. 

input. It wouldn't have been possible essay reviews and support was truly 

without the guidance and patience of my inspirational and helped me stay Ma'am Ayesha and Ma'am Muneeze 

counselors, Ma'am Maimoona and Sir motivated. Thank you for making Roots thanks for being there for your support and 

Farhan. Millennium a platform where this kind of for every time that we needed your help. 

personal attention is given and dreams Last but not the least, a big thank you to my 

My A-levels at the school were a grueling come true. Ma'am Maimoona and Sir parents for believing in me and motivating 

but memorable experience. I made so Farhan, sorry for all the annoyance but the me at every step.

many friends here and learned that hard way you  remained calm and patient was 

work pays off. My teachers reinstated amazing. Your persistent help was the main 

values in me that I hope will stay with me driving force behind my achievements. I 

$124,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
PKR 13,020,000/-
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Acceptance

Acceptance

Hasnan Mehmood

Acceptance Acceptance

$2,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$ /-60,000 Scholarship 
for 4 years

$60,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$72,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years



High school is a long and tiring experience. and perhaps most of all, having faith in 

Setting some milestones, I began this myself was the key to this success. Thank 

journey and am thoroughly enjoying it. you Sir Faisal, Ma’am Ayesha and Sir Farhan.

Some times were tiring yet ultimately 

fulfilling. Looking back at my humble 

beginnings, I feel glad that I chose MCI, 

Millennium Campus. My parents, teachers 

and friends were my adrenaline, my 

support system! To be perfectly honest, 

deep down I never thought that I would be 

able to get into these amazing college.

Practicing, pestering teachers and looking 

for their feedback, helping out my friends 

setting me on the path to achieving my 

dreams. 

I feel ready to take on the world now after 

I first joined Roots Millennium School in two intense years of extracurricular 

2014. I had heard the hype about the world activities and academics. This would have 

class teachers and helpful counselors and I been impossible without the mentorship of 

was not disappointed. I had initially Sir Faisal, Ma’am Ayesha and Ma’am 

assumed that I was simply an average Muneeze. 

student, but the Roots faculty instilled a 

confidence in me that I will always be Thank you Roots Millennium School!

grateful for. Thank you Ma’am Muneeze 

and my wonderful counselors Sir Farhan, 

Ma’am Maimoona and Ma’am Mehreen for 

$80,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
PKR 8,400,000/-
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Acceptance$40,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

Mirza Sheraz Sultan



These last few years, Roots Millennium has pursue my objectives. Sir Farhan and friends who were with me while I made 

provided me with a unique atmosphere Ma’am Maimoona have been especially memories that will last a life time. I know 

that was so conducive to my ultimate helpful. Ma’am Maimoona’s constant that we’ll stay in touch  The bond of being a 

success. From foreign trips, to MUNs the attention helped me meet my deadlines Millennial ties us together. I’m excited 

school has constantly exposed it's students and prioritize my goals. about the future, hopeful for all the 

to diverse experiences that have helped opportunities out there! 

shape many lives. I’d also like to thank Sir Faisal  and Ma’am 

Ayesha for nurturing our entire cohort to 

From the counselors, to the teachers here realize our truest potential and make us 

at RMS, the faculty has constantly given me aware of all the possibilities the future 

the resources, inspiration, and direction to holds. I’d be remiss if I didn’t mention my 

$140,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
PKR 14,700,000/-
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Hasnain Jan

Acceptance AcceptanceAcceptance$60,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years



I have been called a disciplined guy before by sharing their personal real-life Red is for the difficult times which seemed 

but it was Roots that made me a display...... conducted experiments. unfair at the time but overall it was fun. I 

Yes,  an extravagant display of colour full thank the Roots Millennium for giving me 

feathers each colour with its unique Green is for the best college-based the experience that every student deserves 

attribute bestowed upon me by Roots. Blue environment available all over Pakistan, but rarely gets.

symbolizes passion for sciences even which will definitely help me to easily get In the end, thank you to my counselor Sir 

though I knew I wasn't good at it but thanks accustomed to my routine in the very near Farhan, coordinator Ma’am Muneeze and 

to Sir Faisal Mushtaq who picked the best future. Not only did they provided the last but never the least Ma’am Ayesha our 

teachers in the teaching profession who environment in which I would excel in my principal.

have not only taught us the syllabus in the field, they also provided a roller coaster 

best way possible but also eased our pain of experience ride full of adrenaline rushes via 

understanding difficult science concepts, tests to cement  the concepts we learned.

$74,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
PKR 7,770,000/-
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$80,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$104,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2017



Did this ever happen to you that you just and doing charity work to being in the management. Thank You Sir Faisal for 

walk in not knowing what’s going to Roots Dramatic Society and showing off my giving those amazing speeches which I 

happen? Well, that was me walking into the acting skills to being in the Roots Cricket can’t share because “what happens in 

RMS in a nutshell. and Basketball team and getting home Roots, never happened!”, Ma’am Ayesha 

some trophies to partying in the Rooftop for being one of a kind principle, Ma’am 

One thing about time is, wherever you are, Garden to having food fights in the Muneeze for being such a hardworking 

you are going to make memories, either Cafeteria to playing Snooker with a broken and friendly coordinator, Sir Farhan for 

good or bad, either big or small, you are stick to having fun juvenile games in our sharing a laugh or two while working day in 

going to make them and make them for classroom to Ma’am Muneeze scolding at and day out for us and to everyone in the 

eternity, and Roots have a special place in you for not appearing in the mocks to Roots family for being a mentor to me and 

my heart for this very reason. From working making best friends and best memories, all making this ride a memorable one.

for the Microsoft VA and learning editing I can say is, it was one hell of a ride.

and web designing to being part of the first Thank you because this success story 

ever Active Citizens program of British I am glad that I have been part of this wouldn’t have been possible without YOU! 

Council in Pakistan to helping the orphans outstanding school and an even better Love you all!

shares  success storyhis
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Farrukh  Rabbah
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They say “Better late than never”. I came to I would like to Thank Ma’am Muneeze for “Roots Millennium has made me Mr. 

roots in the last year of A Level’s and I am constantly pushing me over the limits. Worldwide”, Pitbull.

extremely glad to have taken this decision. Ma’am Mehreen had the most significant 

The school nurtured my growth and part in my acceptances and scholarships so 

catalyzed my transition into a leader. My a huge shout out to her as well. Lastly, it 

participation in International Level events wouldn't have been possible without Sir 

provided me with a platform to interact Faisal TI, who provided me with a generous 

with people of different nationalities. This Scholarship that put excellent education 

has greatly broadened my perspective and within my reach.

taught me tolerance. 

$96,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
PKR 10,080,000/-
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Talal Khan

€20,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$170,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$104,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$132,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

AcceptanceAcceptance International University Acceptances & Scholarship Awards Class of 2017



I would like to start by thanking the Ma'am Rozina, Sir Mohsin and Ma'am like to thank my counselor Ma'am Mehreen 

teachers I have had the good fortune to Muneeze, who work tirelessly to ensure who was there for me every step of the way 

learn from over the past two years at Roots that everything is running smoothly on on the transformative journey that is the 

Millennium. Without Sir Farooq Hussain, campus. I am grateful to Ma'am Muneeze college admissions process. I feel extremely 

Ma'am Darakhshan, Sir Umair Qureshi and especially for keeping a check on myself fortunate to have been accepted to my top 

Sir Shaukat Abbasi it would have been and other students in regards to mock college choices: University of Notre Dame, 

impossible for me to do as well as I have examinations and registrations. It goes University of Virginia and Emory University 

done in the Cambridge International without saying that Roots Millennium and I credit it all to my school.

Examinations. I would also like to thank the would not be a reality if it weren't for our 

long list of administrators, including CEO Sir Faisal Mushtaq. And lastly I would 

$239,080/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
PKR 25,103,400/-
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M. Abubakar Mian

Acceptance

$170,480/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

 $234,960/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

Acceptance Acceptance

Acceptance Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance



No good quote, nor a motivational We stand here today on the precipice of the This very thought and idea instilled in me is 

juxtaposition will I place here for you today. future. It's not a distant reality anymore. It actually “Millennialism”. Roots Millennium 

As you read the countless novella written begins here. It begins today. Although it Schools is not merely a philosophy, it is a 

by gown-laden prodigies in this rather may not be easy to see,  ever y vision that enlightens every Millennial to 

lustrous booklet, you will come across your accomplishment you achieve is added to lighten the burden of mankind.

perception of inspiration and a caricature the world's accomplishments. Your 

of your dreams. People ask you to build up individual successes benefit society as a Thank you Sir Faisal for equipping the 

to your what you want to achieve in life, to whole because when you succeed, you youth of Pakistan with the knowledge, 

follow systems of thought, to follow lighten the burden on your fellow man. reality, existance and experience of no 

atheism, constitutionalism, monotheism, When you succeed, you are in a position to match. In the end I would also like to thank 

polytheism, theism, mutualism and a give rather than take. Imagine if every Ma’am Muneeze and Ma’am Ayesha for 

billion other isms: but I, here and now tell individual lived up to his or her own their continued support throughout my 

you to follow something that trump's all potential. Think about how amazing that time at RMS ! I would like to dedicate my 

isms: Yourself. would be, and how much better off the IVY League acceptance to none other than 

world would be. Sir Farhan the Great.  

$160,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
PKR 16,800,000/-
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Abdul Sami Khan

 $160,000/- Scholarship 
annum for 4 years

per 



My journey as a Millenial began in 2002 as handedly initiate a fundraiser project for  and A level coordinators, and above all, Sir 

a Montessori student. I can still vividly recall underprivileged students. Furthermore, a Faisal Mushtaq, who not only guided me 

my initial days in school when I would cry in perfect balance of academic and co- every step of the way, but also made the 

the assembly, scared of being away from curricular activities, coupled with an learning process a rewarding experience.

home. Before I realized, though, Roots had internship opportunity that took me closer 

not only become my second home but also to my career goal, were lucrative perks. Even though bidding farewell to Roots will 

my comfort zone. Today, I am reminded of  be bittersweet, I eagerly look forward to 

multiple ways in which this institution has My dream of studying abroad was also the next phase of my life and will forever 

shaped my personality from a timid little furthered when I received acceptances cherish the amazing memories from the 

girl to a confident person ready to embrace from not one, but all five universities in the past 15 years, and friendships that will 

change. UK that I had applied to. Had it not been for surely last a lifetime.

my guidance counselor Ma’am Maimoona, 

I was provided with a platform that the tedious application process would not 

triggered my interest involuntary have been so enjoyable. I owe a special 

community work, inspiring me to single- thanks to my principal and teachers, my O 

$62,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyher
PKR 6,510,000/-
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Alina Shah

$64,000/- Scholarship 
annum for 4 years

per 

$96,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years Acceptance

Acceptance

Acceptance

$44,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$40,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

Acceptance Acceptance $32,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years



From the time I step foot inside the Roots down at my feet. The staff, the teachers and Faisal Mushtaq, an inspiring individual, one 

campus to the time I will finally say my the counselors all helped me gain that who was able to inculcate in me an 

goodbyes, lies an important transition necessary confidence before I was to enthusiasm to go forward in every aspect 

period, one that I will remember plunge into the cesspool that life was about of life. I now stand tall with my acceptances 

throughout my life. I was a shy individual. I to offer me. Whether it be educational and recognitions from universities in the 

lacked the confidence that was necessary facilities, recreational activities or USA and UAE.

to sail me past the opportunities in life. international study opportunities, Roots 

However, the scenario changed when I gave it all and I am grateful. The one who 

came to Roots. Opportunities were laid stood at the pulpit however was Chaudhry 

shares  success storyhis
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Yameen Khan

Acceptance Acceptance Acceptance



I joined Roots Millennium College in O2 undergraduate studies, but more President this year and also the captain of 

and haven't looked back since. These past 4 specifically, The University of Manchester. the school football team, winning a total of 

years have arguably been the best of my Manchester, because I am a huge fan of 3 tournaments. A great year for the school 

life. I met new people, and made new Manchester United and the city itself is in terms of sporting silverware.

friends, and it has been quite the journey. beautiful, having visited this past summer. 

It is amongst the best universities in the Finally, I would like to thank Sir Faisal 

Ma'am Maimoona was my counselor for world,  ranked at number 35 and it would Mushtaq who has been a true leader for 

the year, and I could not have been more be a dream come true to study there. They this institution, the principal Ma'am 

happy with that. Always helping me out, no have given me a conditional acceptance, Ayesha, who has maintained such a high 

matter what the time of day, and making and now it's time to put in the hard work standard for RMS, my co-ordinator Ma'am 

sure I secured acceptances from the and get the grades required to study there! Muneeze, who always pushed me 

universities I applied to. The best counselor academically and helped me out with my 

ever! Roots Millennium Schools brought the best queries and concerns, and all my respective 

out of me, both academically and extra teachers and other staff members. Thank 

I always wanted to go to the U.K. for curricular wise too. I was the Sports you Roots, you will forever be missed.

shares  success storyhis
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Zeryab Afridi

Acceptance

$60,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

 $68,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$108,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$104,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$128,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$68,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

 $72,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years Acceptance Acceptance

Acceptance



I remember about 3 years ago I was sitting now and then. I went with Ma'am Today I would like to thank Sir Faisal 

in upper right corner of the hall listening to Maimoona to Millennials on Mountains Mushtaq, Ma'am Ayesha Ansar, Ma'am 

our guidance counselor talking about and worked closely in host teams of Maimoona, Ma'am Rozina and Sir Asad for 

students gett ing into top notch Millennial Model United Nations 2X15 - all their encouragement that today I have 

universities. MMUN15 and Millennial Model United been accepted from South Seattle College 

Nations 2X16 - MMUN 16. in USA.

Since then I started visiting her office every 

shares  success storyhis
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Arslan Khan

Acceptance



When I look back one year before, I find my would not be possible for me to achieve all whose inspirational speeches, engaging 

decision of joining Roots Millennium this without the commendable efforts of thoughts led me to accomplish all this and I 

School to be impeccable decision as this my guidance counsellor Maam Maimoona am very delighted to be studying in this 

institute helped me not only to enhance Hasnain who not only helped me in all the unparalleled institute. I anticipate that my 

my skills but also sharpen my mind to processes involved in application but also coming year at Roots Millennium School 

prepare me for the tough challenges motivated me to aim higher and go for the would be filled with more great 

ahead. This school not only has the best big shots. I would also like to praise the accomplishments and thrilled to be 

faculty available in the twin cities but also efforts of my coordinator Maam Muneeze working with the distinguished faculty 

comprise of the best students who are kind who I found always by my side whenever I available

and friendly and help to develop an looked for assistance. Lastly this all would 

environment favourable for learning.  It not be possible without Sir Faisal Mushtaq 

$72,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
PKR 7,560,000/-
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Aqdas Takreem Khan

$72,000/-Scholarship 
for 4 years



There is nothing better than the emotions Jacobs summer school. I can never forget Ayesha, Ma’am Maimoona for my 

and feelings one can receive from setting the day when I received my acceptance and scholarships and acceptances from FIT & 

out on an adventure. When I joined roots I still remember that Ma’am Maimoona was RIT. Ma’am Maimoona has helped me and 

Millennium College my dream was to more happy than my parents. I cherished worked hard in my university applications 

attend Jacobs University summer program. my two weeks learning experience during and I will never forget her as she has 

It is when I met Ma’am Maimoona, the best the summer school and I found myself a marked great difference in my life.

counselor who helped me in the totally different individual on my return. 

challenging application process for the I am thankful to Sir Faisal Mushtaq, Ma’am 

$64,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyher
PKR 6,720,000/-
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Zunaira Zubair

$72,000/-Scholarship 
for 4 years



Studying at Roots Millennium School has always remain indebted to roots for the as I am aware that pursuing a degree in 

been a short and special experience. I dedication and support it gave me in Mechanical Engineering there would equip 

began my studies at Roots two years back building my career and in helping me to me with the requisite skills to excel in the 

and I thoroughly enjoyed it. The two years achieve my goals. mechanical industry and I believe that 

spent at roots have been exceptional. With every experience at LTU will add to my 

counselors like Ma’am Maimoona and sir Getting scholarship from LTU & Siena education as a professional and as a human 

Farhan to coordinator like Ma’am Muneeze College could not have been possible being, preparing me for the future. 

and heads like Ma’am Ayesha Ansar and Sir without the consistent support and help of 

Faisal Mushtaq, Roots Millennium is the the C.E.O of Roots Millennium Sir Faisal 

perfect place for students to realize their Mushtaq and guidance counselor Ma’am 

potential and shape their careers. I will Maimoona. LTU is the perfect place for me 

$163,848/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyher
PKR 17,204,040/-
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Ezzah Noor Khan

 $76,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years Acceptance

 $64,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years



“Genius is one percent inspiration, ninety determined to do my very best. It was not I am most grateful to Sir Faisal Mushtaq. He 

nine percent perspiration." always like this. When I enrolled here, I was dreams big for his students. He is forever 

- Thomas Alva Edison not sure of myself. I was clueless about my conceiving new possibilities for us. On a 

academic future. I had yet to develop the personal note, I appreciate his accessibility 

Roots Millennium School (RMS) is my alma habit of hard work. RMS transformed me. to every one of us. In his person, we have a 

mater. I shall forever look back on these great captain at the helm of our institution.  

past 7 years that I have spent here with a When I think of RMS, it is not the physical 

sense of debt. I have learnt so much here. campus that comes into my mind, I have no words to thank my teachers 

My formative years were spent at this first important thought it certainly is. I rather whose patience, teaching, guidance and 

rate institution. think of RMS as a combination of teaching inspiration had such a profound affect on 

staff, my fellow students and all the me. My sincere thanks to Madam 

RMS is highly competitive. It had set a stage employees of RMS who take care of our Maimoona Hasnain for extending the 

for me to do my very best. I am quite needs and protect us in such dangerous limits of my imagination and making me 

pleased with my academic achievements times. I thank them all from the bottom of dream big. 

so far. I am assertive, confident and my heart. 

shares  success storyher
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Naeema Tariq

Acceptance Acceptance Acceptance



My experience at Roots millennium has explore information regarding different me. This Year Truly Stands out as one of the 

been a journey of a lifetime. The Universities and for her endless support most meaningful years of my life and I am 

welcoming faculty has always offered their and Faith she had in me, She is an immensely appreciatively of the support I 

support. Nearing the end of this eventful outstanding counselor I am glad that I met got from my friends and family. 

year, looking back I have cherished my her.  I would like to thank my parents for 

achievements, which would not have been always supporting me and never giving up 

possible without my guidance counselor on me, our CEO Sir Faisal Mushtaq, Ma’am 

Ma’am Maimoona Hasnain I feel indebted Ayesha Ansar, Ma’am Rozina Asif, Ma’am 

to her for guiding me and aiding me to Muneeze Muzaffar for always motivating 

$100,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyher
PKR 10,500,000/-
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Asma Emmanuel

Acceptance

$88,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$90,800/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$32,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$60,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$40,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

 $76,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

Acceptance Acceptance

Acceptance Acceptance

Acceptance

$68,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years $10,000/- Scholarship 

for 4 years



"They say a person needs just three things It has made me into someone who is amazing human beings. I’d also like to 

to be truly happy in this world : someone to motivated by just the flicker of an idea and mention the legend, Ikram- the 

love, something to do, something to hope the flash of a thought to go out and the gatekeeper.

for" -  Tom Bodett. trigger the change I want to see in this 

world! My advice to you is to take action. Every 

With just some hope, I enrolled myself in story you've ever connected with, every 

RMS. I had a vision. Not quite sure where I It saddens me that I’m saying goodbye to leader you've ever admired, every little 

was heading but soon, it all became such a big part of my life. These years thing you've ever accomplished is the 

unambiguous. would not have been possible without my result of you taking an ACTION. You have 

The daily grind of school pressed heavily phenomenal and astounding instructors: hope, you have a choice right there. You 

upon me, but with time everyday  at Roots, Sir Faisal Mushtaq, Ma'am Ayesha Ansar, can either be an unassertive victim of 

turned out to be different. I grew as a Ma'am Muneeze, Sir Asad and supportive circumstance or you can be the hero of 

person. Each day was shaped with mentors like Ma'am Maimoona  & Sir your own life. 

remembrance and memories. Roots, in this Farhan Naeem who have been incredible 

regard did more for me than it claims to do. mentors, great guidance counselors and an 

$83,200/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
PKR 8,736,000/-
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Malik Nazaktullah

$15,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$36,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years



Moving to Roots Millennium School was a that I would get on my journey through A family. I worked hard enough to get into a 

big decision for me. I knew that the next Levels. couple of great colleges and universities. I’ll 

two years would have a big impact on my surely be on my way to one of them soon 

university admissions and my future career. I would also mention the lady who enough. None of this would have been 

It was Sir Faisal himself, who met me in mentored me during these two years. possible without the mentors, faculty and 

person and not only convinced me but Ma'am Muneeze she looked out for me all facilities available at the school. I’m ready 

transferred over his optimism about what the time and was more like a friend to me. I for what the future holds!

lay ahead. Therefore, I came to RMS with met great people and made lifelong 

the ambition to avail every opportunity friends as I became a part of the Roots 

shares  success storyhis
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Roshaan Ali

Acceptance

$124,000/- Scholarship
for 4 years

$48,000/- Scholarship
for 4 years

$84,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$112,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

Acceptance$15,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years



My name is Syed Ali Gohar and I am a Muneeze. I am so grateful for her belief in are coming true because of the mentorship 

proud Millennial. I’m graduating A Levels me. I have also had the opportunity to of Sir Faisal, Ma’am Ayesha, Ma’am 

with pride. participate in events at the school that have Maimoona, Ma’am Muneeze and Sir 

helped shape and polish the hard work and Farhan. I’m grateful for the opportunities, 

I have always had ambition and an uncanny responsible aspects of my personality. both past and future as I ready myself to 

ability to know that giving up is not an take on the next phase of my life.

option. My parents have also always tried Sir Faisal Mushtaq has always been an 

their best to instill a regard for education in excellent role model for all of us. Today, I 

me. However, I was able to put my abilities have received acceptances from Trent 

to test at Roots Millennium School, where I University and University of Manitoba 

was guided and mentored by Ma’am including Simon Fraser. All of my dreams 

shares  success storyhis
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Syed Ali Gohar

Acceptance$4,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years



I first joined Roots Millennium School in setting me on the path to achieving my continued to cheer us on straight through 

2015. I had heard the hype about the world dreams. our years at the school. I hope one day I can 

class teachers and helpful counselors and I provide the same sort of inspiration to 

was not disappointed. I had initially I feel ready to take on the world now after someone/ Thank you Roots Millennium 

assumed that I was simply an average two intense years of extracurricular School! I am ready to excel at the next 

student, but the Roots faculty instilled a activities and academics. This would have phase of my life!

confidence in me that I will always be been impossible without the mentorship of 

grateful for. Thank you Ma’am Muneeze Sir Faisal, Ma’am Ayesha and Ma’am 

and my wonderful counselors Sir Farhan, Muneeze. They were always there for me 

Ma’am Maimoona and Ma’am Mehreen for when I felt I was lagging behind and 

$37,800/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
PKR 3,969,000/-
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Muhammad Suleman

 $37,800/- Scholarship
for 4 years



High school is a challenging and tiring me immensely. It was an amazing become like a second home but I am also 

experience. But not when you study at experience and to get these acceptances excited and hopeful for the future as it 

Roots  Mi l lennium the numerous for my undergraduate studies is more than holds many exciting opportunities and 

opportunities offered to you here make I could ever ask for. I'd like to thank them adventures for me as well as for my friends. 

your experience memorable as well as for believing in me and reassuring me And I'd like to say goodluck to everyone 

intellectually rewarding. Participating in when i doubted myself I would not be who were apart of my journey at Roots 

events like the Olympiad and the MMUN where I am without them. Roots Millennium.

were some of my highlights at roots. The Millennium is an institution of high quality 

unconditional support from Ma'am and stands above in any aspect I consider 

Munezze and my counselors Ma'am myself extremely lucky to have studied at 

Mehreen and Sir Farhan who have made Roots Millennium  

this possible. Their guidance through every     

step of my academic journey has helped  I am sad to say goodbye to roots as it has 

$60,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyher
PKR 6,300,000/-
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Aiza Irfan

Acceptance

$100,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$60,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

 $62,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years



I believe the greatest thing about success is communicating. It has always been so. on the ever-growing world of Advertising 

its plurality of interpretations. The word Debates, dramas, magazine designing, and Public Relations. Emerson College just 

"success" holds a different meaning for column writing have always been might be that school. Located in Boston, 

different individuals. For me, that success is frequently reoccurring characters in the Emerson is the only school in USA devoted 

excelling in the field of communication. I story of my 19 year old life. It made sense to solely to communication. It is a specialist 

understand it’s rather unorthodox, take communication to an academic - and institution, one that I would be absolutely 

especially in our part if the world, to be subsequently professional - level by overjoyed to be a part of.

passionate about such a liberal field. getting into a college of communication, 

However, I have absolutely certain of my interact with likeminded folks, learn from 

vocation and that l am the truest and best the connoisseurs, and develop into a 

v e r s i o n  o f  m y s e l f  w h e n  I  a m  professional communicator ready to take 

$120,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
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Daniyal Chawla

Acceptance Acceptance Acceptance



During my time at Roots Millennium subjects. I have always found I am I can never thank Allah enough for 

School, I have challenged myself in various privileged as a Millennial as the exposure I bestowing countless blessings upon me: 

capacities and have always had a pro- received here could not be provided in any the biggest is my family. My parents always 

active approach to life. I chose Roots other institution. I was lucky enough to supported me and always been there for 

Millennium for my A-Levels because I knew study under the tutelage of some of the me, followed by Sir Faisal, Ma'am Ayesha, 

it would provide me limitless opportunities best teachers in the country while Ma'am Muneeze, Ma'am Maimoona and 

to discover my potential and test my limits. participating in events like Millennium Sir Farhan who always assisted me and 

Model United Nations and enhancing my carved me into what I am today. Thank you 

My flexibility and versatility are clearly sport skills in Olympiads. It was indeed a life Roots, Sir Faisal and all other teachers and 

visible in my extra-curricular activities, my changing experience. faculty for helping me achieve my dreams!

academic standing, and my choice of 

shares  success storyhis
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Harris Ahmed Quershi

 $132,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$110,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

PKR 11,550,000/-



Roots has been one hell of a ride, last year 

when I joined this system. I exactly knew 

what I was signing up for it and proved to 

be a choice I'll never regret. The staff is 

exemplary, especially Ma'am Muneeze and 

Ma'am Ayesha who have always gone out 

of their way to support students. A man I'll 

never forget, Sir Faisal Mushtaq, his 

motivational talks will always be cherished.

Leaving an institute you've been a part of I performed well in my exams which is not 

for many years is not an easy decision but I her duty but she was always there. Ma'am 

went with it anyways. I did not know Sadia, our admissions counsellor, was more 

anyone in Roots Millenium. To be honest, I of a friend than just a faculty member to 

didn't want to know anyone either. I knew every student, her presence in Roots made 

what I was here for; to clean the mess I the Journey easier. Roots proved to be what 

made in my AS level and get into a good Sir Faisal promised it to be.

college and I did both! This wouldn't have 

been possible without constant motivation 

from Ma'am Muneeze who made sure that 

$100,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
PKR 10,500,000/-
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Sherjeel Ahmed Khan

Acceptance Acceptance Acceptance

Acceptance

$80,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

Acceptance



Being part of Roots Millennium School was Millennium also helped me through the I’m glad for the hands on approach of the 

an exciting and truly incredible experience. application process which can be so faculty and counselors and for the vision of 

Here I learnt to think out of the box and daunting and confusing. Because of this, Sir Faisal Mushtaq and the team at RMS. 

dream big. The concern and the today, I have the choice of picking amongst The lessons instilled in me by my teachers 

commitment that RMS shows for the reputable UK universities. at the school will surely serve me well as I 

welfare and progress of the students is set off to complete my undergraduate 

amazing. During my time at the school, I I also made lasting friends here and I think studies. I am a more confident person 

was given the opportunity to participate in part of that is owed to the wonderful, today because the two years spent at RMS 

extracurricular activities alongside my inclusive environment inculcated by the have prepared me for the future endeavors 

academic course work. I found myself school. I know that I will stay in touch with of my life. In the end, I would like to say 

growing as an individual as I interacted these friends and that the Roots thank you RMS for making these two years 

with students in team building activities community will be with me wherever I go great and for ushering me so calmly 

and sports. I stepped out of my comfort next in the world. I hope that this network through the first stop on my journey to 

zone and allowed myself to dream big continues to grow with the years. success.

amongst other talented students. Roots 

shares  success storyhis
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Saad Tariq

Acceptance Acceptance Acceptance

Acceptance



As I look back at my two wonderful years at Level and A Level academic Coordinators, these friends and that the Roots 

Roots Millennium Schools, I can say it with Ma'am Rozina Asif and Ma'am Muneeze community will be with me wherever I go 

immense pride that I am a Millennial. Muzaffar for guiding me throughout the next in the world. I hope that this network 

Starting with a big thanks to my teachers, academic years at Roots. My parents always continues to grow with the years. Thank 

Ma'am Darakhshan Khalid, Ma'am Zeenat have supported me and always been there you Roots, Sir Faisal and all other teachers 

Yasmeen and Sir Shaukat Abbasi who have for me, followed by Sir Faisal Mushtaq TI for helping me achieve my dreams.

not only supported me unconditionally but and Ma'am Ayesha Ansar who have always 

also helped me drive through success in the assisted me and carved me into what I am 

Cambridge International Examinations and today. 

it wouldnt be wrong to say that my success 

in examinations wouldn’t have been I also made lasting friends here and I think 

possible without them. part of that is owed to the wonderful, 

inclusive environment inculcated by the 

I'd like to extend my gratitude to my AS school. I know that I will stay in touch with 

$35,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
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Waleed Tariq

Acceptance



Today, as I reflect back on the day of  Sir Faisal's jazz motivation to Ma'am every other student here; my achievements 

joining this incredible community at Roots Ayesha's frequent compliments. I'm really were celebrated by each and everyone at 

Millennium , I feel proud of my college. As thankful to all my coordinators throughout school like it was theirs. I am extremely 

I'm wrapping up A Levels, I am recalling all this journey; Ma'am Rozina Asif and Ma'am thank fu l  to  mi l l enn ium campus  

the uncountable times the school's Muneeze Muzaffar, because without their management for supporting me in all my 

administration has extended their support moral guidance and constant support I endeavors.

to me. I would like to thanks the one and wouldn't be standing where I am today  I'm 

only Sir Faisal Mushtaq TI for supporting so grateful to everyone for making me feel 

me and for providing students like myself at home. 

with such a phenomenal platform that 

enables us to pursue our dreams, Millennial At Roots Millennium Schools, my interest 

Dreams, and make them come true.  From and passion was respected like it is for 

$83,200/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
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Hamza Ayad

Acceptance Acceptance



"The future belongs to those who believe in inspirational figure throughout my stay in acceptance from different universities I 

the beauty of their dreams."  Throughout college. She was a great support and owe all my achievements to him. I am what 

my education career I have been taught by motivation for me in these five years. Her I am today just because of him. His clear 

many teachers among these mentors I ability to connect with her students and her approach and guidance sessions made me 

found Sir Faisal Mushtaq, CEO of our communication skills is excellent. more disciplined. I really feel blessed to 

prestigious institute, as a blessing in a have him around me in college who 

disguise who made be believe in my Sir Farhan, specially, has been an amazing actually guided me in the best of his 

dreams. Throughout the five years at Roots councilor anyone can ever wish for. Thank teaching abilities. No doubt Roots is known 

he has always motivated me. I’m highly you Sir for not only being an excellent for its teaching faculty and I believe Sir 

thankful to you Sir for giving me an educator but also for acting as a silver Farhan is an asset of our institute.

opportunity and opening new horizons of lining of hope. I really am thankful for your 

success for me in future. time, your patience. And after all those 

days of struggle and efforts of writing and 

Ma’am Ayesha has been truly an re writing cover letters to receiving 

$76,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
PKR 7,980,000/-
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Syed Aneeq Ijaz

Acceptance $50,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years



I would like to start by thanking the teacher I would also like to thank the long list of And lastly I would like to thank my 

I have had the good fortune to learn from administrators, including , Ma'am counselor Ma'am Maimoona who was 

over the past two years at Roots Muneeze and Sir Asad , who work tirelessly there for me every step of the way on the 

Millennium. Without Ma’am Maliha it to ensure that everything is running transformative journey that is the college 

would have been impossible for me to do smoothly on campus. I am grateful to admissions process.

as well as I have done in the Cambridge Ma'am Muuneze especially for keeping a 

International Examinations. She is the most  check on myself and other students in 

adaptable, fun-loving, hard-working regards to mock examinations and 

teacher in roots. she makes learning a registrations. 

wonderful and entertaining experience for 

all of us and a person who we all look It goes without saying that Roots 

forward to seeing every day. She takes a Millennium would not be a reality if it 

personal interest in my success and builds weren't for our CEO Sir Faisal Mushtaq. 

my confidence. 

shares  success storyhis
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MILLENNIAL 
CLASS OF 2017

Acceptances Scholarships

Zohaib Quershi

Acceptance Acceptance Acceptance



Excellent teaching faculty, competent I would also like to thank the long list of would not be a reality if it weren't for our 

administration, vibrant student life and administrators, including Ma'am Rozina, CEO Sir Faisal Mushtaq. And lastly I would 

state of the art campus. These distinct Sir Mohsin and Ma'am Muneeze, who work like to thank my counselor Sir Farhan who 

features are combined to form my school- tirelessly to ensure that everything is was there for me every step of the way on 

Roots Millennium Schools. Two years ago, running smoothly on campus. I am grateful the transformative journey that is the 

while deciding schools for A Levels, I knew to Ma'am Muneeze especially for keeping a college admissions process.

that RMS was my top choice.  I would like to check on myself and other students in 

start by thanking the teachers I have had regards to mock examinations and 

the good fortune to learn from over the registrations. I entered RMS with a dream 

past two years at Roots Millennium. to grow myself and acquire a place at a top 

Without whom it would have been university in U.K for Law and it fills me with 

impossible for me to perform as well as I immense pride that I shall be heading to 

have  in the Cambridge International University of Warwick for pursuing an 

Examinations. undergraduate degree in law. It goes 

without saying that Roots Millennium 

shares  success storyhis
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MILLENNIAL 
CLASS OF 2017

Acceptances Scholarships

Anza Tariq

Acceptance



Guess what? Class of 2017, we have made taking fewer risks. I would like to thank Sir the gates of Roots Millennium and into the 

it! This year we will be going on separate Fa r h a n ,  m y  c o u n s e l o r.  f o r  t h e  world with a smile on my face and a bag full 

ways. Some will be off to Universities, unconditional support which resulted in of experience and say "Thank you Sir Faisal, 

others may be working full time etc. We acceptances in all the UK universities I without you this success wouldn't have 

have made it because of Sir Faisal Mushtaq, applied to from Manchester University to been possible I'm ready for the big world 

Ma'am Ayesha Ansar and Ma'am Muneeze. LSE, BATH, ESSEX and UCL. now with a kaleidoscope of memories".

I discovered much more about who I am, To the Millennials - Get ready! Buckle up, 

what I like and dislike and I even discovered turn up and feel the wind in your hair as you 

talents I never knew I had. As I grew older, I set off on a brand new adventure. Now, as a 

realized that being mature didn't mean confident graduate I can walk out through 

shares  success storyher
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MILLENNIAL 
CLASS OF 2017

Acceptances Scholarships

Nabila Ahsan

Acceptance Acceptance Acceptance

Acceptance



I joined A-levels after matriculation at My counselor Mam Maimoona Hasnain versatile and confident, it was also a lot of 

Roots Millennium I wouldn’t be able to was always there ready to help with my fun. I made friends for life time and 

survive this change. applications. It was due to her efforts and memories I will cherish forever. I will miss 

encouragement that her students got into coming to this institution every day and 

Choosing Roots for my college is my the leading colleges around the globe. And walking around these corridors and loudly 

favorite decision. These two years have how can I forget my amazing subject greeting my friends. My two years journey 

been productive, transformative and teachers who made A-levels much here is filled with many beautiful and sweet 

memorable. I was given the opportunity to bearable. moments. I will walk out of this school with 

learn and grow in a friendly environment. I sweet memories and with the aim to make 

want to thank Sir Faisal Mushtaq and I was very excited to start college and my institution proud!

Maam Ayesha Ansar and our entire wished my college years to be fun filled 

administration for all the efforts they put in with lots of memories, and now when I am 

to make their students successful in every graduating I can happily say that they were. 

aspect of life. Not only Roots Millennium was a huge 

learning experience, making me more 

$88,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
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MILLENNIAL 
CLASS OF 2017

Acceptances Scholarships

Abbas Jumani

Acceptance $40,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years Acceptance Acceptance



Coming from PSI in 2015, I stepped into the better. I have established lifelong coordinators Ma’am Rozina and Ma’am 

Millennial Flagship Campus not knowing friendships, bonded with faculty members, Muneeze for assisting me with anything I 

exactly what to expect from the school. and perhaps even lost a few pounds asked these past two years, and my 

Now in hindsight, Roots has surpassed roaming around the building in my many Guidance Counselor Ma’am Mehreen who 

every expectation I could have ever had. At free periods. From the extreme weather made the exciting albeit arduous process of 

Roots I was handed opportunities to take conditions, to the PTIs telling me to get my applying to universities an enjoyable 

part in charity bake sales, to join the fee bill, to the biometric maze at the gate at process. I am forever indebted to this 

Chinese Language and Culture Society, to which I have literally spent minutes trying school and the faculty for what they have 

internships with SOS Children’s Village and to just enter the school, becoming a done for me. 

WWF and to joining a yearlong project with Millennial has been one of the greatest joys 

the British Council Active Citizens Program. of my life.

I even joined the football team!

In the end I want to express my heartfelt 

 My journey at Roots has been one of self- gratitude to CEO Sir Faisal Mushtaq for 

discovery and challenging myself to be welcoming me so warmly, to my 

$100,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyher
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MILLENNIAL 
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Acceptances Scholarships

Fatima Azeem

$72,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$80,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

 $44,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

 $73,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

 $66,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years



Intrigued by the cliche "Jack of all trades helped me achieve in theory the pinnacle knowledge and with its rigorous 

Master of none" I have always had an of self satisfaction and I cannot deem to educational programs ,it tested me 

assorted bunch of interests perhaps in spend this time any differently. Roots drove scholastically so as to experience what I 

determination to prove that I could in fact me to wind up noticeably more social and I consider to be the most rewarding chase in 

ascertain command over everything and became more acquainted with how to life: building up the psyche 

hence Roots Millennium turned into the assume a leading role. Thanks to the 

ideal place for me. At roots I was furnished barrage of never ending opportunities I Surely after five years in such a diverse 

with a wide range of chances from was finally able to realize that I am capable institution I trust I have the capability of 

organizing MUN'S and Olympiads to of doing a great deal more than i entering an establishment where I can 

having the rare opportunity to converse contemplate. demonstrate my full abilities and that can 

with representatives of prestigious support and build up my innate keenness 

universities around the globe. A major lesson I learned at roots was that and a give me abundant chances to 

there is no restriction to dreams, in the discover new talents and hopefully polish 

I cannot comment with surety on how event that you think beyond practical the ones I already have.

utterly apt this experience was for my boundaries you can accomplish enormous. 

future endeavors but these five years Roots filled my empty vessel with a sea of 

$40,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
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MILLENNIAL 
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Faras Wadood

 $76,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years



Starting high school is very overwhelming didn’t know how to make a portfolio. My In the end I would just like to say that 

experience for any teenager. High school is mentor helped me and gave me a vision Success is no accident. It is hard work, 

very long and exciting experience. You and I become the president of social perseverance, learning, studying, sacrifice 

might experience a lot of changes but there awareness club. I am really thankful to and most of all, love of what you are doing 

is nothing you can’t handle.  I started this Ma'am Ayesha, Ma’am Muneeze, Ma'am or learning to do. So work out and believe 

amazing journey by setting milestones for Sheba, Ma'am Snober and Ma'am Mehreen in yourself and aim for the stars   

myself when I look back I feel so happy that who helped me become a better person 

I made the right choice by choosing RCI and pushed me where I lacked confidence 

Millennium Campus. My parents teachers and needed a boost . you are the best 

mentor counselors and friends supported mentors and coordinator I have ever come 

and helped me a lot. Before coming to across.

roots I just focused on  the academics and 

shares  success storyhis
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MILLENNIAL 
CLASS OF 2017

Acceptances Scholarships

Hamza Nasir

Acceptance



My two years at Roots have definitely been Some of my prominent achievements from I shall forever be thankful for my time at 

an experience that has transformed me in last two years include winning three silvers, Roots Millennium, which has transformed 

so many different ways. As the continuous and two gold medals in a very prestigious me into a person with a greater confidence, 

support from teachers, counselors and competition, 'World Scholars Cup' that more maturity, and an increased exposure, 

faculty inspired me to achieve milestones in took place in Bangkok, Thailand. Debating giving me uncountable memories that I will 

academics and co-curricular, the amazingly has always been one of my favorite co- cherish forever in my life.

talented student body here has allowed me curricular activities. Roots has given me so 

to open my mind to new ideas, make long- many platforms, such as WSC and MUNs, 

lasting friendships, and explore and that enhanced my public speaking skills 

construct a better version of myself. and gave me an opportunity to exhibit my 

debating talent.

shares  success storyhis
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MILLENNIAL 
CLASS OF 2017

Acceptances Scholarships

Hassam Bazil

Acceptance



Roots millennium certainly makes dreams not only able to do well in academics but there; it is the fact that the right guidance 

come true. I have received acceptances also take part in various extracurricular counseling enables you to explore 

from various top US universities along with activities. It is this guidance that I believe immense opportunities and discover your 

scholarships. I never thought this was made me stand out in the competitive pool own potential and there is no school that 

achievable, but because of the mentorship of students! does it better than Roots Millennium! I will 

of Sir Faisal Mushtaq and his team I was be eternally grateful to the principal, 

able to make this dream of mine come true. Roots Millennium is definitely a place I will coordinators and my counselor as well for 

Roots Millennium has helped me from day cherish for life, and Sir Faisal is truly an making me who I am today, and who I will 

one in the application process, and the inspirational leader and visionary mentor, become in the future.

teachers  and the Institution have helped whose guidance I have been fortunate 

me push my limits and aim for the sky in enough to have availed in this whole 

order to achieve the targeted goals. I was process. It is not that there is no talent out 

$76,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
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Faraz Haider

$80,980/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$80,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$44,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

 $84,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years AcceptanceAcceptance

 $84,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years



I had by the grace of Almighty, the privilege come. RMS is like a home to me, where I Rafia Khan. I don’t think any of this would 

to experience the best educational institute have witnessed everything. It has mentally have been possible without her constant 

in Pakistan. I became a millennial in 2016 matured me to such a level that it feels like support and guidance. 

and by far it seems to be the decision I have a transition from my childhood to 

taken in my life. I would like to thank Sir adulthood. In the end from my experience I can say 

Faisal for not only inspiring us, but all the with utmost assurance that Universities all 

help he gave me. I can never forget the day Since my father serves in Pakistan Army, I around the world have a special place for us 

he sat with us till midnight to help us have had the opportunity to get schooling Millennials in their hearts. We are spread all 

complete our applications. In my opinion from every province of Pakistan but I have around the world in every country. Our 

no other CEO of such a big institute will never seen a principal like Ma’am Shabana, sheer hard work has given us a lot of fame 

ever make as big an effort as Sir Faisal she has helped me and guided me through and has made us superior. That’s the reason 

makes. every difficulty I have had both why I love this institution.

academically and in my application 

RMS has trained me both academically and process. Moreover, the most important role 

mentally for any sort of challenges to in my application process was of Ma’am 

shares  success storyhis
PKR 12,600,000/-
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Acceptances Scholarships

M. Osama Mushtaq

$24,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$104,000 /- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$104,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$92,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$106,320/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

€36,800/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$120,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

 $152,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

Acceptance



I became a Millennial in 2016 and it has trophy to the campus and winning the best where ever you go for further studies Roots 

been the best decision I have made in my striker of the tournament is something I will Millennium will also have our backs. I 

l i fe.  RMS provided me with the cherish forever. I was the Head of Finance would also like to thank our Principal 

environment to grow academically and for the Millennial Olympiad 2017 and I also Ma’am Shabana for helping me out with 

emotionally. I would like to thank Sir Faisal have had the privilege to work with WWF my future plans and a big shout out to 

Mushtaq for motivating us, making us PRCS through Roots Millennium School. Ma’am Rafia Khan who helped me through 

realize our true worth and most my application process, it’s because of her 

importantly believing in our dreams. He I was the Head Boy of the academic year hard work and sheer dedication I have the 

helped us get out of our comfort zone and 2016-17, representing their College at any choice of picking amongst world class 

made our dreams look achievable and even podium is an honor for any student and I universities.

promised his full support. was lucky enough to greet  the 

ambassadors of Portugal and Myanmar. Thank you again Roots Millennium and a 

Along with my academic quest, I equally I am fortunate enough to be part of this big shout out to my friends as well, I love 

participated in extra and co-curricular prestigious and well known institution. It’s you all and thank you for the wonderful 

activities. Bringing the first ever Football a wonderful feeling to know that no matter memories. 

shares  success storyhis
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MILLENNIAL 
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Zeeshan Ali

Acceptance

$76,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

€36,800/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$54,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$92,000/- Scholarship 
annum for 4 years

per 

 $118,800/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

PKR 13,020,000/-

$124,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

 $88,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years



Studying at TMUC, Islamabad, has been the and professionally but also in other key These two personalities are a conduit 

most unique experience in my academic areas of life that are socially important, between students and teachers and 

and personal life. TMUC has offered an such as team participation and growing as teachers and parents. Ma'am Rafia, in 

excellent learning atmosphere that a group, collectively, and not individually. particular, is the best mentor and counselor 

cont inues to chal lenge students  I could ever wish for. She is friendly, polite 

academically. No single day is dull at TMUC Such an environment is due to continuous and energetic. She finds excitement in 

and this I believe has been the biggest mentoring and supervision of Sir Faisal who being in the position to shape the careers 

factor behind the success of both TMUC has been a source of inspiration for all of young minds. Her presence therefore 

and its students. Every day students are students, teachers, and staff. His leadership has been instrumental in making many 

faced with a competitive and challenging is exemplary as he knows how to make the students feel comfortable at TMUC.

learning environment that continues to best use of available resources and talent. 

tailor their academic skills. I strongly Words cannot describe the level of support I strongly believe that TMUC has prepared 

believe that pursing A-levels at TMUC was I (and other students) received from Ma'am me well to tackle further challenges. I now 

the best decision in my academic career as Rafia Khan (our Guidance Counselor) and look in to the future with great enthusiasm 

it helped me not only grow academically Ma'am Zainab Ghafoor (our coordinator). and curiosity to learn more.

$139,200/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
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Umer Khan

Acceptance

$36,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

 $72,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years Acceptance

$52,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years



I joined RMS Bahria Springs as the first with all the students individually. Last but not the least one cannot overlook 

batch to graduate. From the day I got the efforts and excessive dedication of Sir 

enrolled I have been in a constant learning Due to the r igorous personal ity Faisal Mushtaq who's not only the force 

and development phase. Not only was the d e v e l o p m e n t  a n d  c o n s t a n t  that's keeping RMS together but makes 

administration extremely helpful and encouragement I received from the faculty every student feel part of an extended 

cooperative but also the environment that I and administrative staff at TMUC I was able family. I would always cherish the times and 

was provided with inside the campus was to take part in many of the activities that memories I have gathered in this 

such that it encouraged my personality my college organises for its students institution. Thank you RMS for the 

growth, my passions for excelling in my throughout the year. The cherry on top was tremendous platform you gave me and the 

fields and the new ideas that I brought that I got accepted into many prestigious constant love that I got from all of you.

forward. Our principal ma'am Shabana universities in USA. All the credit goes to my 

Jaspal has been a source of motivation and counsellor ma'am Rafia khan for working 

encouragements throughout my time in hard day and night and being a constant 

RMS, always available for me like all her support.

students and having a very friendly relation 

$123,600/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyher
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Parnya Nadeem

$70,000/- Scholarship
for 4 years

 $96,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

 $40,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years



I am thoroughly grateful for the councilor Ma’am Rafia, Principal Ma'am been where I am now; finally ready to start 

opportunities that TMUC has granted me Shabana and of course again, Sir Faisal. I a new chapter in my life as college life is 

in the past year; it has been an honor to came to Pakistan 3 years ago and joined rapidly coming to an end. TMUC has been 

have been a part of this campus on its first roots, this year being my first in my rock for the past year by counselling me 

year and to be a part of something so Millennium, and it’s such an exciting daily to work harder to achieve my dreams; 

wonderful. I am utterly grateful to all my feeling to know that I am finally going I am so appreciative to all the staff and the 

teachers and especially Sir Faisal for all the back, not empty handed, but with an amazing friends I have made along the 

hard work and effort they have put in amazing university waiting for me! way. Thank you Sir Faisal for this amazing 

making sure my future is secure. They, as a campus and once in a lifetime opportunity 

group, have worked relentlessly for the I am ecstatic to say that I have chosen been to reach closer to my goals! 

success of all their students and because of accepted by Gustavus Adolphus College 

that I am proud to say that I have been on scholarship of 122%! It has truly been an 

accepted by multiple universities in the amazing year and I am obliged to all the 

United States on scholarship all due to the staff at TMUC for all their patience and hard 

combined effort and guidance of my work for without them I would not have 

 $209,200/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
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Hassam Khan

 $ /-76,000 Scholarship 
for 4 years



The last year of A levels is hard on everyone. you allow us to initiate. Thank you for 

Staying up all night writing essays re- allowing us to make mistakes, supporting 

editing them over and over again until it’s our effor ts ,  and celebrating our 

perfect during this painfully long university accomplishments. In the end, to my 

application process was a unique counselor mam Rafia khan, without whom 

experience in itself. After all this anxiously getting so far would not have been 

waiting for their emails; this was the case possible. Not only did she help us through 

with most of my schools fellows. I can the application process but a lot gave us 

confidently say that it would not have been emotional comfort everytime any one of us 

remotely possible if Sir Faisal Mushtaq had didn’t have the confidence to carry on with 

not been by our sides to support us our applications. TMUC Bahria Springs is 

through every step of the way. He built my now like a family to me and I will leave with 

confidence when I was clueless and precious memories. 

demotivated. To my principal Ma’am 

ShabanaJaspal, unlike other institutions, 

$96,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyher
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Aiman Amanullah

Acceptance

$16,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$120,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$64,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

Acceptance Acceptance

$120,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

 $88,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

 $34,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years



TMUC will always hold a very special place TMUC has installed the motivation in my I am therefore grateful for the opportunity 

in my heart. This is the place where I personality to settle for nothing short of to study at TMUC, one of the finest in the 

learned that education can be so much fun excellence. country, and to interact with some of the 

and excitement. This is the place where I most brilliant minds and people I have ever 

made some of the best friends and I express my thanks to Sir Faisal for his encountered. Together with its excellent 

interacted with some of the brightest excellent management and leadership. teaching model and its implementation, I 

minds in the country. The TMUC staff and Special thanks to Ma’am Rafia Khan for feel now confident to pursue excellence in 

faculty are highly skilled, professional, and guiding myself and many other students academia and the credit for that must go to 

trained. My A-levels education at TMUC throughout the application process. entire TMUC faculty and management 

has added significantly to my growth as a Spending four years at a place I have always staff.

student and as a more responsible and dreamed about is going to be a life altering 

aware citizen of the society. Through its experience for sure. Studying at Cambridge 

quality of education, long-standing would be a dream come true! 

tradition of mentoring and supporting 

young minds, and counseling services, 

shares  success storyhis
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Hassan Haider

Acceptance



When I joined TMUC it felt like a scary ride I am grateful to him from bottom of my the best and helped me in every possible 

with an unknown destination. However, my heart for giving me extra support way. She is the reason behind my success 

experience at TMUC proved out to be a throughout my A levels.   Principal TMUC story. I will always remain thankful to her 

breath of fresh air, a memory to rejoice Mrs. Shabana Jaspal played a vital role in from the core of my heart for all the efforts 

forever. During my undergraduate shaping my future, she never let me miss she made to turn my dream into a beautiful 

university application process there was a my classes and never allowed any of her reality. 

lot of uncertainty and expectation in the students to waste their time in useless 

air-a jumble of fear and sprinkles of activities. I will remember her constant 

nervousness with a side of excitement. I mentoring throughout this time. 

can’t thank Sir Faisal enough for not letting 

me get demotivated. He has been a true At the end I will love to say a big thank you 

mentor who guides his students constantly to the most caring and loving soul at TMUC 

and takes personal interest in each Bahria Springs- Ma’am Rafia my guidance 

student’s application. Counselor. She is the person who was 

always there to support me; she guided me 

$76,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
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Usama Asmatullah

Acceptance Acceptance Acceptance



It fills my heart with gratitude and Sir Faisal for being an inspirational and TMUC. Experts in their own fields who 

excitement when I look back to my A-levels motivational leader.Ma’am Rafia Khan, who believe in knowledge adaptation as much 

years at TMUC, Islamabad. I started off as is my Guidance Counselor, for her energy as in its dissemination. Thanks are also 

an individual who was low on self- and continuous encouragement. She takes extended to the competitive and 

confidence and despite satisfactory students’ issues as her own and spends the challenged TMUC academic environment 

performances throughout my academic extra hours working hard to make students that truly pushes students to explore their 

years did not yet know my true potential. feel comfortable both in and out of the limits and start believing in themselves.

The biggest contributions TMUC made to c las s  room.  And f ina l l y,  Ma ’am 

my personality, both academically and ZainabGhafoor for excellent management I believe TMUC has equipped me with the 

personally, were to install a level of self- and coordination. She ensures the smooth necessary skills to succeed in academia. A 

belief in myself and the understanding of running and functioning of the day-to-day scholarship at the Rogers Williams college 

my own potential, through its quality TMUC activities. is the next logical extension of my 

education programs and counseling and academic career and I feel fully prepared to 

support services. I would also like to express deep gratitude take on the further challenges, thanks to 

Three individuals stand out in this regard. for the quality of teaching staff we have at preparation done at TMUC.

$64,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
PKR 6,720,000/-
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CLASS OF 2017

Acceptances Scholarships

Ahrar Shah

 $64,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years



Taking soul credit for all my achievements My A-levels at TMUC was just like a roller am so proud to call myself a millennial and 

would be highly unfair. All the milestones I cost ride but in the end all the hard work be part of a community that values the 

achieved at TMUC are because of the staff paid off. And the friends I made who helped great principles in the world. I am positive I 

and my counsellor Ma’am Rafia Khan. I me out and made my journey a lasting will carry all that I have learned from this 

would like to thank Sir Faisal Mushtaq who experience. My teachers taught me how to school throughout my life.

is a National Counselor himself for being a handle difficult situations in life and taught 

great mentor. He has been there to help us me things which will hopefully stay with me 

from day one, giving tips and advice on for the rest of my life. Roots millennium 

choosing a college to writing personal schools surely prepares us for the 

statements and letter of recommendations. difficulties which we will face while getting 

Ma’am Rafia khan who has always been an undergraduate degree and in the 

there for us no matter what the time is and practical life.

helped us out. It would have been 

Impossible for me to win acceptances and At the end I would like to thank everybody 

scholarships without them. for all the support and help they provide. I 

$70,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
PKR 7,350,000/-
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Acceptances Scholarships

Syed Momin Gillani

Acceptance $96,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years



 I joined TMUC in 2016 and I believe this ourselves and to reach our full potential to USA. I again thank Sir Faisal Mushtaq who 

decision made by me was a very wise move gain success in our future. gave us the platform to achieve our dreams 

for my future education. I wanted to and also a great thanks to our principal 

persuade my higher studies in one of the I was late when I decided to apply for Mam Shabana who didn't not let me down 

best education institutes in USA and TMUC universities as the deadlines were passed and at last but not LEAST I would like to 

gave me the platform to fullfil my dream. I but then Mam Shabana our principal didn't thank Mam Rafia the one who showed me 

applied to colleges and I got acceptance let me down and then I was guided by our the route to my dreams and guided me to 

from 5 very good colleges of USA NY Siena School career counselor Mam Rafia whom I wonderful career fields. 

college, Ithaca college NY, SUNY Delhi, believe is the back bone of the success of 

Concordia college NY and Elmira college. accepted students by foreign universities. I 

ALHAMDULLIAH I got scholarships from all was late but I believed that if you are 

the colleges of 80000$ and I would like to passionate enough to achieve your goals 

thank Sir Faisal Mushtaq the mastermind then you will achieve great even if you are 

behind a successful educational institute late and the rest is history as I got 

TMUC who gave us the base to boost acceptance from one of the best colleges in 

$20,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
PKR 2,100,000/-
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Acceptances Scholarships

Yasrab bin Babar

Acceptance Acceptance

 $20,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

 $20,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years



The roots of education are bitter but the The willingness of the institute in helping take time out of his busy schedules and 

fruit is sweet". These wise words uttered by its students played a huge role in my personally counsel us. My special thanks 

Aristotle have been my driving force achievement. As a basketball enthusiast, goes to Ma’am Rafia, who has stood by me 

through my IGCSEs and my A Levels. when I first enrolled in TMUC, I requested if and my friends, step by step guiding us to 

My time during my A Levels was spent in the campus could provide a basketball the right direction throughout the journey.

The Millennium University College, and I court. By the time our fall classes started, 

can easily say that these 2 years have been the campus had a full-fledged outdoor Now, I can proudly say that I hold 

the most enlightening years of my whole court. acceptances from various universities in 

life. What TMUC has taught me will forever the world. Someone like me who had never 

be my weapon. The institute teaches not I would like to express my gratitude for the even thought of getting accepted, got 

only what a student must be taught in generous Sir Faisal Mushtaq for granting multiple scholarships from universities. 

order to pass A Levels but also what it takes me the opportunity to experience such a Although it was only a year long journey, 

to pass the trials of life beyond A Levels. It level of education where I got to my time spent at TMUC will forever hold a 

helped me believe in myself as I was a participate in a lot of extracurricular and special place in my heart.

person with no confidence whatsoever. co-curricular activities. He would often 

$88,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
PKR 9,240,000/-
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MILLENNIAL 
CLASS OF 2017

Acceptances Scholarships

Muhammad Osama

$36,800/- Scholarship
for 4 years

 $72,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

 $76,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years Acceptance Acceptance Acceptance



“It always seems impossible until it is done" counselor Ms.Rafia Khan. It wouldn’t have 

- Nelson Mandela. been possible for me to be a part of this 

amazing engineering programme without 

If you really want something in life and you them. The great sense of emotional 

are determined the whole universe would intelligence among TMUC staff always kept 

conspire in helping you to have it. Joining them ahead of other institutions working in 

TMUC Springs was part of that conspiracy. twin cities.

It was here that my dream of getting into 

one of the world’s most prestigious This accomplishment provides me the 

institutes in the world i.e. The Florida opportunity to not only enhance my skills 

Institute of Technology came true.  I am but also enrich my abilities and be ahead of 

looking forward to attending this exclusive other candidates. Millennial dreams do 

undergraduate program. For this great come true!

opportunity, I want to thank Sir Faisal 

Mushtaq, Ma'am Shabana and my 

$72,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyhis
PKR 7,560,000/-
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Shakaib Mumtaz

 $72,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years



Going through the high achievers' book Program in 2016 was a life time Tehmina and Ma'am Meena. And of course! 

from last year- I was in awe. I remember achievement which opened new doors and A quintessential shout out to Roots 

looking at the achievers’ bright faces with horizons for me. And now getting Millennium Khyber Campus. What looks 

that indomitable spark of ambition in their acceptances and scholarships from like a fancy building to the outsider is what 

eyes, humbly thinking to myself- one day universities like Drexel, UMASS and many I've come to call and consider home for the 

InShaAllah! others, I am flying high. past two years. I will miss everything the 

Olympiads, the MUNS, the basketball 

RMS is a place where dreams come true. I What a grueling yet magnificent journey court, thecafes.

had heard that but now I believe that. I am this has been! The stretch between 

grateful to Sir Faisal Mushtaq for giving us affirmation to achievement was anything Alhumdolillah for everything. I am deeply 

all the opportunities and supporting the but easy and would've ceased to exist if not grateful to all of you, I thank you from the 

Millennials of Khyber Campus all the way. for the support of my dearest parents, core of my heart!

He has made the impossible possible for us. wonderful counselors, Ma’am  Shahana 

It’s certainly the place which brought the and Sir Farhan and constant love and 

best in me. Attending Yale Summer encouragement from my heads Ma'am 

$128,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyher
PKR 13,440,000/-
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MILLENNIAL 
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Acceptances Scholarships

Nafayal Mobeen

Acceptance

$14,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$80,976/- Scholarship
for 4 years

$80,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$104,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

 $86,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years



Roots is one of those places that changed of Student Council in my final year, taught life and academics. But to my surprise, my 

from my worst nightmare to home real me extraordinary things. Acting as the Vice guidance counselor made it look like a 

quick. Initially, the introvert in me cursed President of Millennium Model UN 2016 piece of cake. If it wasn’t for Roots, I 

me for changing school. The fear of fitting was highlight of the year for me; alongside wouldn’t have the correct guidance on 

in was real. But to my surprise, this place being the executive, it gave me friends I can what to do. Roots is surely different, it is a 

wasn't like those icky yucky schools that proudly call family. It gave me first hand p l a c e  f o r  t r u e  M i l l e n n i a l s  a n d  

makes you wait for the weekends. I found experiences in life, and allowed me to use Millennialism. Graduating now, I can say I 

Ma'am Meena, our HM and Ma’am my skills. From meetings with Sir Faisal to have no regrets whatsoever and I am 

Tehmina my mentors; who helped me in little pep talks with Ma'am Shahana, every thankful to all those who helped me 

their own little way and guided me. With little bit in this institute a was puzzle piece flourish and believed in me. I also thank 

the best faculty to a beautiful campus, this in unlocking our true potential. those who were a hurdle for me; without 

place has everything that makes it you I would never get motivated. A major 

complete. The Application process for International shout out to those who made High School 

Universities is a bit of a daunting process, a pleasant experience. 

Being the Head Girl 2015-16 and President let alone handling it while juggling social 

$108,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyher
PKR 11,340,000/-
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MILLENNIAL 
CLASS OF 2017

Acceptances Scholarships

Syeda Aliza Habib

$80,980/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$74,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$104,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$104,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

 $40,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$76,000/- Scholarship
for 4 years

 $88,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years



It has been seven years since I walked into thoughts that broadened our outlook and staff, and even the CEO Sir Faisal will be 

the gates of Roots Millennium, and I helped us develop a habit of rational willing to assist you in any way possible. 

couldn’t be prouder of that decision still thinking. What I am today is a personality And I would always thank Roots for this 

this day. This esteemed established not cut out and shaped by Roots. support and the umpteen opportunities 

only help me sort my ways out to follow my that Roots provided us.

dreams but also turned me into a self- Here at Roots, I got involved in an 

propelled, self-controlled and self-guided interesting and fun way to meet new Recollection of the fond memories of those 

person, who will be able to accept the people, to learn something new and bygone days at Roots will always bring a 

challenges, of life without hesitation. All challenge yourself. So many choices can smile to my face, no matter where I go. 

these have made my school life a very become pretty overwhelming, but the They will continue to sweeten my mind and 

enriching experience for me. student has to make sure he knows what fill my life with vigor and zest even after 

he/she is good at! These are the peculiar years. I will always carry in my mind the rich 

Root is the perfect amalgam of the pleasure of the life in high school. treasure of the memories of my amazing 

traditional and the modern education as it school life.

gives us the best from every part of the What I really love about this school is that if 

world. It also provided us with good you want to do something, the teachers, 

$120,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyher
PKR 12,600,000/-
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Fatima Khan  

Acceptance

$15,400/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$24,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$55,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$48,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

 $42,500/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

$74,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

 $72,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years



Roots Millennium Schools has become my think beyond the walls and that is where I so many universities in US is like a dream 

family over the past two years. It has given actually started believing in myself and come true. It has given me immense 

me a whole meaning of myself. I could not decided to explore opportunities beyond confidence and made me realize I can 

have found better friends in my path the borders. In this regard I am greatly achieve so much more.

towards success. indebted to our Counselor Ma’am Shahana 

Rasool who worked day and night on our Being part of this amazing journey and 

During my time in Roots Millennium applications. I remember giving her calls being there when we need them the most. 

Schools, we laughed, we cried. Got happy late night and she being always there to It’s been a pleasure studying at Roots and 

and sad. Got great grades andsometimes help. I am also grateful to our Principal this school will always be the reason of my 

failed when did not feel like studying. Had Ma’am Tehmina and HM Ma’am Meena for success in life.

the most amazing teachers to mentor me. providing us such a perfect platform and 

The school has led me to come out of my environment, the memories of which I will 

shell. I owe a great deal to our CEO Sir Faisal cherish for the rest of my life.

Mushtaq who has travelled many times to 

our city to inspire us and encouraged us to Getting acceptances and scholarships from 

$100,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyher
PKR 10,500,000/-
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Acceptances Scholarships

Summaiyya Khalid 

Acceptance

$50,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

 $96,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

 $76,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years



Attending Roots Millennium has truly been have also had an amazing experience while very own CEO of Roots Millennium Sir 

a one of a kind experience, I have spent being a part of the Girls Guide Faisal for his constant guidance and 

almost 12 years of my academic life in Organization, Red Crescent Society and mentoring. As I leave Roots, I begin a new 

Roots and will now graduate from a place I WWF. And of course my last year as the chapter in my life. I hope to take along the 

can comfortably call home. When I ?rst Head Girl. skills and values that I have gained here and 

came to Roots I was very young, shy and to make use of them to the best of my 

nervous as any other student would be  I have grown a lot as a person by gaining abilities, I am proud and consider it an 

attending a new school, however I was the excessive amount of exposure and honor to call myself a Millennial. 

overwhelmed by the amount of support conversing with the talented and creative 

and guidance I received at this school that student body here at Roots. I couldn't be 

developed me into a challenging and grateful enough for the guidance that I was 

confident pioneer. Within no time I was provided with for my univers ity 

introduced to many different school applications, all the credit goes to my 

activities and events such as Olympiads counselors of course, Ma’am Shahana and 

and MUNs that I was taking part in as well. I Sir Farhan. I would also like to thank our 

$104,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyher
PKR 10,920,000/-
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Ryan Hikmat

Acceptance $76,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years Acceptance Acceptance



I am a 19-year-old girl from Northern every aspect of my life. I breathe sports. I by my side. My teachers were always there 

Pakistan. I play for my country and try to have always searched for a place where my to make sure I study even if I am away from 

serve my nation in every possible way I can. sports should be accepted as a major part school.

My motive is simple and that is to return of me. The day I joined Roots Millennium 

something to my own country, with this Schools, I felt that yes I have made the right I am really thankful to Sir Zain who have 

aim I managed to earn a name for myself at decision to be here. From day one I have always pushed me towards something that 

a really young age. Being in the list of 50 been accepted as a student athlete and my I believed was impossible. I am graduating 

powerful women of the country or being in sports activities have been given priority. now and all I remember is the support and 

the list of 100 influential change makers it is Most of my achievements did not come by love I have received from this school. I may 

never easy without support. With such the institution but every single trophy or get the degree or not but I proudly can say 

recognition and fame comes a huge recognition on international level has been that Sir Faisal Mushtaq along with Sir 

responsibility which I have been honored celebrated as a family at Khyber campus. Farhan and team is empowering the whole 

with. Every time when I would hit something big, nation by producing leaders. They helped 

I would find Ma’am Meena, Ma’am me in empowering my pen through my 

As an athlete for me racket comes first in Tehmina and Ma’am Shahana celebrating racket.

$80,000/-
Scholarship of

for 4 years

shares  success storyher
PKR 8,400,000/-
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Noreena Shams 

 $76,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years

 $80,000/- Scholarship 
for 4 years
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#Millennialdreamscometrue
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WAIZ KAMRAN

1440 SAT 1

M. ABUBAKAR MIAN

2080 SAT 2
ACT 33

SOBHA AHMED GADI 

ACT 31

USMAN NAWAZ

1450 SAT 1

USAYRUM REHMAN

2110 SAT 1

SOHAIB NASHIT

HAMMAD HASSAN

2210 SAT 1
ACT 35

1600 SAT 2

HARIS QUERSHI

1430 SAT 1

LAIBA BAHRWAR

1480 SAT 1

1490 SAT 1

MILLENNIAL 

SAT SCORE 

2017



MILLENNIAL 

IVY LEAGUE 

SUMMER

2017

ATBAZ SULTAN

1470 SAT 1

AMINA AHMED

1430 SAT 1

HAMMAD HASSAN

2180 SAT 1

FIZA MAQBOOL

1410 SAT 1

FATIMA AZEEM

1420 SAT 1

DUA ALI KAZMI

2200 SAT 2
ACT 33

AHMED IQBAL

1430 SAT 1

ALI HAMZA

1450 SAT 1

Millennial Ivy League Summer 2016www.millenniumschools.edu.pk Millennial Ivy League Summer 2016326 www.millenniumschools.edu.pk



SALMA KHAN

The road to success is not as straight as it seems but the one which starts with 

disappointments and failures and ends with massive success only works out that way if you 

are stubborn enough to not let the failure make you quit. With a courageous heart and 

determined personality, dreams can come true. However, all that can take its toll on you if 

you do not have a good support system. An environment that provides you with 

opportunities and also teaches you how to exploit opportunities to its fullest and for that 

Roots Millennium School, Flagship Campus is the best place to be with such an amazing 

environment. My Counselor Ma'am Maimoona played a vital role in helping me achieve 

what I have so far. She always believed in my abilities and encouraged me to take effective 

steps while on the journey of success, and for that I am truly grateful to her, my coordinator, 

my principal, and the man behind the institution, Sir Faisal Mushtaq T.I.

Founded in 1769, Dartmouth is a member of the Ivy League and consistently ranks among 

the world's greatest academic institutions. Sustainable Summer Program takes place in July 

and is designed to provide high school students from historically underrepresented 

backgrounds and communities with an opportunity to preview college by immersion in 

student life at Dartmouth. The program encompasses the academic dimensions of 

Dartmouth by providing access to classes and interaction with our faculty. Also, there will 

be ample time to enjoy meaningful conversation with current students and staff on how to 

weave academics, social engagement, and leadership into your college experience. Only 

40 students from all over the world are lucky enough to get a participation in this 

prestigious program and only two students from all over the world get the scholarship on 

the base of their academics and co-curricular activities. I was lucky enough to find myself a 

place in this prestigious program on 50% scholarship. I was chosen on my academic records 

and my achievements in the sustainable environment. I along with Ma'am Maimoona sat 

late after pack up times to finalize my application and the hard work definitely paid off. This 

program will increase my chances of getting accepted to Dartmouth's Undergraduate 

program which is my ultimate goal. I don't have the words to thank Sir Faisal Mushtaq T.I for 

personally mentoring me. I remember calling him at 10 PM, and he answered all of my 

questions about my interview. The ever loving Principal helped me realize my potential and 

taught me to think like a winner. That level of dedication and support is what inspires me to 

do great wonders! I took my acceptance letter to my counselor and we celebrated the 

achievement. That was when I knew coming to Millennium was the best decision I ever 

made. Looking forward to another great upcoming year at Roots Millennium School, 

Flagship Campus!

JAVERIA HAFEEZ

50% SCOLARSHIP

60%  Scholarship Recipient 
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YYGS 100% SCHOLARSHIP



Coming to Roots for the first time in my first year of O-levels, I remember my sparkling eyes 

scanning the outstanding achievements of students. The fact that I was admitted in an 

institution where thousands of students came and fled to the most renowned universities 

of the world excited me, but honestly I was also sad and frightened from inside. The 

thought of “where do I stand?” in all of this often used to ring in my mind, making my heart 

ache. Nonetheless, there was one thing that kept me going and that was my faith in Allah. 

Getting accepted from 4 summer schools, out of which 2 were Ivy League Universities, 

really left me overwhelmed and extremely grateful to God. I also want to thank Sir Faisal, 

my principal, coordinator, and the guidance counselors without whom my success would 

be impossible.

AMNAH JAVVAD

Millennial Ivy League Summer 2016 331www.millenniumschools.edu.pk

YYGS $2500 Scholarship

ZAINAB FARID

All our lives we hear the formidable names of universities like Harvard, Yale, Brown and 

every kid finds himself/herself in their reverie where we see that prized letter in their hands 

that begins with a ''Congratulations!'' but then that daydream eludes you, when it dawns 

upon you that these are universities constructed for the elite or for the prodigies. This 

month, that six-year old's daydream manifested itself in the form of three letters from the 

aforementioned Ivy Leagues. A six-year old who disproved herself, and achieved this 

thorough persistence and a drive, that heightened with each seemingly insignificant 

certificate in her primary and secondary years. I would like to appreciate everybody who 

has contributed to my success- Allah, whose plan for me surpasses my wildest imagination 

and my parents, who have held my hand as I crossed all seemingly insurmountable 

obstacles. I am particularly grateful to Sir Faisal, the "chief energy officer", who with his 

larger than life picture of life beyond marriage proposals, inspired my parents to allow me 

to walk down this path. The first visit to the Millennium Campus opened shiny new avenues 

before me that seem to stretch endlessly ahead. This is just the test run, and I hope that I am 

able to remain consistent over the coming years, consequently, achieving all that is 

expected of me. The support and encouragement of my teachers, coordinators and 

counsellors will continue to play its undeniably significant role in all the laurels I hope to 

bring to Millennium School-a place where dreams are realised.

Millennial Ivy League Summer 2016330 www.millenniumschools.edu.pk

$3500 SCHOLARSHIP



WAFA WAHEED

There is a saying - greater the prospect, lesser the certainty. For me going to Harvard, albeit 

as a pre college student, was a dream. I never really believed that it would come true. Now I 

have a place at Harvard. This is not the end. I hope it is the beginning. Now that Harvard is 

within my grasp, I shall strive to hold on to it. It's a moment of pride for my family and I that I 

have received 4 Ivy Leagues, 3 Leadership Institutes and 4 U.K based university 

acceptances. Sir Faisal Mushtaq, Roots Millennium School , Maam Ayesha, Maam Rozina 

and Madam Maimoona Hasnain played a pivotal role. I am extremely grateful to them all.

My special gratitude is for my teachers who are the building blocks of my personality. They 

made me think big and gaze at the stars. Sir Faisal himself is an epitome of 

entrepreneurship for me, his personality is a blend of positive energy and determination 

that encourages people around him to strive hard and get their aims achieved. Thankyou 

Sir Faisal. #Thankyou Roots Millennium.

Millennial Ivy League Summer 2016 333www.millenniumschools.edu.pk

Sometimes, the greatest thing you can do to yourself is to listen to your instinct. Despite the 

immense burden that the AICE diploma placed on my shoulders, and the very selective 

admission process of the Ivy League summer programs, I decided to apply to two of them. 

It was almost as if my inner self was calling me to take this initiative. I could have never 

expected to get acceptances from both Harvard and Princeton's Pre-College Program! I am 

immensely thankful to my guidance counsellor, Ma'am Maimoona, and of course, Sir Faisal 

Mushtaq, for guiding me throughout this process. I am extremely excited to attend 

Harvard's summer program this year, and can not wait to share my experiences and the 

knowledge that I am likely to attain from attending the program with my family at Roots 

Millenniun, and I look forward to seeing what the future holds for me as a millennial! 

Saanya Afroze

SAANYA AFROZE
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AMNA EMMANUEL

As a student of roots Millennium school, I have enjoyed innumerable counselling privileges 

that counter parts of other institutions are deprived of. I am extremely grateful to my 

dynamic and inspirational CEO Sir Faisal Mushtaq, for providing me with the platform to 

realise my dreams. In fact against all rebuke and rebuff by others for having extraordinary 

big dreams, he has encouraged me to persue them with all the more zest and zeal. I would 

like to thank Sir Faisal Mushtaq, My Principal Maam Ayesha Ansar, and Maam Rozeena. 

Thankyou Maam Maimoona for rendering me all support and facilitation I required for 

each and every step. I feel indebted to my counsellor for guiding me and aiding me to 

explore information regarding different summer courses abroad. without her support 

getting into an IVY League university would have not been possible.

MAAZ UR REHMAN

Located in historic Providence, Rhode Island and founded in 1764, Brown University is the 

seventh-oldest college in the United States. Brown is an independent, coeducational Ivy 

League institution comprising of undergraduate and graduate programs, plus the pre 

college summer programs which allow students to enhance their knowledge about 

disciplines which they'll be studying as their majors. With its talented and motivated 

student body and accomplished faculty, Brown is a leading research university that 

maintains a particular commitment to exceptional undergraduate instruction. Brown's 

vibrant, diverse community consists of about 6,200 undergraduates, 2,000 graduate 

students, 490 medical school students, more than 5,000 summer, visiting, and online 

students, and over 700 faculty members. Brown students come from all 50 states and more 

than 115 countries. I take pride in being accepted by the prestigious university's Pre-

college summer program 2016, and I am very thankful to Sir Faisal Mushtaq TI, Ma'am 

Ayesha, and specially Ma'am Maimoona for their tremendous support without which all of 

this would not have been possible.
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HASSAN RASHID

Joining a new school is thought of as daunting. However, my experience after joining Roots 

Millennium proves otherwise. This isn't the same school that focuses on book cramming 

and other conventional classroom activities. Rather, it focuses on helping students 

generate new ideas, gain internship experience and, most of all, having summer 

acceptances. These last two months have been the most extraordinary for my educational 

career. The start of the year means the opportunity to gain summer school acceptances 

from prestigious universities all around the world. I have been blessed enough to get 

accepted into summer schools of such renowned universities as the University of 

Pennsylvania, Brown University, Princeton University, University of Sussex, and the 

prestigious Columbia University, along with Oxford Summer Courses, Stevens Institute of 

Technology, and others. However, all these acceptances wouldn't have been possible 

without hard work and the role of my counselor, Ma'am Maimoona Hasnain and 

coordinator, Ma'am Rozina. Having to stay late until after normal school hours is also a part 

of this hard work, since you must be sure to not miss any deadlines. Lastly, I must say that 

this school focuses on bringing out the best of you, and it wouldn't have been possible by 

the amazing institution Sir Faisal has created.

I vividly remember how my journey at Roots Millennium began this past year. Apprehensive 

and nervous, as any student would be after taking the decision of changing schools yet I 

take immense pleasure in my decision. Nearing the end of this eventful year, I have been 

successfully accepted into the Summer Program of 3 ivy league universities, which include 

Princeton, Brown and Cornell .Moreover, I also got selected for the prestigious Cambridge 

Scholars Program and the NYU Pre-College Program. I am glad to have gotten the 

opportunity to reach out to international institutions and add to my experience as a 

Millennial. This year truly stands out as one of the most meaningful years of my life and I am 

truly grateful to our dynamic CEO Sir Faisal Mushtaq for making these opportunities 

available. All these accomplishments are largely owed to the overwhelming support and 

assistance that I have received from the counseling team at Roots, especially Ma'am 

Maimoona Hasnain, who have been there for me every step of the way. Not to forget my 

coordinator, Ma'am Rozena for all her help and guidance. Right now, I am able to say with 

utmost pride that I am a Millennial. I believe whole heatedly that MILLENNIAL DREAMS DO 

COME TRUE!

HUZAIFA KHAN
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Joining Roots Millennium was one of the best decisions I ever made and one which I surely 

didn't mess up. There may be many schools in Islamabad, some only dreaming to be what 

Roots is, perhaps there would be some better but I believe Roots was the most compatible 

to me. Besides having what almost every top school has, good educational skills, Roots has 

something better. Guidance counselors are influential and can change a student's future 

greatly and a blink of that happened with me. Due to their guidance, I got accepted into 

Brown, Stanford, Georgetown, Princeton, Oxford and Oxbridge. Moreover, I got nominated 

for the Global Youth Conference in the US. It was a dream come true. Never did I think that I 

would be getting into Ivy League Universities when I first stepped in the Campus. All hard 

work is not mine alone, without Ma'am Maimoona Hasnain and my coordinator Ma'am 

Rozina Asif, this would never have been possible. I would also like to thank Sir Faisal 

Mushtaq and Maam Ayesha Ansar for giving me the opportunity for without the 

opportunity itself, nothing can be achieved. But most of all, Asma Emmanuel, my mentor, 

the best mentor you could have. Being very patient with me, she guided me through all the 

details and made me achieve all the glory. For what I have achieved, is not mine alone. I 

carry the work of everyone involved. Roots really is the land of opportunities.

RAJA FAKHAR UL ALAM

Two years back I walked into Roots Millennium with insecurities surrounding me. From a 

shy girl to getting summer school acceptances from world's leading IVY universities has 

been a journey that has completely transformed me. The best thing I learned from my 

journey was to belive in myself no matter what happens, when you have the will you can 

surely do it. All this has been Allah's favour upon me. Sir Faisal Mushtaq has been really an 

inspiration for me, and has motivated me achieve all this with his vision. From staying late in 

Ma'am Maimoona's office to coming to her office in every 5 minute break: the effort was 

worth it. Ma'am Maimoona is one of the most hard working person I have ever witnessed, 

she truly gave me the courage to keep trying until I was successful. Another important 

person who has always given me the hope to believe in myslef was my mom: if she would 

not have believed in me I might not have been able to do any of these. Finally here I am with 

3 acceptances from Ivy leagues i.e Brown, Uppen and Princeton. Other than this I also got 

accepted to Oxford summer program, Carnegie Mellon and DePaul summer program.

DAROOD KHAN
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When I look back one year before, I find my decision of joining Roots Millennium School to 

be impeccable decision as this institute helped me not only to enhance my skills but also 

sharpen my mind to prepare me for the tough challenges ahead. This school not only has 

the best faculty available in the twin cities but also comprise of the best students who are 

kind and friendly and help to develop an environment favourable for learning. 

My first year of As Level at Roots Millennium Schools was an ideal experience for me in the 

sense that I was able to focus on my studies, participating in the vibrant activities 

throughout the year and along with these getting summer school acceptances from 

renowned universities across the globe. It would not be possible for me to achieve all this 

without the commendable efforts of my guidance counsellor Maam Maimoona Hasnain 

who not only helped me in all the processes involved in application but also motivated me 

to aim higher and go for the big shots. I would also like to thank Asma Emmanuel who 

whenever I got stuck at any point in the process she helped me to get back on track. I would 

also like to praise the efforts of my coordinator Maam Rozina who I found always by my 

side whenever I looked for assistance. Lastly this all would not be possible without Sir Faisal 

Mushtaq whose inspirational speeches, engaging thoughts led me to accomplish all this 

and I am very delighted to be studying in this unparalleled institute. I anticipate that my 

coming year at Roots Millennium School would be filled with more great accomplishments 

and thrilled to be working with the distinguished faculty available here.  

FARHAD AHMED

The Penn Summer Prep Program offers a diverse array of rigorous and immersive modules 

taught at the undergraduate level for talented and driven high school students from 

around the world. All modules are taught by Penn instructors and are offered on a non-

credit basis, allowing students to focus on exploring their passions rather than obtaining a 

grade. Within these preparatory modules, students gain an in-depth understanding of 

interdisciplinary topics and engage as critical thinkers and global citizens. We help 

participants hone the analytical skills necessary for sustained academic growth.

Each student enrolls in two modules within Session A (July 10 – July 22) or Session B (July 24 

– August 5.) Module topics are carefully chosen from across the disciplines to represent the 

breadth and depth of Penn's undergraduate curriculum. Each module meets for two-and-

a-half hours daily, with one module meeting in the morning and the second meeting in the 

afternoon. Module instructors may assign nightly readings, writing assignments or group 

work; students should be prepared to dedicate time to coursework outside of the 

classroom. 

Upon successful completion of the program, students are awarded a Certificate of 

Completion and may request letters of recommendation from their Penn instructors.

100% SCHOLARSHIP

AURANGZAIB SHAH
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It would not be an over statement to i say that joining Roots Millennium was one of the best 

decisions I ever made and it really is paying off well. There may be other high schools in 

town but Roots stands out among all, not just fulfilling my educational requirements but 

also giving me the exposure that I was hoping for. No doubt guidance counselors are really 

influential and can change a student's future immensely, the taste of which i received this 

year. Due to their support and guidance, I got accepted into the summer@Brown program 

along with acceptances into the JSA Summer Programs at Stanford, Princeton and 

Georgetown. Moreover, I got accepted into institutes in Europe including Oxford Summer 

Courses, Cambridge Scholars Programme, Oxbridge Summer and Innes institute. It truly 

was a dream come true as I never expected to get accepted into two Ivy League Summer 

programs along with my academic excellence. All hard work is not mine alone, without the 

assistance of Ma'am Maimoona Hasnain and my coordinator Ma'am Rozina Asif, this would 

never have been possible. I would also like to thank Sir Faisal Mushtaq and Ma’am Ayesha 

Ansar for giving me the opportunity and such a platform to achieve so much in so less time. 

Hence I can confidently say that Roots really is the land of opportunities.

SHAIKH M. ADIL

As a student of roots Millennium school, I have enjoyed innumerable counselling privileges 

that counter parts of other institutions are deprived of. I am extremely grateful to my 

dynamic and inspirational CEO Sir Faisal Mushtaq, for providing me with the platform to 

realise my dreams. In fact against all rebuke and rebuff by others for having extraordinary 

big dreams, he has encouraged me to persue them with all the more zest and zeal. I would 

like to thank Sir Faisal Mushtaq, My Principal Maam Ayesha Ansar, and Maam Rozeena. 

Thankyou  Sir Frahan for rendering me all support and facilitation I required for each and 

every step. I feel indebted to my counsellor for guiding me and aiding me to explore 

information regarding different summer courses abroad. without her support getting into 

an IVY League university would have not been possible.

FARIHA ABID
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HARIS IRFAN

In life, the best mind set seems to be “The sky is the limit”. Going forth thinking this way 

allows us to turn our dreams into realities. Given the right tools, attitude, time, and teachers 

most people can reach their educational goals, possibly beyond, and being a part of a 

prestigious academy like RMS, is a real privilege. I genuinely hold my head up high on 

being part of RMS. The counseling I have received here, has earned me acceptance letters 

from many reputable universities around the world for summer program. This guidance 

proved to be the light which always makes me find my way through darkness of 

undecidedness. Whenever, i longed to be guided in true sense my counselors were there 

for me every step of the way, and I'm wholeheartedly grateful to them for everything 

they've done for me. I wish to be membered as one of the brightest students of the 

institution.

M. HASHIR KHAN

When I am on my deathbed, I want to say "Woah, Hashir. That was one heck of a life!" and 

not something like "I probably could've done better" "What if I had followed my dreams". 

You only have one life. One. This isn't no game. There's no restart button. You need to start 

that business, make that rocket, become the President in THIS life. And so in this context, 

thinking small is useless. We must think BIG and live BIG! The reason why I got into these 

Summer programs, I believe, is because I don't give into society's self imposed limitations. 

When someone yells IMPOSSIBLE, I hear Get to Work, Hashir. If I had listened to them I 

would be applied to some average summer school, that would've loved to have  me over 

and believed I wasn't worthy of the best ones out there. But what I did and always do, is 

believe that I can do great things. And of course, no success is possible without Allah, so 

when you pray, pour yourself into it. And then, there's no stopping you. At the end, I want to 

thank Sir Faisal, Ma'am Ayesha Ansar, Sir Farhan and of course Ma'am Aliyah. This journey 

would've been impossible without you guys.
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A year ago I had not imagined that my dream could actually come true. I've been studying 

in Millennium Roots for the past 11 years, and on every high achiever ceremony when I 

used to see the achievements of my seniors and how proud they made their families and 

their school I always dreamt to be like them wanted to see my picture on those posters with 

a line of achievement and a special page in the year book. I wanted to make my family 

proud. And here I am today flourishing my first big achievement to get into an ivy league. 

Ma'am Maimoona, my amazing counselor helped me to find my true self and discover my 

real interests. She taught me to believe in myself and step forward with confidence. 

Studying in an Ivy League is a dream come true. Princeton is a name self explanatory and 

attending summer school there seems like a fantasy. It was hard to believe that I would get 

accepted to an ivy league but trying everything is the key. I'm greatly honored and thankful 

to my college, counselor, coordinator Ma'am Rozina and Sir Faisal who has provided us the 

platform to try and achieve. 
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OSAMA BABAKHEL

Winston Churchill had once said, 'If you are going through hell, keep going'. For most of us 

this seems like a self-righteous idealistic slogan but one never knows how relevant 

something is, or how much it can be relatable until you walk the same shoes. How strong 

someone is, no one can tell for sure. But those limits can be understood only when being 

strong is the only choice you have.

In Roots, my important decision was taking AICE Diploma with 8 credits, and in the face of 

that maintaining a healthy social life, apply to prestigious summer schools and at the same 

time, to keep a competitive hand in extra and co-curricular activities. Al Hamdulillah, the 

very promise I asked the counselors and the admin when I walked in these halls was, 'Will 

you guys make me do it?' marks fulfillment by the end of this year.

Not only did Roots provide the best teachers, my counselors Ma'am Maimoona and Irfad 

Imtiaz helped me through all sorts of thick and thin. So much so that I have gotten in to an 

array of the most prestigious colleges, top of which are Oxford, Columbia and Dartmouth 

University's Sustainable Summer Program, a program which only allows 40 students from 

all over the world. Roots Millennium bestowed me with the honor of being one of those 

lucky 40. The redemption I may have craved my entire life- to earn great achievements is 

well over my expectations now that I cannot express gratitude in shallow words. 

Thank you Ma'am Maimoona Hasnain. I am eternally grateful to you Irfad Imtiaz. And Sir 

Faisal Mushtaq & Ma’am Ayesha Ansar, I am privileged for the opportunity.  
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SHAHNAWAZ ARIF

I always looked upon my seniors and my colleagues, getting accepted from their dream 

universities and used to think, how do they do this! Are they any different from me? After 

joining Roots Millennium, I realized that I'm no different. I can be one of shining stars as 

well. Hence, I applied for two of the summer schools offered by universities at the top of my 

wish list. One of them was Wharton school of University Of Pennsylvania whereas the other 

was The Oxford summer courses and I got accepted in both. As I received the emails from 

the above mentioned universities, it seemed as if I was on cloud nine. There was no limit for 

my elation. Maybe, it won't be that amazing for any other person but for me it was a 

moment of relief, self-confidence and happiness. Wharton school is the business school of 

the University of Pennsylvania, a private Ivy League university located in Philadelphia. 

Whereas, the term Ivy League commonly refers to a group of 8 private, east-coast colleges 

and universities renowned for providing an excellent education and their significant 

history. Similarly, Oxford has been an epitome of knowledge and learning renowned for its 

academic excellence and quality. It has attracted the best talent from around the World, 

polished it and produced exceptionally successful men and women. In recent history, over 

50 Nobel Prize Winners, 26 British Prime Ministers and 50 Heads of States from all over the 

world have been nurtured and educated in Oxford. Being accepted from such institutes 

carries an immense importance to me. I would again like to thank Ma'am Ayesha Ansar, 

Ma'am Rozina, Ma'am Maimoona , Ma'am Salma Rabbani and specially the CEO of Roots 

Millennium, Sir Faisal Mushtaq. He has always been there for his students, and he is one of 

my role models. He is the one providing us the best of the opportunities and making our 

aims higher than any other student like us. Thank you!

KHADIJA ALI

My name is Khadija Ali, i joined roots millennium last year. Changing schools is always a 

hard decision but after coming to roots i realised it was one of the best decisions of my life. I 

feel really lucky to get acceptance from JSA summer school, Princeton. Princeton University 

is a private Ivy League research university in Princeton, New Jersey. Founded in 1746 in 

Elizabeth as the College of New Jersey, Princeton was the fourth chartered institution of 

higher education in the Thirteen Colonies and thus one of the nine Colonial Colleges 

established before the American Revolution. The institution moved to Newark in 1747, 

then to the current site nine years later, where it was renamed Princeton University in 

1896.Last but not the least,I'd like to thank sir Faisal Mushtaq, the Ceo of roots millennium 

college, principal maam Ayesha and to my guidance counsellor maam maimoona. I am 

really grateful to these great and committed mentors, i would not have been able to 

achieve this without their support.
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SHAFAQ IFTIKHAR

I am so glad I decided to join Roots Millennium School last year as it turned out to be a life-

changing experience for me. When I first stepped on the campus, I had fears regarding my 

decision. I thought I would miss my life at my previous school but nothing of that sort 

happened. Instead I instantly blended in the new environment, thanks to the welcoming 

staff and faculty. Since then, The Roots Millennium School has provided me with a lot of 

opportunities throughout my first year here. 

On top of all that, I made it to a three-week immersion summer program at Columbia 

University, NYU, an IVY league college. First, I owe a debt of gratitude to our dynamic CEO, 

Sir Faisal Mushtaq & Ma’am Ayehsa Ansar for building such a relaxed learning atmosphere 

at his school and giving all the students a life time opportunities. A special thankyou to my 

guidance counselor, Sir Farhan Naeem for his unwavering support and guidance and my 

coordinator Ma'am Rozina Asif who has been there for me every step of the way. Had it not 

been for these committed and great mentors, I would not have been able to bag this 

acceptance. 

Roots Millennium has made a huge impact in every aspect of my life from my academics to 

social life, it has taught in so many ways. The Important thing I learnt here is that Roots 

Millennium does not only prepare a student for passing exams, getting good grades and 

the learning is not limited to classrooms, they give a whole exposure by doing community 

work projects, joining different clubs at school, taking part in International and national 

competitions which makes a person prepared for the future, it makes him able to search of 

opportunities and grasp them. 

Sir Faisal Mushtaq has a new dream to change the education system to make it more 

advanced by setting up small goals and achieving them which eventually has a huge 

impact. Without my teachers it would have not been possible, they are always there to help 

and make sure that you achieve what you deserve in life.

 I thank my campus principal Maam Ayesha Ansar, academic coordinator Maam Sharmeen 

and specially my counselor Ma'am Maimoona Hasnain for putting an immense hard work 

to get me in Wharton summer program at University of Pennsylvania.

HALEEMA ZULQARNAIN
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ALI SAMOO

Coming from Hyderabad, never did it occur to me that Islamabad, specifically roots, may 

change my perspective on life so much. I have previously had the honor of representing my 

country to the United States and I learned to push myself to the limits, academically and 

mentally. Coming to roots opened up a whole new spectrum of ideas and achievements, I 

did not know what the ivy league was, I did not know what summer schools meant, maybe 

it was not part of the academic culture back home.

However, opting for the optimally ostracized course by the student body, AICE diploma, 

never did i imagine I'd be doing well outside of class as well. Holding a position in USEFP 

dramatic reading contest, getting into Columbia University Summer Program and the 

Cambridge Scholars Programme seemed like I'm not labefacting after all. I am thankful to 

everyone at roots who has supported me so far, my counselor, the community and most 

importantly, Sir Faisal Mushtaq & Ma’am Ayesha Ansar. I hope to continue making the 

school and this country proud.

GHAZAN KHAN

When I joined Roots Millennium School last summer, I saw alot of graduating students 

getting acceptances from one o f the best universities in the world. This created alot of 

passion in my heart to also go to one of these universities. But I didn't really know that these 

Ivy league universities also carry out summer schools for undergraduate students. It was 

until I met this amazing guidance counselor, Ma'am Maimoona Hasnain. She personally 

helped me at all the levels she could to help me achieve my goals and because of the 

hardwork been put by Ma'am Maimoona, Ma’am Ayesha Ansar and my mentor Asma 

Emmanuel, I finally got accepted by not just one but three Ivy League universities for 

summer school. This was the most happening moment in my life, the Stanford university, 

the Princeton university and the Georgetown university were all willing to accept me to 

attend their summer program course. This was all possible due to the opportunities and 

platform provided to me by Sir Faisal Mushtaq, the pioneer behind every successful 

student that ever studied at Roots Millennium Schools. I must say this school opened the 

eyes of an ordinary student like me that he can also dream big.
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SAAD SAEED

Sir Faisal Mushtaq has a new dream to change the education system to make it more 

advanced by setting up small goals and achieving them which eventually has a huge 

impact. Without my teachers it would have not been possible, they are always there to help 

and make sure that you achieve what you deserve in life.

 I thank my campus principal, academic coordinator, guidance counselors and all the 

management of roots millennium for all my achievements. 

Here at Roots Millennium, every one is valued and respected no matter what background 

you come from or who you are, the environment makes us all equal

HAFSA EJAZ

I have been given the opportunity to attend KWHS Global Young Leaders Academy, offered 

at Wharton school at the University of Pennsylvania. Many renowned CEO's of the world's 

leading companies have studied in the university. It is a two week intensive summer 

leadership program for 16 to 20 years old. It focuses on Entrepreneurship, Leadership, 

Finance and many more versatile topics. It will greatly aid me in college admissions as well. 

Who would have thought I would attend an auspicious program like this where only 

selective people are chosen all around the world for its attendance . It seemed unreal 

almost impossible. But then the chapter of Roots Millennium Schools was added to my life. 

I decided to take admission RMS in hopes of paving a way to achieve my dreams. Believe 

me when I tell you this that I adjusted very well to my surroundings from day 1. I found the 

concept of getting into summer schools really intimidating. But to my luck, the Guidance 

Counselors cam like a blessing to me. Specially ma'am Maimoonah Hussain who was 

always there for me and owned me like one of her own children It was her sheer hard work 

combined with my determination that bore fruit and I was given admission in a very 

prestigious institution. I hope to deliver my best and would like to thank everyone in Roots 

specially Sir Faisal Mushtaq , Ma'am Ayesha and Ma'am Sharmeen who helped to convert 

my dreams into a reality
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Roots Millennium has provided me with academic excellence in a high quality-learning 

environment, and unparalleled opportunities for social entrepreneurship. Beyond the walls 

of the classrooms Roots has taught me responsibility, diplomacy and commitment. I am 

thankful to Sir Faisal, Maam Ayesha, Maam Rozina and my guidance counselor for making 

it possible to get acceptance from Columbia University summer program.

HAMZA AJMAL

I applied to the brown leadership institute because I wanted to do something apart from 

studies . I have gotten less opportunities to achieve things or participate in any activity so I 

wanted to try for this summer program. I was filled with a sense of relief and elation when I 

got an acceptance and I consider this a valuable achievement . I just want to say thank you 

to my counselor for all her help. I'm grateful to Ma'am Ayesha and Sir Faisal for the 

wonderful opportunity that they have allowed me to be part of. At Roots Millennium, the 

guidance is invaluable because it reassures you that you are capable of having your dreams 

come true.

UZAIR AHMED
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Joining RMS for high school proved to be a turning point in my life because it encouraged 

me to energetically pursue my goals which were deemed to be "unattainable" by most 

people. However, with the unconditional support of the most inspiring and influential CEO, 

Sir Faisal Mushtaq, I have been capable of making the most out of the opportunities I have 

been provided here at campus, due to which I am extremely grateful to him. Students here 

are persuaded to set their aims the highest, and then avail every opportunity, academic or 

otherwise, to accomplish them. 

Outstanding guidance counselors and teachers are who make Millennium Roots superior 

to other institutions. This Columbia University acceptance for high school summer 

program, a three-week immersion for the course of "Astronomy and Astrophysics" was an 

outcome of the mutual efforts of my counselor and Is. I am highly thankful to my counselor, 

Ma'am Farheen Gul for guiding me through each step. Lastly, I feel beholden to my 

principal, ma'am Ayesha Ansar and my coordinator, ma'am Rozina Asif for mentoring me 

throughout the year. Truly, this acceptance would have been impossible without all their 

efforts.

MAIRAH AHMED

Roots Millennium has provided me with academic excellence in a high quality-learning 

environment, and unparalleled opportunities for social entrepreneurship. Beyond the walls 

of the classrooms Roots has taught me responsibility, diplomacy and commitment. I am 

thankful to Sir Faisal, Maam Ayesha, Maam Rozina and my guidance counselor for making 

it possible to get acceptance from Brown University summer program

MINAHIL HUSSAIN
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MOHID KAMRAN

Roots are something a plant can't live without. Similarly Roots Millennium is something I 

couldn't have become the person I am today without. You see schools are everywhere but 

Roots Millennium Schools wasn't just a school. Roots wasn't just classes and exams, it was 

more. More than I could ever have imagined. RMS was home. Being able to call myself a 

millennial is an honor on its own. The exposure I gained here was immense. Coming to 

realise what was truly out there is something I can never thank this institution enough for. 

Being accepted to JSA Summer Program at Princeton was absolutely amazing and I could 

not have possibly done without the assistance and guidance of my amazing and beautiful 

counselor Ma'am Shahana. She is more of a friend to us than she is a counselor, constantly 

pushing us to beat deadlines and produce the right supplements. Thanks to Sir Faisal 

Mushtaq T.I for his vision and providing us with a platform to express ourselves and achieve 

the best. RMS has left me with a lot, and I can't wait for next year.

I was welcomed by the beautiful smiles of my Principal Ma’am Ayesha Ansar and Head 

Mistress Ma’am Rozina Asif and my hardworking teachers who believed in me and 

supported me in every way. Roots Millennium Schools is a land of opportunity as rightly 

said by our CEO Sir Faisal Mushtaq and I am really grateful to the cornerstone of this 

institution Sir Faisal Mushtaq for providing us such opportunities.

A student is like an empty vessel and the teachers are the fuels without which it wouldn't 

work. If it wasn’t for Roots, I wouldn’t have this opportunity. I can rightly say am a proud 

Millennial.

I am extremely thankful to Sir Faisal, Ma’am Ayesha, Maam Rozina and guidance counselors 

for making my dreams come true.

MAIMOONAH CHAUDRY
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I am 19 year old girl from northern Pakistan. I play for my country and international level has been celebrated as a family 

try to serve my nation in every possible way I can. My motive is simple at Roots Khyber campus. Every time when I would 

and that is to return something to my country, with this aim I managed hit something big I would find ma'am Meena , 

to make my name at a really young age. Being in the list of 50 powerful ma'am Tahmina and ma'am Shahana celebrating 

women of the country or being in the list of 100 influential change by my side. My teachers were always there to make 

makers it is never easy without support. Such recognition and fame sure I study even if I am away from school. I am 

comes with a huge responsibility which I have been honored to have, really thankful to Sir zain who has always pushed me towards 

as an athlete for me racket comes first in every aspect of my life. I something that I believed was impossible. I am graduating now and all 

breathe sports. I have always searched for a place where my sports I remember is the support and love I have received from this school. I 

should be accepted as a major part of me. The day I joined Roots may get the degree or not but I proudly can say that Sir Faisal Mushtaq 

millennium schools, I felt that yes I have made the right decision to be along with Sir Farhan and team is empowering the whole nation by 

here. From day first I have been accepted as a student athlete and my producing leaders. They helped me to empower my pen through my 

sports activities have been given priority. Most of my achievements did racket. I hope in future I manage to return something big to this 

not come by the institution but every single trophy or recognition on institute. Noorena Shams signing off!
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NOORENA SHAMS
INVITED TO UNITED NATIONS
HEADQUARTERS AS DISTINGUISHED
SPEAKER ON WOMEN EMPOWERMENT

INTERNATIONAL SQUASH
PLAYER REPRESENTING PAKISTAN
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The German philosopher Albert Schweitzer once said 'happiness is person above someone who fits societies norms and definition of 

the key to success.' There is and will be talk of success in the coming success. Always be individualistic, carve your own path and follow 

few months. A lauding of those who gained admission to your passions. I would like to thank Sir Faisal, Ma’am Ayesha Ansar 

prestigious universities abroad and celebrations of the wonderful and my counselor Ma'am Maimoona for working with me and 

results many students will produce. Many of you will be pushing me towards my goals. Don't allow yourself to be 

encouraged by this and will put your heart, mind and soul into constrained by the expectations of your parents and teachers. The 

following a similar path to success. But more important than this only expectations you need to meet are your own and the only 

success is happiness. Never compromise on who you are, what you success that matters is your own happiness. Achieve that and 

believe in and what you feel for the sake of your grades and your everything else will come to you!

university acceptances. Never put being a good, kind and loving 
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Hundreds of opportunities we get everyday at Roots Millennium have from the very best, starting from Sir Faisal Mushtaq and coming down to 

changed me into a multi-talented person. Besides my academics, I my Principal Ma’am Ayesha, Teachers, Coordinators, Counselors and 

mastered the art of debating and climbed to the ranks of Secretary extremely talented fellow students; I am confident I will be able to fulfill 

General for local and national Model UN conferences. I polished my my dreams in the coming years. I owe all my success to the undying faith 

computer programming and networking skills at the prestigious that my counselor, Ma'am Maimoona had on my abilities especially on 

Harvard University's CS50 course and Microsoft Imagine Academy. I the times when I did not have much faith on myself. I am grateful to RMS 

met ambassadors from different countries and high ranked for introducing me to the opportunities that shaped me into the person 

government officials; all of them had something to teach me. Learning I am today.
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Completed credited course from
Harvard University (CS50)
with merit Distinction

Youngest Microsoft Security Researcher

Highest amount of scholarships recipient
for Undergraduate programs from the
Class of 2017.

IRFAD AHMED IMTIAZ SOBHA AHMED GADI
100% Scholarship recipient from Yale NUS

126% Scholarship recipient from
Wesleyan University

140% Scholarship recipient
from NYU ABU DHABI



As someone who has always yearned for a competitive high 

school environment that nurtures intellectual and personal 

fostering, I knew Roots Millennium was the place where my 

ambitions and dreams could turn into realities. With the 

counselors and mentors I had in junior year, there was never a 

deficit of guidance – be it related to something as meager as 

picking AS Level courses or deciding when to take the SAT; then 

came senior year along with the daunting American college 

applications process – labeled by some as one of the more 

challenging aspects of high school. The hectic days spent at my 

counselor's office, and the sleepless nights coupled with intense 

periods of writer's block paid off wonderfully when I was 

admitted to my top choice, Vanderbilt University, with a 

generous aid package. In retrospect, I could never have 

imagined reaching my current level of achievement had it not 

been for the mentorship of my teachers, my counselors, and our 

academic coordinator Ma'am Muneeze. It has been a wonderful 

journey at Roots Millennium – one full of immense growth and 

countless lessons.
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100% SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT
FROM VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY

SHARJEEL MUMTAZ

The blue glass building glares at me as I enter through the gate. A My final year has seen a myriad of college applications. I met Sir 

myriad of faces look in my direction. Have I made the right choice? Farhan over the summers and started formulating a plan with him. His 

Leaving all my friends, teachers and plunging into the unknown, I am level of commitment impressed me. We would have hour long 

unsure if it will be worth it…. discussions over essay ideas, college lists, extra-curricular etc. I still 

I still remember my initial reservations about Roots Millennium but remember the Saturday when he stayed from 8 in the morning to 6 in 

that's part of life. We cling to the past because it's familiar and run the evening to close my application. I am also grateful to Maam 

away from the future because it's uncertain. However two years down Muneeze Muzaffar for supporting me after the rejections I received 

the road, I can now say with utmost conviction that it was the right and encouraging me throughout. My scholarship at the University of 

decision. Richmond is thus a team effort and I am forever indebted to these two 

My two years here have been intellectually fulfilling and rewarding. individuals for all their help and support.

Participating in events such as All Pakistan Science Fair, MMUN etc. to As I leave for a new chapter in life, I would offer just a single piece of 

leading this year's Mathematics Society have been amongst my many advice to all the juniors. Work hard and be prepared for setbacks. But 

highlights of two years and I would thank Sir Faisal Mushtaq and remember there is always light at the end of a dark tunnel. All you have 

Maam Ayesha Ansar for such opportunities. to do is continue moving forward and seek that light!
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100% SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT
FROM RICHMOND UNIVERSITY IN
DUAL DEGREE PROGRAM (4+2)
FROM COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
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If I had to pick one decision in life that I'm proud of taking, it will most RMC's teachings and experiences will accompany me to whichever 

likely have to be joining Roots Millennium Campus back in 2015. The institute I enroll in for my higher studies and I can say with pride that 

two years I have spent in this vibrant place have changed me in ways I these same experiences will ultimately shape my future endeavours. I 

could've never imagined. From the emotional strength and support owe a major thanks to Mr. Faisal Mushtaq TI, my coordinators 

provided to the congenial environment and the constant push Muneeze Muzaffar and Rozina Asif, my principal Ayesha Ansar and my 

towards achievement, this school has instilled in me a craving for charming counsellor Farhan Naeem for helping me secure a place in 

success. The opportunities provided here are numerous and the these respectable educational institutions for my undergraduate 

already built pathways to triumph can be found nowhere but RMC. studies
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LAIBA BAHRAWAR
90% SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT
FROM YALE NUS

UROOBA AHMED
100% SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT
FROM HAMPSHIRE UNIVERSITY

Four years ago, my parents decided to move to the capital from support to me. From Sir Faisal's jazz motivation to Ma'am Ayesha's 

Karachi. Moving to a new city meant a fresh new beginning for me. frequent compliments, I'm so grateful to everyone for making me fee 

New school, new friends, and new challenges. Luckily my parents gave atl home. At Roots Millennium Schools, my interest and passion was 

me the liberty of choosing the school I wanted to attend for respected like it is for every other student here; my achievements were 

completing my IGCSEs and A Levels. After discussing with my parents, I celebrated by each and everyone at school like it was theirs. Since, I am 

decided to enroll at the Roots Millennium Schools. Today, as I reflect ending school in a couple of months, I feel lucky to being committed 

back on my decision to join this incredible community at Roots, I feel to Hampshire College for undergraduate studies. At college, I am 

proud of my choice. As I'm wrapping up A Levels, I am recalling all the planning to pursue Molecular Biology, Philosophy, Literature and 

innumerable times the school's administration has extended their Filmmaking. 



It was definitely a daunting decision to choose a school 

hundreds of miles away from the comforts of home, but 

there hasn't been a single moment in these two years when I 

regretted it. The bliss of independence came with a 

multitude of responsibilities, which in turn transformed me 

into a more mature person with polished skills of decision 

making and management. Furthermore, my experiences at 

Roots Millennium provided perfect ingredients for me 

undergo a metamorphosis. With students coming in from 

different parts of Pakistan, Roots is a place where different 

identities and opinions are respected. It not only exposed 

me to diverse perspectives, but also helped me challenge 

my ingrained beliefs, in turn sharpening my critical thinking 

skills. Furthermore, all the opportunities in academics and 

co-curriculars have provided me with a perfect base to lead 

towards a career. 

I am certainly thankful to all the teachers and counselors for 

their guidance and support especially Sir Faisal and my 

counselor Ma'am Maimoona, but most of all to my friends 

who have been there with me through all ups and downs 

and have been showering me with their unconditional love 

and support. 
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SOHAIB NASHIT
96% SCHOLARSHIP FROM
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY SHANGHAI
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MOHAMMAD
HASHIR MEHMOOD
100% FROM TU DELFT

85% FROM SAINT PETER
UNIVERSITY

70% AUGUSTANA
COLLEGE

70% UNIVERSITY
OF ST. THOMAS

70% VALPARAISO
UNIVERSITY

70% SIENA
COLLEGE

"Maximum Acceptances! that, you must maintain": Ma'am Maimoona. Bachelors with various scholarships, but I'm afraid I won't find support 

This sentence captures my mind whenever I hear it and reminds me of like Ma'am Maimoona and Sir Faisal in any of the 60 esteemed 

my AS days. I, with immense guidance from Ma'am Maimoona and her institutions who offered me a place to join their families. My ambition 

experience, applied to many universities, which include 4 IVY schools is to be Motorsport Entrepreneur, for that Ma'am Maimoona helped 

as well as summer programs and got accepted to all: leaving a mark of me in my internships at automotive firms such as Mitsubishi and 

maximum summer school acceptances. She said I should continue the Toyota. In my 6 years at RMS, Roots gave me a chance to prosper and 

same in A levels and then helped me each and every day whenever I chase my dreams.  I would have never achieved this all without Ma'am 

needed her help. I got accepted to 60 universities worldwide for my Maimoona and other RMS faculty who helped me. 
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IMAN MALIK

The past two years that I have spent at Roots Millennium schools have including and inspiring the student to take part in all their events. 

taught me a lot and given me unequivocal experiences that I will Beyond the walls of the classrooms Roots has taught me responsibility, 

always remember. I immediately felt very welcomed by Sir Faisal, diplomacy and commitment. Over these two years Roots has helped 

Ma’am Ayesha and all of the staff and they have constantly helped me me through all the challenges I have faced by forcing me to utilize all 

in order for me to achieve my goals. Roots has provided me with skills and abilities to participate fully in every aspect. Roots has 

academic excellence in a high quality-learning environment, and prepared me to move forward and take on whatever may come next in 

unparalleled opportunities for social entrepreneurship. Whether it be my life!

outstanding MMUN's or Olympiads Roots has never fallen short in 

Looking back at all the opportunities and chances life has thrown at colleges on a 100% scholarship; All this in such a short span of time 

me, I am thankful to the Almighty and to the people and my seems nothing but a glorious dream. I have been awarded things that 

institution who led me to this. Studying at one of the world best I've always only dreamt of. But the game is not over yet, I hope to 

institutions in Pakistan, at a fully funded scholarship, since two years continue this streak of achievements and proud moments for my 

consecutively, being awarded two gold medals on the basis of my parents who never stopped believing in me and for my 

academic excellency, being invited to summer programs of world class teachers/counselors at RMS such as Sir Faisal Mushtaq, Ma’am Ayesha, 

universities like Yale and Boston, a chance to act as a leader to my Sir Farhan and Ma'am Muneeze who wished for me often more than 

fellow peers in the council and then finally being accepted to one of what I wished for myself.

world's most prestigious colleges, one of the top 10 liberal arts 
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LAIBA USMAN
100% SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT
FROM WASHINGTON AND
LEE UNIVERSITY



When I came back to Pakistan after my exciting exchange year, I opportunities possible for me to get into the best summer schools. 

encountered what is called a reverse cultural shock. The Getting into all of these prestigious universities was too utopious to 

transformation that took place in me when I was in U.S. was very hard even believe. Acceptances from top notch universities such as UPenn, 

for me to abolish and transform it into something that was more Princeton, Cornell, Stanford and Columbia were some of the moments 

Pakistani like. I was very reminiscent. Then, I came to Roots Millennium when me and Ma'am Maimoona celebrated and cherished our 

School, which totally transformed and radicalized my life. Sir Faisal achievements together. I can never ever be thankful enough for my 

Mushtaq was very kind to offer me a full tuition scholarship. This counselors, Sir Faisal, Ma’am Ayesha and the whole staff of Roots 

institution helped me gain back my individuality . I met new people, Millennium for all their help in enhancing my confidence and making 

had new experiences and this school had a great environment being me into something I never would have been if it was not for Roots. The 

one of the best schools in Pakistan. Me and Ma'am Maimoona Hasnain institution itself speaks for all of its competitive achievements. There is 

worked day and night, coordinating, discussing and making valid more to come as well, InshaAllah.

Change is like an asteroid; thrusting you out of your comfortable orbit Sisters Exchange Program for Harvard Summer Secondary School 7 

into the galaxy without gravity. Coming to Roots was the most Week Program. Being a diverse individual who could never decide on 

important academic decision I made, which served as a gateway to a single toy even in adolescence, I had to limit myself of choices and 

endless opportunities. Roots provided me with the company of like- opportunities to fit in the limited scope which I was born into. Roots, 

minded people and accomplished mentors ensured that I was however, gave me the chance to finally let go of that because diversity 

equipped with the necessary arsenal of skills and values to take on any and compactness are two traits which this school welcomes and I offer 

future endeavours. I have been granted undergraduate admission to wholeheartedly to Sir Faisal Mushtaq, Ma’am Ayesha my counselor Sir 

NYU Shanghai on a 54% scholarship. Moreover, I am one of the 23 girls Farhan and  Roots Milelnnium. (Thank you, Roots Millennium)

from all over Pakistan to be selected under the fully funded Summer 
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JAVERIA HAFEEZ
120% SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT FROM STANFORD UNIVERSITY
TO ATTEND INTERNATIONAL ASIA-PACIFIC STANFORD
ENTREPRENEURSHIP SUMMIT.

ONE OF THE ONLY AND THE YOUNGEST STUDENT ENTREPRENEUR 
TO BE INVITED ON THIS PRESTIGIOUS CONFERENCE.
YES ALUMNI. 100% SCHOLARSHIP FROM MANY 
INTERNATIONAL PRESTIGIOUS SUMMER SCHOOLS.



Switching schools have always been the biggest hitch in student's life, decision; MCI it was. The journey I had in MCI was phenomenal, the 

it was a part of my life too. My father works for the Ministry of Defense platform that our CEO, Sir Faisal Mushtaq, and our, Principal, Mam 

and owing to that I had to switch numerous  schools until when I Ayesha provided to students like myself was just astounding. All the 

shifted to Islamabad. My mom had heard a lot about the BMI campus opportunities to do multiple internships at various places; Microsoft, 

so she took me there, I was devastated to see the campus. Everything Community work, Banks, Political firms and many more were just so 

was very overwhelming but there was something uncanny about this different from other institutions. Every bit of what I am today has a lot 

campus. I didn't feel like being a part of this school so I insisted my to do with MCI fraternity and my parents. They have shaped me into 

mother to take me to Roots Millennium, I had heard a lot about it, in I- what I am, educated and made me able to go further and pursue my 

9. I entered the college and to me that is what a college was supposed dreams. Mam Maimoona, my counselor and my best friend has helped 

to look like. I still remember those posters and all those props hanging me the most in my internships and University applications, along with 

around in the college. I entered the coordinator's office and I was some very valuable advices from Sir Farhan. I never felt the absence of 

warmly welcomed by a very warming coordinator: Ma'am Muneezay. my mother in college especially because of Mam Maimoona and then 

We had a very long discussion regarding my previous board and MCI's Mam Ayesha, Mam Muneezay, and Mam Rozina. I want to sum up my 

current board. It had a gargantuan difference, my mom was convinced journey by saying that the MCI fraternity, starting from Sir Faisal to 

to send me to BMI due to the same boards BMI and my previous school Mam Ayesha, Mam Muneezay, Mam Muneezay, Mam Rozina, Mam 

had. But I wasn't up for that, I made it a point to convince my mom and Maimoona, Sir Farhan, all my teachers, admin staff and to all the 

my dad to enroll me in MCI and Mam Muneezay played a vital role guards have been like my family and I am going to miss them all. I hope 

backing me up. Well after much discussion we all had a unanimous MCI prospers till the end of times.
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M. AIMAL KHAN
75% SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT
FROM WASHINGTON COLLEGE

 3+2 DUAL UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM
AND FU FOUNDATION, SCHOOL OF
ENGINEERING AT COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY)

UROOBA AHMED

Three years ago when I stepped in the premises of the Roots 

Millennium Campus, I was very nervous. Months after months, time 

flew and I landed in the second last year of my schooling years: the 

AS Level. Since the start of my academic year 2015-2016, I've been 

blessed with several unique opportunities that I could never even 

imagine of. Right after returning from Yale Young Global Scholars 

Program, I started AS level in full swing. Two months after my 

school reopened, I was accepted to the very prestigious program of 

The New York Academy of Sciences and Global STEM Alliance, "The 

Junior Academy" where I virtually completed the Research 101 

course and earned 6 proficiency badges which later earned me an 

invitation to the "Our 2016 Annual Letter by Bill & Melinda Gates" in 

New York this February. Attending this event was an exceptional 

opportunity to meet the power couple- Bill & Melinda Gates. From 

being nominated and selected as Microsoft Student Ambassador to 

launching #Teach25 program and being nominated as Girl Up Teen year and want to thank my mentor, Sir Faisal Mushtaq, my 

Advisor for the second year in a row, I've had a very productive year wonderful Principals, my best friend, Ma'am Rozina Asif and my 

collectively.  Recently I have been accepted at Oxbridge at UCLA for wonderful counselor Ma'am Mehreen Rashid without whom all this 

a very unique course on Filmmaking and Psychology. I'm very would have been impossible. 

humbled and grateful for the experiences I've had throughout the 
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Dreams come true as the Millennials are 
linked to the world top universities through 

the Millennium Access Centre. info@millenniumschools.edu.pk

Call our dedicated counselors or 
book an appointment by email 



JAVERIA HAFEEZ
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Ranked 2nd in world ranking, Stanford University was established in golden opportunity and when I learned the news of my acceptance 

1885. With its top notch status, Stanford University offers ASES (Asia- with scholarship, I immediately informed her and we celebrated it with 

Pacific Entrepreneur Summit) program where only 35 students get everyone the very next day. I recall the fortunate moment I decided to 

selected from all around the world. As a global organization, ASES come to Roots. Just as a normal teenager, I was super worried about 

focus on solving the world's problems. Personal development and handling my future. Thankfully I chose the institution that has 

community are core to this program.. This will allow me to skip out on recognized me as a Youth Exchange and Study program scholar 

the bureaucracy that plagues larger clubs, give me the opportunity to (thanks to my principal Madam Ayesha Ansar) and offered me full aid 

have personal growth and real impact. In addition, I was offered a throughout my academic term. Roots Millennium has never managed 

120% scholarship from this program which was a very exciting to disappoint me. There is more to come In Sha Allah. Regards

moment for us. Ma'am Maimoona and I had lost sleep over this 

120% Scholarship 
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JSA Summer School located at Stanford presents a modern American grappling with challenges of responsibly managing growth, 

landscape. Stanford is located in the heart of the Silicon Valley, a effectively allocating strained resources, and maintaining the sensitive 

world-renowned center for innovation and entrepreneurship. Just environments that make them so special.

one hour’s drive away is San Francisco, a thriving metropolis that plays 

a key role in international trade and global finance. Head just a few Students from millennium campus received acceptance to this 

miles south, and you find yourself in major agricultural areas where competitive summer program and they can avail the opportunity 

socio-political issues—from immigration to genetically engineering through JSA to focus on politics and government affords remarkable 

crops—are front and center. Head west and you’ll find the small, perspective and ample opportunity to imagine the future and debate 

charming coastal cities of Monterey, Carmel and Santa Cruz, all the policies that will shape it.

SHAHBAZ ASIF SHIEMA USAID BIN SHAFQAT YAHYA KHAN

KHADIJA ALI M HASHIR KHAN MAAZ UR REHMAN MINAHIL HUSSAIN UMER KHAYYAM

SHAIKH M. ADIL FARHAD AHMAD HAMNA RANA

M HUSSAIN NAEEM



MAAZHUZAIFAFARHAD

Georgetown was founded in 1789, the same 

year as the U.S. Constitution’s ratification, and 

the school’s historic campus overlooks the 

Potomac River and the city of Washington, 

DC. Here, students will be immersed in the 

sights, sounds and legacy of American 

government and leadership.

This unique environment brings studies to life 

and provides students with perspective, 

insights and understanding of the 

foundations of America’s unique and intricate 

system of government. At the same time, our 

students will find the heartbeat of modern 

American politics through the program’s 

robust speakers.

For students with real passion for politics and 

government who are ready for an intense 

focus on the structure, function and dynamics 

of our American governmental system, there 

simply is no better summer program than JSA 

Summer School at Georgetown University
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SHIEMASARYAL SAEEDRAJA FAKHAR

YAHYA KHAN KHADIJA ALI

London Institute Youth Science Forum is a two-week residential student event 

held annually in London which attracts 500 of the world’s leading young 

scientists aged 16-21 years old from more than 70 participating countries. 

LIYSF is held at Imperial College London and The Royal Geographical Society - 

with day visits out to other leading UK research centres and Universities, 

including Oxford and Cambridge Universities. This year’s theme of LIYSF is 

“Science - Making Life Better”.

The modern world still presents new challenges and the scientific 

advancements continue to increase. Given the long tradition of excellence in 

science communication and public engagement, LIYSF will help give students 

the skills required to articulate their ideas in an effective manner and progress 

in the international scientific community. For two weeks, the participants living 

together as an international community can exchange their ideas and 

experiences of the world to fulfill the aim of the Science Forum to give a greater 

insight into science and its application for the benefit of all mankind.
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FARHAD AHMED MAAZ UR REHMANAMNA EMMANUEL KHADIJA ALI



Jacobs University in Bremen is Germany’s top ranked University where in workshops, and participate in excursions and team building 

high school students from around the world spend part of their exercises.

summer vacation on campus to get a taste of university life. Javeria 

Hafeez from Millennium Campus this year has been selected in this “ I want to pay my deepest gratitude to Principal Ma’am Ayesha Ansar 

exciting summer program at world’s leading university with 100% and Maam Rozeena for their support. Thank you Maam Maimoona 

scholarship. for rendering me all support and facilitation I required for each and 

every step. I feel indebted to my counsellor for guiding me and aiding 

The summer camp offers pre-college students the chance to me to explore information regarding different summer courses 

experience such a unique environment for one week. Students from abroad.”

different corners of the world will live and eat in our colleges, take part 
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100% SCHOLARSHIP
JAVERIA HAFEEZ

The Oxford Institute is a not-for-profit organization founded by by the lecturers, tutors and professors at University of Oxford in their 

former and current academics at Oxford University and is accredited chosen field of study. The competitive advantage lies in the ability to 

by the British Accreditation Council as a further education and short attract therefore are either current or former lecturers, researchers or 

course provider. students and academics at Oxford to give lectures and conduct classes 

students at Oxford University. For the structured summer school 

The Institute organises a two weeks residential summer programme programs the Institute is giving scholarships to bright millennials with 

that allows students from all over the world to experience academic the Somerville College accommodation, lecture rooms, dining and 

life in Oxford. The students stay at one of the constituent colleges of socialising areas. An exciting opportunity to attend an exclusive 

University of Oxford. They use all facilities such as accommodation, Oxford summer awaits our Millennials.

lecture rooms, dining, sports fields and socialising areas normally only 

available to students at University of Oxford. The students are taught 
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M. HUSSAIN NAEEM

SHAHBAZ ASIFMARIYUM SHAH MINAHIL NOOR

HAMEES HAIDERHALEEMA ZULQARNAINWARDAH ZUBAIR

MOIZ IMDAD ARHAM BAIG REHAN KHALID

SUBHAN NASEEMM UZAIR PARACHAHAFSA EJAZ

YAHYA KHANURWA SHOAIB ALI HAIDER  



HASSAN RASHID
Stevens Institute of Technology is a premier, 

private research university offering innovative 

programs in business, humanities, the arts, 

engineering and science. Unique courses of 

study allow students to explore emerging 

disciplines and test their most original ideas in a 

cutting-edge, entrepreneurial environment. 

Programs for especially ambitious, high-

achieving students push the boundaries even 

further.

I am extremely grateful to Mam Maimoona 

Hasnain, Sir Faisal Mushtaq,  Maam Ayesha 

Ansar and Maam Rozina as you people have 

been my motivational booster because you 

have provided me with so many opportunities 

from foreign trips to Olympiads to internships. 

All these opportunities have helped me to 

explore various things of who I am as a person. I 

am forever grateful to you for always being 

available to us, providing us the resources to 

fulfill our dreams.
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Nottingham University is a member of Russel Group, the most 

superior academic college group in the UK. Ranked 5th in UK, 

Nottingham University promises excellences and has been 

shaping leaders for a few centuries now.

Roots Millennium Schools proudly presents Javeria Hafeez who 

got accepted on 100% scholarship to attend the program this 

year. The program focuses on leadership and serves the core 

purpose of RMS about making leaders. RMS wishes her a very 

good luck for the amazing time she is going to have at 

Nottingham University.
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AMNAH JAVVAD JAVERIA HAFEEZBILAL AHMED



Sussex is considered one of the most exciting British universities at and study with people from different countries and cultures, on a 

which to study. It was founded in 1961 and quickly established an cosmopolitan campus. The University campus is on the edge of 

international reputation for the quality of its research and for Brighton, a friendly city by the sea that could have been designed for 

innovative and effective styles of teaching, attracting scholars from all students. The campus is a refreshing contrast, set in open parkland, 

over the world. Key to their mission is the provision of interdisciplinary with an excellent range of social and academic facilities. London is less 

modules, and small group teaching with individual attention. The than an hour away from Brighton by train. Our students are anxiously 

large range of modules offered, will allow our students to get ahead waiting to experience the best summers of their lives.

with credit in core modules or simply experiment with something new. 

The International Summer School provides an opportunity to meet 

MAAZ UR REHMAN

HASSAN RASHID AMNA EMMANUEL FARHAD
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The Cambridge Scholars' Programme is a three week-long summer other talented students. They are taught by our experienced 

school founded by graduates of the University of Cambridge to academics at an appropriate level for their age to help prepare them 

provide ambitious high school students aged 14-18 with an for college learning. Cambridge is home to the world-renowned 

unparalleled combination of education and travel – living and University of Cambridge, consistently ranked as one of the top 

studying in Cambridge and exploring Britain's most famous sites. The universities in the world. Its picturesque buildings, many hundreds of 

programme allows students to study fascinating new subjects with years old, make the city ideal for academic and cultural exploration. 
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ALI SAMOO ARSHAD KHAN AYLA EHSAN QURESHI

HARIS IRFAN HUZAIFA ZORAYZ

MUHAMMAD KHAN DAIM TARIQ SUBHAN NASEEM

HASSAN RASHIDFARHAD MAAZ UR REHMAN



I am glad to get selected for the University of Michigan Summer format of the Seven Week Program ensures that students receive an 

Debate Camp. The camp focuses on public speaking, research, and intensive, comprehensive and non-duplicative curriculum. This year's 

critical thinking skills. Students spend time throughout the day in program will split the seniors and juniors into separate labs. The Seven 

University classrooms and the Shapiro Undergraduate Library. Each Week Lab Leaders will split up the research assignments so that no 

summer, approximately 300-400 students from 35 states and assignments will be duplicative and every single student will receive 

countries are selected after a competitive application process to every bit of evidence the five Seven Week Labs produce. The seniors 

participate in this program. and juniors labs will make practice round schedules together so that 

students have exposure to all of the Seven Week Faculty and teams. 

I have also been awarded a 100% scholarship on the tuition fee. I am This program therefore offers unparalleled opportunities for in-depth 

very proud of this achievement and I am looking forward to spending instruction and learning, and extensive analysis of the new national 

a productive summer at The University of Michigan. The unique debate resolution.
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JAVERIA HAFEEZ
100% SCHOLARSHIP

The Summer Scholars Program (SSP) provides a unique opportunity Students will either live on campus or participate as a commuter. SSP is 

for high school students to study at the University of Miami for three designed to expose high school students to university academics and 

weeks during the second summer semester and earn 6 credit hours. campus life before commencing undergraduate studies.
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JAVERIA HAFEEZ
100% SCHOLARSHIP

S. AURANGZAIB SHAH

OSAMA 
75% SCHOLARSHIP

AMNA EMMANUEL
60% SCHOLARSHIP



INNES Institute Vienna is a private institute, which aims to stimulate respectful common living. We enable the participants in our courses 

intellectual and personal development in an open and diverse to develop the knowledge and skills they need for succeeding in their 

environment. We support intercultural interaction and academic fields. By including the Human Rights program in our portfolio, we 

exchange among our participants, lecturers, partners and colleagues want to contribute actively to making the world a better place for 

all over the world who share the same idea of a peaceful world and everybody. INNES Institute Vienna provides an educational platform 
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FARHAD AHMAD

MAAZ UR REHMANHUZAIFA

HASSAN RASHID AMNA EMMANUEL

SHAIKH M. ADIL

Founded in 1900 by Andrew  Carnegie as the Carnegie Technical conducted over $703 million in research in 2015. Carnegie Mellon 

Schools, the university became the Carnegie Institute of Technology in University $13,650 students from around 114 countries.

1912 and began granting four-year degrees. In 1967, the Carnegie Four  Millennials have been accepted to this prestigious university's 

Institute of Technology merged with the Mellon Institute of Industrial summer program Shumaim Shahid (IGCSE II),  Javeria Hafeez (AS 

Research to form Carnegie Mellon University. The university's 143- Level) , Darood Tahir (IGCSE II) and Shaleena khan (AS Level).

acre main campus is 3 miles (4.8 km) from Downtown Pittsburgh. Students are extremely thankful to Sir Faisal Mushtaq, Maam Ayesha , 

Carnegie Mellon consistently ranks in the top Maam Maimoona and their respective academic coordinators for 

25 in the national U.S. News & World Report rankings. It is home to the getting accepted at Carnegie Mellon University's Pre-College 

world's first degree-granting Robotics and Drama programs, as well Summer Program National High School Game Academy for 

one of the first Computer Science departments. The university Programming, for 2016.

JAVERIA HAFEEZ
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100% SCHOLARSHIP

DAROOD KHAN SHAMAIEM SHAHIDSHALEENA

AMNA EMMANUEL

M. HUSSAIN NAEEM



New York University's Pre-College Program offers rising high school highlight in my life and this was only possible because of Roots 

juniors and seniors the opportunity to experience academic and Millennium Schools. I am truly grateful to our dynamic CEO Sir Faisal 

student life at the prestigious New York University. This academically Mushtaq for making these opportunities available. All these 

rigorous program places high school students in six-week, intensive, accomplishments are largely owed to the overwhelming support and 

college-level courses with current college students and allows them to assistance that I have received from the counseling team at Roots, 

gain academic credit, which may be applied to a future degree. NYU especially Ma’am Maimoona Hasnain, who has been there for me 

allows you to build your own unique schedule by choosing from more every step of the way. Not to forget my coordinator, Ma’am Rozina for 

than a thousand course options from all of NYU's nine schools all her help and guidance. Right now, I am able to say with utmost 

resources. One has access to world-class professors and top notch pride that I am a Millennial. I believe whole heatedly that MILLENNIAL 

facilities. An acceptance from NYU's Pre-College Program is a big DREAMS DO COME TRUE!

HUZAIFA KHAN
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DePaul University is a private university in Chicago, Illinois. Founded States, and the largest private university in Illinois. By the hard work, 

by the Vincentians in 1898, the university takes its name from the dedication and availability of Guidance Counselor Ma'am Maimoona 

17th-century French priest Saint Vincent de Paul. In 1998, it became Hasnain regardless of time and weekends and CEO Sir Faisal Mushtaq 

the largest Catholic university by enrollment in the United States. along with Principal, we are glad to write that we Darood Tahir and 

Following in the footsteps of its founders, DePaul places special Muzammil Tahir have been accepted at the prestigious DePaul 

emphasis on recruiting first-generation students and others from University's Game, Cinema and Animation Summer Academy 2017. 

disadvantaged backgrounds. The university enrolls around 16,000 We hope to learn the things which will benefit us in our future and 

undergraduates and about 7,600 graduate/law students, making we'll get a chance to experience the university of our dreams.

DePaul the 13th largest private university by enrollment in United 

MUZAMIL TAHIRDAROOD KHAN
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KHADIJA ALI



In 1985, a Connecticut educator saw an opportunity to make the world her classroom. With the help of a congressional staff member, 

she arranged a trip for her students to visit the nation's capital to attend the second Presidential Inauguration of Ronald Reagan.

The kids embraced Washington, DC—they met congressmen, saw the monuments, and experienced democracy in action. The 

excursion was deemed a huge success, but the teacher and the staffer soon realized that this was no ordinary field trip; the students 

not only discovered a new deeper relationship with world around them, but also began to realize the power of their potential. The 

opportunity to learn through experience had a profound effect on those high school students in 1985, just as it has on Envision 

students today.

Students from the millennium campus have received nominations for respective programs this summer at Global Young Leaders 

Conference

MAAZHUZAIFA AMNA EMMANUEL

RAJA FAKHAROBAIDULLAH AWAN
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Founded in 1831 in Lima, New York, Syracuse University has one of students in the essentials of poetry and fiction writing under the 

the best campuses in the world. I was very excited to know that I have guidance of professional writers associated with our highly ranked 

received a 100% scholarship for their 2-week Summer College Creative Writing Program. Instruction is equally divided between the 

Writing Program. This program will not only enable me to learn more two disciplines. Students build a portfolio of creative work through 

about linguistics and writing but it will also help me enhance my in-class and out-of-class exercises, modeling and workshop. Award-

communication skills. This opportunity to join one of the most winning authors are invited to give guest lectures and respond to 

outstanding summer camps in the country comes in recognition of student work. I am very excited to join this institution this summer.

my academic and personal achievements. It focuses on grounding 
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JAVERIA HAFEEZ
100% Scholarship 
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The unique programme combines 1-to-1 

and small group tutorials, interactive 

workshops and inspiring activities and trips, 

giving you a taster of life as an Oxbridge 

undergraduate.

Study one of our fascinating and challenging 

courses, designed by us to reflect the famous 

Oxford and Cambridge ‘tutorial system’. 

With our combination of 1-to-1 and small 

group tutorials, our courses are tailored to 

your needs, helping you develop your 

personal passions and analytical skills.

Unlike other summer schools, all of the 

tutors are Oxford and Cambridge graduates 

and top graduates, with many conducting 

research at the cutting edge of their field. 

This means they are perfectly placed to make 

your experience of Oxford life as realistic and 

academically exciting as possible.

HASSAN RASHIDAMNA EMMANUEL FARHAD

MAAZ UR REHMANHUZAIFA KHAN RAJA FAKHAR

WAFA WAHEED UMMAL BANEEN SHAIKH M. ADIL

Oxford Summer Courses was established 

in 2010 by a network of Oxford alumni 

determined to share the magic of the 

university and the city with the wider 

world. Although Oxford Summer Courses 

isn't part of the university, Oxford is at the 

heart of everything we do. It shapes what, 

where and how we teach.

They are accredited by the British 

Accreditation Council. Their mission is to 

provide high-quality tutorial teaching 

from experienced University of Oxford 

tutorial teachers, plus accommodation 

from university colleges, a fantastic range 

of cultural and social events, a great mix of 

nationalities and backgrounds, and top 

drawer staff.

Millennials cherish their acceptance from 

Oxford summer courses to make it a great 

summer. 
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DAROOD KHAN FARHAD

GHAZAN KHAN

AMNA EMMANUEL

HASSAN RASHIDHAMEESHALEEMA HUZAIFA 

MARIYUM SHAHKHADIJA OSAMA RAJA FAKHARMAAZ

WAFA WAHEEDSHIEMASHAHNAWAZ ARIF ZORAYZ SHAH SHAIKH M. ADIL

WARDAH ZUBAIR JAVERIA HAFEEZ

M. HUSSAIN NAEEM M. ABDULLAH SHAHBAZ ASIFURWA SHOAIB KHADIJA ALI

TAUHA MUNAWARHARIS KHAN MUHAMMAD KHAN

ABDURAHMAN BUTT



The Boston Leadership Institute selects outstanding high school states and over 30 countries have enjoyed our hands-on research 

students for our three-week programs. Students develop high-level programs. Students may choose day only or residential programs at 

research skills and subject matter expertise that strengthen credentials three locations in downtown and suburban Boston.

valuable for college admissions, interviews, and essays. Their students 

have been accepted to elite universities all across the country, For teens wanting one-week science or math opportunities, they can 

including Yale, Dartmouth, Tufts, Columbia, Michigan, Boston consider: Forensics, Anatomy, Sports Statistics, and Marine Biology. 

University, Washington University St. Louis, Northwestern, Johns Students take fun, behind-the-scenes field trips. They participate in 

Hopkins, and Cornell. interesting activities and tours geared toward teens at Boston 

museums and attractions. These adventures are combined with 

Programs are led by distinguished teachers from leading colleges or stimulating classroom enrichment and laboratory activities. Finally, 

high schools with experience teaching high-achieving students. Many their Chemistry Edge and Physics Edge programs are designed to give 

of these teachers have won major teaching awards and/or hold students the edge they need to excel in their Fall science courses and 

advanced degrees from Ivy League schools. Students apply for pre- on standardized tests. No application is needed for one-week 

college research programs online. Students excelling in honors or programs. Both day only and residential options are available at all 

advanced STEM classes are encouraged to apply. Top students from 45 three of our downtown and suburban Boston locations.

OBAIDULLAH AWANM. HUSSAIN NAEEM
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Since 1989, the National Student 

Leadership Conference has invited a select 

group of outstanding high school 

students to participate in its fast-paced, 

high-level, interactive summer sessions. 

Sponsored by the National Student 

Leadership Foundation, a 501(c)3 

nonprofit, nonpartisan, education 

organization, the NSLC provides students 

with the opportunity to experience life on 

a college campus; develop essential 

leadership skills; and explore a future 

career through exciting simulations, 

exclusive site visits and interactive 

meetings with renowned leaders in their 

chosen field.

ALI HUMZA
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WAFA WAHEED



Oxbridge at UCLA is an academic program for students in grades 10- Valley, and beyond. Students enjoy a daily schedule that combines 

12 held at University of California, Los Angeles. There are over a dozen intellectual and cultural enrichment, activities, and sports. In addition, 

courses available, ranging from Screenwriting, Acting, Sports students have the opportunity to learn about American universities 

Medicine, Filmmaking, Math and Engineering, and more. The faculty during college tours of several schools in the greater Los Angeles area.

includes academics from University of California, Los Angeles, Safety and round-the-clock supervision is ensured by an experienced 

University of California, Berkeley, and other top institutions, as well as staff of program administrators. Oxbridge at UCLA is sponsored by 

creative professionals — actors, artists, photographers, filmmakers, The Foundation for International Education in cooperation with 

and writers — from all over the world. Our guest speakers represent Oxbridge Academic Programs.

the greatest minds of California from the worlds of Hollywood, Silicon 

AURANGZAIB SHAH
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Hiram college is a private liberal arts 

college in Ohio, United States. Middle 

East Meltdown: A Crisis Simulation 

Campus, a leading summer program 

lets students take on the role of U.S. 

Government agencies, foreign 

governments and international

organizations, to learn about 

problems and talk through solutions 

guided by career members of the U.S. 

Armed Forces. Six students have 

received acceptance to attend the 

summer program at Hiram College.

ABDUL WASAYAMNA EMMANUEL
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JAMAL ASGHAR MOMIN ZIA

UMMAL

ASAD SHERAZ

60% SCHOLARSHIP
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Entrepreneurship for me is an art to sell your idea in the most cost effective and creative manner. My passion for entrepreneurship got 

strengthened when I was selected as the youngest brand ambassador by United Nations Industrial Development Program and went to 

Silicon Valley San Francisco to portray my business idea on the business model canvas. I was able to develop comprehensive business 

model canvases that helped me identify my basic business idea and its implementation. There I met faculty of Baruch Leadership Institute; 

they were the knowledge house of entrepreneurship and key motivators who encouraged me to apply for the prestigious program. I 

would like to thank my Parents, Sir Faisal Mushtaq, Ma’am Ayesha, Ma’am Rozina, Ma’am Maimoona, Sir Asad  and My teachers for their 

support. Roots Millennium has given me the spirit to achieve my dreams and goal to flourish as a skillful entrepreneur in the future. Thank 

you Sir Faisal For Acting As a Role Model throughout my journey here at MCI.

WAFA WAHEED
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M. HUSSAIN NAEEM

The American University of Paris mounts the largest and most 

varied offering of English-language summer courses in France 

and in Europe. AUP's summer programs let you sample the 

best of what the city and the university have to offer while you 

further your degree at your home institution and prepare 

yourself for an exciting, globally connected future. During 

their summer programs, you'll engage in lively discussions, in-

depth language study, and intensive workshops with 

professors and students from around the world.



The University of British Columbia, commonly referred to as UBC, is a cornerstone of this institution Sir Faisal Mushtaq for providing us such 

public research university with campuses and facilities in British opportunities.

Columbia, Vancouver, Canada. The UBC Summer Programs provide 

the opportunity to organize groups of students to take academic I remember walking into our counselor's office and discussing all the 

courses in various UBC faculties while learning about Canadian possibilities. Getting accepted to UBC summer program (University of 

practices and culture. Joining the UBC Summer Program in Vancouver, British Columbia) is a dream come true with the immense support of 

I intend to   experience a university setting first-hand at the Vancouver my counselor "Ma'am Shahana". She has been an adviser, a teacher, a 

campus with Future Global Leaders. It will further help me in gaining role model and not to forget a friend. 

the skills For post secondary study I need a university level course to  

improve my communications skills at UBC's beautiful Vancouver A student is like an empty vessel and the teachers are the fuels without 

campus. Roots Millennium Schools is a land of opportunity as rightly which it wouldn't work. If it wasn't for Roots, I wouldn't have this 

said by our CEO Sir Faisal Mushtaq and I am really grateful to the opportunity. I can rightly say am a proud Millennial.

MASOOD FAROOQI
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The Oxford Scholastica Academy is a fully accredited Oxford Summer School. When booking with us, you’ll have the choice of a range of 

specialised courses put together especially for bright 13-14, and 15-18 year-olds from the UK and around the world. You’ll have the 

chance to explore the subject of your choice and get hands-on experience discovering your potential future career path, preparing you 

for university and professional life. You’ll live and study on the famous University of Oxford campus, have 24-hour support, security and 

care from our specialised staff, and be taught by subject experts, many of whom have studied or currently teach at leading universities 

such as Oxford and Cambridge.

As a student of roots Millennium school, I have enjoyed innumerable counselling privileges that counter parts of other institutions are 

deprived of. I am extremely grateful to my dynamic and inspirational CEO Sir Faisal Mushtaq, for providing me with the platform to realise 

my dreams. In fact against all rebuke and rebuff by others for having extraordinary big dreams, he has encouraged me to pursue them 

with all the more zest and zeal. I would like to thank my parents, my best friend, my Principal Ma’am Ayesha Ansar, and coordinator Ma’am 

Rozeena. Most importantly I want to thank Ma’am Maimoona for spending countless hours with me and supporting me all along.

WAFA WAHEED
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Savannah College of Art and Design (SCAD), is a private, accredited projects.  I 'm truly thankful to Sir Faisal Mushtaq T.I for  building this 

university with locations in Savannah, Georgia; Atlanta, Georgia, Hong place and providing us such opportunities that wouldn't have been 

Kong, and Lacoste, France. SCAD offers fine art degrees. SCAD otherwise possible.

enrolled more than 10,461 students in 2010 from all 50 states, and 100 

countries. International student enrollment is 10 to 12 percent. Being accepted to SCAD Summer Seminar in Sound Design and 

Painting is absolutely amazing and I could not have possibly got into 

SCAD Summer Seminars offer workshops for high school students without the assistance and guidance of my amazing and beautiful 

who have completed their freshman, sophomore or junior years. counselor Ma'am Shahana. She is more of a friend to us than she is a 

Students attend workshops and have an all-access pass to the counselor constantly pushing us to beat deadlines and right 

university's extensive facilities, resources and libraries. Workshops may supplements by being a proper pain in the neck. 

include demonstrations, lectures, studio work and local field trips, and 

are taught by SCAD professors, alumni or select graduate students. I Finally, I'd Like to say RMS has given me mentors, friends, universities, 

believe to gain valuable educational experience while developing my college applications, knowledge, time, help, insight and strength.

creative vision through exciting art and design assignments and 

MOHAD KAMRAN
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FAIZAN MUHAMMAD
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With New York City as their home and classroom, Summer Academy into the world. Working with award-winning journalists from The 

students will join the ranks of many of the world's greatest thinkers, Times and expert practitioners from across the city, students will 

writers and dreamers. From New York's libraries and museums to explore their passions and learn firsthand how ideas take shape, 

world-class performing arts institutions, the city is rich in creativity and forming the industries of today and the creative enterprises of 

inspiration and its resources are seemingly unlimited. Summer tomorrow. NYC Summer Academy is designed to provide students 

Academy offers two levels of engagement for students from both New with an immersive environment in which they learn, investigate and 

York and around the world.. explore while having fun and discovering friends, mentors and 

instructors who share their passions and interests. Academic and 

Designed for highly motivated and talented high school students, NYC nonacademic components of the program are integrated to form a 

Summer Academy offers participants the opportunity to live and learn holistic approach that ensures students are making the most of their 

in New York City, the cultural and financial capital of the world. time both inside and outside the classroom. All Summer Academy 

Structured around two-week courses that draw on the expertise and students will visit and tour both the New York Times newsroom and 

unrivaled access of The New York Times, this unique summer program printing press.

encourages students to take their learning beyond the classroom and 



UMass Amherst is a top research university located in the scenic events in the evenings and on weekends that help you connect with 

Pioneer Valley. We offer courses in all kinds of topics with outstanding other pre-college students. The bulk of the weekdays are focused on 

faculty. Our facilities are top notch, featuring award-winning dining, your academic subject. Our offerings are below. You can see there is a 

brand-new accommodations, and cutting edge facilities. wide range of great courses to choose from. UMass faculty and grad 

students represent the dedication of UMass Amherst to top-quality 

Pre-college programs at UMass combine all the major elements of research and teaching. These courses will make you think. They will 

college, including great academics, living in a residence hall, and also give you a chance to try out various fields before having to decide 

eating in our award-winning dining commons. Of course, it takes a on a major when you get to college. What is it really like to be a 

little help to adjust to life on a college campus, so we have great live-in chemist? What kinds of engineering options are there? What is it like 

program assistants who are specially trained to help you get used to a to perform Shakespeare at the college level? We hope you follow your 

new environment, both geographic and social. We have lots of great curiosity and join us this summer at UMass Amherst!
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AURANGZAIB SHAH

MILLENNIALS
AT GLOBAL
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There is a saying - greater the prospect, lesser the certainty. For me going to Harvard, albeit as a pre-

college student, was a dream. I never really believed that it would come true. Now I have a place at 

Harvard. This is not the end. I hope it is the beginning. Now that Harvard is within my grasp, I shall 

strive to hold on to it. Sir Faisal Mushtaq, Roots Millenium School and Madam Maimoona Hasnain 

played a pivotal role. I am extremely grateful to them all. They made me think big and gaze at the 

stars. So - thank you Sir Faisal Mushtaq. Thank you Roots Millennium School. Thank you Madam 

Maimoona Hasnain.

NAEEMA MEHMOOD
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There is nothing better than the emotions and feelings one can receive from setting out on 

an adventure. When I joined roots Millennium College my dream was to attend Jacobs 

University summer program. It is when I met Maam Maimoona, the best counselor who 

helped me in the challenging application process for the Jacobs summer school. I can never 

forget the day when I received my acceptance and I still remember that Maam Maimoona 

was more happy than my parents. I cherish my two weeks learning experience during the 

summer school and I find myself a totally different individual on my return. 

I am thankful to Sir Faisal Mushtaq, Maam Ayesha , Maam Maimoona for my scholarships 

and acceptances from world renowned universities. Maam Maimoona has helped me and 

worked hard in my university applications and I will never forget her as she has marked great 

difference in my life.

ZUNAIRA ZUBAIR
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When I look at last year, my participation in YYGS is definitely one of 

the things that stand out. I was selected for the International Affairs 

and Security (IAS) session of YYGS on a full scholarship, where I not 

only got to explore my passion in International Relations, but also 

made long lasting friendships with students from all across the globe. 

My participation in YYGS turned me into a more aware person with 

polished skills of critical and analytical thinking, and I am extremely 

thankful to Roots Millennium College, specially Sir Faisal Mushtaq, 

Maam Ayesha Ansar, Maam Rozina ( my AS Level coordinator) and 

most importantly my guidance counselor Maam Maimoona Hasnain 

for this life changing opportunity.  

RECIPIENT OF 100% SCHOLARSHIP
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AMAN AMIN MIR

I was selected to represent my country in the merit360 program. I 

was also selected via a vigorous application process, which had over 

6000 applications. I have been proven to be an upstanding global 

citizen. There were only 360 participants selected for the program 

of which I was the one. They called us the "Changemakers". I was the 

only high school student from Roots Millennium and Pakistan to 

attend this prestigious program. I worked among many 

professional people, which were engineers, doctors and all sort of 

humanitarian professionals etc. We worked in teams and presented 

action plans to tackle 17 sustainable development goals in United 

Nations head quarters New York and achieve them by 2030. I also 

gave presentations in school about the program and its impact on 

local society. 

Merit360 is flagship program of World Merit organization. It is the 

world's most significant way for young people to tackle the UN 

sustainable development goals. I met with the global entrepreneurs 

and social activists in New York. They gave us lectures on project 

planning and shared their experiences with us. Facing all these 

challenges made me to develop my personal and professional skills 

whist also making a positive impact. 

The guidance of CEO Faisal Mushtaq and my amazing counselor 

Ma'am Maimoona and Roots as a whole enabled me to achieve this 

goal by making me honest, loyal, and confident, hardworking and 

motivated person.

Now my vision is to fight complex global issues building 

confidence, raising aspirations and connecting with diverse people 

of merit on earth.

SOHAIB NASHIT
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I got a $6205 scholarship from Explo, a summer program, held at the prestigious Yale University. I was the only girl from my country, who got the 

scholarship and attended the summer school. I took Genetic Engineering and Creative Writing as my main courses with Leadership Skills and 

Interview Skills as my evening courses. We did several experiments in our Genetic Engineering class and learned a great deal about gene technology 

and genetically modified foods. For Creative writing class, we used to work with different writing styles every day to test our literary abilities. One of 

my story "Faces", that I wrote in the Creative Writing class, received a lot of appreciation, especially from Kelly Corrigan, a visiting writer at Explo. She 

has written books that have become New York Times bestsellers. "Faces" was one of the few pieces of writings to be published in Explo's literary 

magazine from over hundreds of literary entries. This was once in a lifetime experience for me as I got to meet new people from all around the world 

and had the best time of my life. I would like to thank Sir Faisal  Mushtaq and my counselor Ma'am Maimoona for helping me to achieve my dreams.

The decision of attending a summer school was not very easy for me as I wasn't entirely sure which one to attend, but with Ma'am Maimoona's help I 

finally made it to London to attend the 58th conference of London International Youth Science Forum (LIYSF); a two week conference held in Imperial 

College London which focuses on all fields of science. It provided me a platform to present my project in front of young scientists from about 75 

different countries. LIYSF also included lectures on recent or ongoing science projects, scientific visits to different labs and industries with 

demonstrations and visits to tourist attractions. A worthwhile and memorable experience made possible with Sir Faisal Mushtaq TI's, Ma’am Ayesha 

Ansar constant support and Ma'am Maimoona's counseling throughout the way. #Millennialism #MillenniumDreamsComeTrue

KHIZER SHAHIDFATIMA SAEED KHAN
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My name is Manahil Noor and I am a proud Millennial. I have been granted 
many exciting opportunities by my school to show my repertoire in 
academia and extracurricular activities, much more than I could have 
received in any other school! I had written an essay on 'Nutrition and 
Sustainability' in German language, which won, and gave me the 
opportunity to explore Gwalior, India and attend a German Youth Camp in 
Scindia School. This essay was judged amongst essays of different 
participants from seven countries, including India, Afghanistan, Iran, Nepal, 
Sri Lanka and Bangladesh. I had my fingers crossed as the results came out 
and I was jubilant when I found out that my essay stood first amongst seven 
countries, hence, I got to go on one of the best journeys of my life. I was not 
only happy because I was going abroad and I won such a huge competition, 
but also because I was about to visit the school where Salman Khan, a 
famous Bollywood actor, lived and studied. I could not have wished for a 
better way to start the year. We left our homes on the morning of 1st January 
and were to return on the 11th. Around 70 students attended this camp. 
During the camp, we followed a tough routine. The wake-up used to be at 
6:30 am, after which we had the special opportunity to learn and play 
football by a professional German football trainer. Three workshops of 
different types were held in the camp; Schülerzeitung (newspaper article 
writing), MINT (Mathematics, Informatics, Natural sciences), and Comic 
Workshops. These used to start at 11:30am and continued till 4:30pm with a 
few breaks in between. I took part in the MINT workshops where the 
interesting thing I learned was how to build and program robots. We had to 
pass different hurdles and obstacles to show the efficiency of our robots and 
had to showcase our programming and logical thinking skills. Later, a Sumo 
Wrestling Contest was held between the robots with four rounds in total in 
which I managed to reach the second round whereas a boy from Lahore won 
the contest.

Apart from attending workshops, we also went on field trips to the Scindia 
Palace and to the Gwalior Fort where we saw a Light and Sound show. We 
were given the opportunity to explore our surroundings. In addition, we 
were taken to malls and local shops if we wanted to shop. Small dancing 
parties were also held after dinner. I got the chance to explore a new place 
and learn about its culture. I made new friends, whom, though I met for only 
a few days; it feels like I've known them my entire life. I learned many new 
things and further honed my German language skills. This was my fifth trip 
abroad since I joined Roots; fourth on a 100% scholarship; and for that, I am 
truly grateful to Goethe Institute, Sir Faisal Mushtaq, Roots Millennium 
Schools and last but not least, my German teacher, Sir Arif for helping and 
supporting me throughout and for granting these opportunities to me. I 
thank you all from the bottom of my heart.

MANAHIL NOOR
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This journey has been all about exposure. To begin with, in a city like Peshawar, we had different orientations with people coming in to talk about 
different opportunities, most of it was centered on University talk, with representatives of universities coming and filling up our knowledge about 
university admissions. These included LUMS, GIKI, USEFP and even a Skype session with a representative of Warwick University (Britain). I was also 
involved in different courses including a 3 day photography session and Popcorn search. The latter was more of a competition, focused on time 
management and teamwork skills, which was awesome in its own way. Perhaps, my biggest achievement is about German language, something I 
couldn't have even thought about seven months ago. Roots is one of the two schools which offers German language in Peshawar so I availed that 
opportunity. Me and Talha Mansoor started to learn it. In one and a half months' time, we had to give our exam known as 'Fit in Deutsch 1'. It took about 
a month for the result to arrive and it was a real shocker. Yes, I had got an A grade and topped in Peshawar by just two marks! But that wasn't the end. 
The president of Goethe Institut, Germany (Sir Stefan Winkler), the German ambassador, and the head of German Department paid a visit to our school 
in Peshawar. I gave a speech in German, which was really nerve wrecking as there were people who could understand it, but it went well. It was followed 
by Mr. Winkler addressing us where he announced it. Yes, he said that I will be going to Germany in a fully funded trip for three weeks! A dream coming 
true and that was the moment I could hear Sir Faisal's voice echoing, Here Dreams come true.

These seven months have been special. I would really like to thank Sir Faisal , Sir Nauman (our German teacher), Ma'am Meena, Ma'am Tehmina, Ma'am 
Shahana our guidance counsellor (and the one who encouraged me to take German Language ), they all made this fairytale of a journey possible for 
me. I really can't thank Roots enough. It has just been seven months, so just thinking about what will happen next gives me goosebumps.

Thank You.

AIZAZ HASSAN
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Being a part of Roots Millennium has been an experience I will 
always remember. First when I entered into Roots, I was a back 
bencher and a shy kind of a student but the guidance and 
support I received from all the staff members especially 
Ma'am Shahana and Ma'am Meena was awesome, because of 
this guidance and support, I'm a different person now what I 
was before.

I was informed by one of my friend about Roots providing the 
opportunity to learn German language. As my friends were 
taking the language, I also starting taking the language 
classes without having any idea what benefit this language 
could give me. My German teacher Sir Nauman helped me a 
lot, he was a friend more than a teacher.  At first German was 
very difficult, but slowly and gradually when I started taking 
interest in it, I started finding it more and more fun and 
interesting. Then came the time for German Exam A1 level. Sir 
Nauman and I worked really hard and because of his hard 
work and dedication I managed to take an A grade in the 
German exam which boosted my confidence and I started 
taking the language more seriously. With my picture posted 
on the walls of my campus, I felt as I was an important part in 
promoting the German language.

Sir Nauman and Ma'am Mona (head of foreign languages 
department) used to tell me that there are fully funded 
summer camps for students getting good grades in the 
German exams, but I used to think how is it possible? Sending 
students on a trip and that too for free. It was just like a dream 
for me to visit the country whose language I had been 
learning with so much enthusiasm and interest and now 
Alhumdulillah, my dream has changed into a reality. I'm going 
on a fully funded trip to Germany. I would like to thank our 
C.E.O Sir Faisal Mushtaq for providing us such opportunities. 
Without him, this would not have been possible.

I am really grateful to   Mam Tehmina, Ma'am Meena, Ma'am 
Shahana , Ma'am  Mona, Sir Zain and Sir Nauman as without 
them it was not possible at all .

TALHA MANSOOR
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''We stand here today on the precipice of the future. It's not a 
distant reality anymore. It begins here. It begins today. We 
began high school as children, but we're leaving here as adults. 
We've completed a basic education that will serve as the 
platform we use to launch ourselves into our futures. Some of us 
will go on to college, others will go straight into the work force, 
but each of us will travel our own path. No matter where we go 
or what we do, there are challenges ahead of us. What I'm 
asking from each of you, and from myself, is to meet those 
challenges straight on with your head held high and your heart 
wide open. It's not enough to simply try to get by in life. That 
doesn't move the world forward. You must try to excel in 
everything you do; strive for excellence in every task, large or 
small. Although it may not be easy to see, every 
accomplishment you achieve is added to the world's 
accomplishments. Your individual successes benefit society as a 
whole because when you succeed, you lighten the burden on 
your fellow man. When you succeed, you are in a position to 
give rather than take. Imagine if every individual lived up to his 
or her own potential. Think about how amazing that would be, 
and how much better off the world would be. Now imagine if 
just half of those individuals lived up to their potential. The 
world would still be an awesome place. If even 1/4 of those 
individuals worked to make their lives successful, they could still 
make some amazing contributions to society. Well, we may not 
have the power to inspire the entire world to strive for success, 
but we do have the power to try to achieve it for ourselves. My 
challenge to each of you, and to myself, is to do all that you can 
do to reach your full potential. If each of the (Insert number) 
students in this graduating class is able to do that, just imagine 
the effect that would have. The future is truly in  our hands, so 
let's make the most of it''

M. ABDUL SAMI KHAN
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YYGS is the best thing ever happened to me. Those two weeks of fun, studies and above all an IVY league experience was something that is 
unforgettable. It is always a pleasure to spend time with people with whom we share mutual interests and in Biological and Biomedical Sciences I got 
to meet extremely intelligent and humble teenagers from around 50 countries. We spent an amazing two weeks together and are still in touch with 
each other. The diverse environment, helpful instructors and informative sessions was a dream come true for all who loved biology. Attending YYGS 
Biological and Biomedical sciences (BBS) made me realise that there are so many interesting fields which one can opt to shape their future career and 
a place like Yale is their best fit. Moreover it made me realise that we are on the tip of the whole fascinating world of research.  It would be unfair if I 
won't give the credits of my acceptance to my amazing councillor Sir Farhan. I would also like to thank Sir Faisal Mushtaq, Ma’am Ayesha Ansar for 
being the best mentor without whose efforts I would have never being exposed to these amazing opportunities.

HADIA AHMED
Entrepreneurship for me is an art to sell your idea in the most cost effective and creative manner. 
My passion for entrepreneurship got strengthened when I was selected as the youngest brand 
ambassador by United Nations Industrial Development Program and went to Silicon Valley San 
Francisco to portray my business idea on the business model canvas. I was able to develop 
comprehensive business model canvases that helped me identify my basic business idea and its 
implementation. I was entitled as the best youth ambassador and won numerous prizes for my 
presentation. As a student of roots Millennium school, I have enjoyed innumerable counselling 
privileges that counter parts of other institutions are deprived of. I am extremely grateful to my 
dynamic and inspirational CEO Sir Faisal Mushtaq, for providing me with the platform to realise 
my dreams. In fact against all rebuke and rebuff by others for having extraordinary big dreams, 
he has encouraged me to persue them with all the more zest and zeal. I would like to thank My 
Parents, My BestFriend, My Principal Maam Ayesha Ansar, and Maam Rozeena. Thankyou 
Maam Maimoona for rendering me all support and facilitation I required for each and every 
step. I feel indebted to my counsellor for guiding me and aiding me to explore information 
regarding different summer courses abroad. 

United Nations and Clean Tech Open Global Forum

WAFA WAHEED
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RMS, Kingston Primary Campus RMS, Canyon Views Campus

Roots Millennium Schools - Head Office

RMS, Kingston Junior Campus RMS, Gulberg Greens Campus

RMS, Mayfair Campus
RMS, H-8 PFOWA Campus

Roots College International 
Flagship Millennium Campus

RMS, Waterloo Campus
RMS, Greenwich Campus

RMS, One World Campus

RMS, Green Park CampusRMS, Kensington Campus

RMS, Wahid International Campus
RMS, Piccadilly Campus RMS, Hyde Park Campus

RMS, Capital Campus
RMS, Trafalgar Campus RMS, Regents Park Campus

City: Islamabad City: Islamabad 
Khayaban-e-Kashmir, 463, Main Double Road, Villa No. 3,4,5,6 Mirador M4, Emaar Pakistan, DHA, 
Sector G-15/1 Islamabad, 44000, Pakistan Phase II, Islamabad 44000, Pakistan
Tel: +92 2328028 Tel: +92 51 5708931, 2573223

No 80, Street 01, NPF Society, Sector E-11/4
Islamabad, 44000, Pakistan

City: Islamabad City: Islamabad UAN: +92 51 111 111 193
No. 87, Street No. 2, Sector G-15/2 Plot No. 75 & 82, Block A, Intelligence Bureau Tel: +92 51 2375201-6
Islamabad, 44000, Pakistan Employees’ Cooperative Housing Society, Fax: +92 51 2375208 
Tel: +92 51 2180071 Islamabad 44000, Pakistan

Tel: +92 51 2375201-6www.millenniumschools.edu.pk
info@millenniumschools.edu.pk

City: Islamabad
House # 690, Main Double Road, Sector I-8/4 City: Islamabad 
Islamabad, 44000, Pakistan Plot No. 3, Street 2, Sector H-8, 
Tel: +92 4864932 Islamabad 44000, Pakistan

City: Islamabad Tel: +92 51 2375201-6
No. 308, Street No 3, Sector I-9/3
Islamabad, 44000, Pakistan

City: Islamabad
UAN: +92 51 111 111 193

Plot No: 379-378, Street 17, Block D, City: Islamabad 
Tel: +92 51 8439981-6

PWD Housing Society No. 704-705, Post Office Golra Sharif, 
Fax: +92 51 4449199

Islamabad, 44000, Pakistan Islamabad 44000, Pakistan
Tel: +92 51 5155606 Tel: +92 51 2375201-6

City: Islamabad
No 80, Street 01, NPF Society, Sector E-11/4 City: RawalpindiCity: Islamabad 
Islamabad, 44000, Pakistan No 750, Street 11, Chaklala Scheme IIINo. 5, Street 03, Block-G, Shalimar Road, 
Tel: +92 51 2223890 Rawalpindi, 46000, PakistanSoan Gardens, Islamabad 44000, Pakistan

Tel: +92 51 5963826Tel: +92 51 5738801-2

City: Islamabad
Street No 8, Sector F-10/2 City: Islamabad City: Rawalpindi
Islamabad, 44000, Pakistan 54 Nazim-ud-din Road, Sector F-8/4 No 761, Street 12, Chaklala Scheme III
Tel: +92 51 2102459 Islamabad, 44000, Pakistan Rawalpindi, 46000, Pakistan

Tel: +92 51 2259070, 2855545 Tel: +92 51 5766194

City: Islamabad
City: Islamabad City: RawalpindiStreet 100, Sector G-11/3
36 Nazim-ud-din Road, Sector F-7/1 No 764, Street 12, Chaklala Scheme IIIIslamabad 44000, Pakistan
Islamabad 44000, Pakistan Rawalpindi, 46000, PakistanTel: +92 51 2363523-4 
Tel: +92 51 2650141, 2650898 Tel: +92 51 5766194

Millennium Roots Schools & TMUC Near You 
RMS, Pine Senior Campus RMS, Hayatabad Campus RMS, DHA Lahore Campus

RMS, Pine Montessori Campus RMS, Notting Hill CampusRMS. Paddington Campus

RMS, Sandilands Campus
RMS, City Campus

RMS, Hill View Campus

RMS, Bahria Town Phase 8 Campus
RMS, Garrison Campus

RMS, Indus Campus 

RMS, Queensbury Campus
RMS, Kamra Campus

RMS, Richmond Campus
RMS, Jinnah Campus

RMS, River Tree Campus
RMS, Iqbal Campus

RMS, Mardan Campus

RMS, Flagship Khyber Campus

City: Abbottabad City: Peshawar City: Lahore
No 101/1, Rah-e-Sakoon, Habib Ullah Colony No 6, Sector D-1, Phase-I, Hayatabad Plot No. 310/1, Sector F, Phase VI, 
Abbottabad, Pakistan Peshawar, Pakistan DHA, Lahore, Pakistan
Tel: +92 992 382151 Tel: +92 91 5825852 UAN: +92 42 111 111 193

City: Abbottabad City: JhelumCity: Peshawar
Mehmood Lodges Jinnahabbad, Opposite Commerce Citi Housing, Main G.T Road Jhelum18-B Old Jamrud Road University Town 
College, Abbottabad  Tel: +92 332 5554129, 333 1522261Peshawar
Tel: +92 332 8918534 Tel: +92 91 5842370, 91 5842371

City: Sialkot
City: Gujranwala Citi Housing, Daska Road, Sialkot

City: Mirpur
16 D.C Road, Gujranwala, Pakistan Tel: +92 331 9681743

Plot # 2-B/6 to 2-B/9, Sector F-2, Mirpur, Pakistan 
Tel: +92 55 3840453

Tel: +92 05827-446757/443121

City: Rawalpindi
City: Gujranwala Bahria Town, Phase 8, 

City: Attock 
Street 2, Allama Iqbal Town, Rahwali Cantt Rawalpindi, 46000, Pakistan

17A-19A, Peoples Colony, Main Kamra Road
Gujranwala, Pakistan UAN: +92 (0)51 111-111-193

Attock, Pakistan
Tel: +92 55 3828332

Tel: +92 57 2702290

City: Gujranwala 
City: Kamra

Main Sialkot Bypass Road
Lane 18, APF Residential Colony, PAC Kamra Cantt. 

Gujranwala, Pakistan
Tel: +92 57 9317258

Tel: 055 200066-67

City: Mandi Bahauddin
City: Gujrat

Phalia Road near Total Petrol Station
Bhimber Road, Opposite Model Town

Mandi Bahauddin, Pakistan
Gujrat, Pakistan

Tel: +92 546 500220
Tel: +92 533 605152

City: Nowshera
City: Sargodha 

Main G.T Road, Hakimabad , Nowshera, Pakistan
112, Shaheen Park, Queen's Road, Sargodha, 

Tel: +92 3563383-4
Pakistan
Tel: +92 48 3724602

City: Mardan
Salam Khasra Kata No.10, Khawat No. 201/253 to 

City: Peshawar 254, Mardan bypass Road, Behind Sugar Mill 
Phase -III, Gulabad, Jamrud Road, Peshawar, Mardan, Pakistan
Pakistan UAN: +92 51 111 111 193
Tel: +92 91 5611840-1

RMS, Clifton Beach Campus

RMS, Future World Campus

City: Karachi
No. 25-B, Block 4, Shahrah-e-Attar,
Near Russian Consulate, Clifton
Karachi 75500, Pakistan
Tel: +92 331 5060561
UAN: +92 21 111-118-682

City: Karachi
Bahria Town, Main Super Highway,
Karachi 75500, Pakistan
Tel: +92 331 5060561
UAN: +92 21 111-118-682
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